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Thornhil l  'wish list' i mmi 
,~.:~'..' "" '~'4!':. " ' - . , ,  
t 
LOCAL RESIDENTS will soon The next step is to fonvard the 
get the details of Thornhill's letter to Terrace council for its 
"wish list" for either tncorpora- approval. That's necessary be- 
tion as an independent cause the city would have to 
municipality or amalgamation agree to any conditions that might 
with Terrace. be attached to the amalgamation 
The list will appear in the form scenario. 
of a letter to the municipal affaim And once that hurdle is cleared," 
ministry rqquesting a formal Webber said the letter would be' : 
restructure offer from the pro- sent to Municipal Affairs nnd 
vines, made public at that time. 
Andrew Webber of the IGtimab Although the next council meet- 
Stikine regional district explained ing is not scheduled until Men- 
the list will outline :what the day, Aug. 14, Webber will ask it 
restructuring committee figures to hold a special meeting to deal 
the province and/or city must with the matter as soon as pea- 
come up with to make each s~le. 
proposal fly at a referendum. Meanwhile, number-crunchers 
It will take into account the in a couple of other ministries are 
areas identified as being Of ' working our"their own cost im- . A~dr@w Webber 
greatest concern to residents. At plicatious for incorporation or The highways minislry was car- 
public meetings held, to date, amalgamation. ' " lying out the same process on 
these have included taxation, eq- , For example, Webber noted that road main~nance osts. 
uitable representation an amal- indrawing up his cost estimates Based on all this infornmtiou, 
gamated council and road for: ' each.: scenario, consultant the province will put together its' 
maintenance. .. Eugene Lalonde had plugged in 
-A  draft letter is nowin  the f i ~ ~ e  ' number of i)olice offer,. ~Sugg~ti~ the.offer would ..... not 
hands of committee members and o t~t :~bu ldberequh~l ,  come down befese September(or 
once they have giy.en their ~m--. The :.Att0mey:General,s. Office .: October: Webber con~.a,,a 
ents, Webber will drs~ up s was now~:pre i t s  own - : ,  ...... ~ " . . . . .  ~ ; , - ' ,~  
final version. That,will.' likelY/ :: nrole~ons!Tor"nO]i,~.- .,o;ao o,a . , go ing  to make =fo~,, .,tigM 
ha n th i s  . . . . . . . . .  ¢ . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ e  to re  rezerenoum this ppe week, he added.- :. - attached costs toloc~l taxpayers, r~ . ,  - " . . . . . . . .  ..... ::.. ~. 
TI-IE OWNER of the Terrace Im i hotels subsequently went  int0 ~ i rmanciaitr0ubles:~i:~/4~cei i :  T
aenies ne used monies from its receivership. ! : Iuneameto l ight~]b~l~( :  : 
operations for penonal or other Payments to Amencan bank ao- employee paychean~ bda ln i~ . . . . .  
ousmess expenses. , : :  :; counts are also Itstedas ~well as i b0unce.!:~ : i~:,:!'~i!;!:;: 1 
Amarjlt Sidhu.who Is f lght inga,  some • cheques retumed:~as not ::~:~Sidha'a C0unterda~"~d~ihe£ i 4i 
move to place his c0mpanY~into.. : hav~ su~cient funds, .~,; i,: .ii.:i':. I has 5sen r td~ed i i~ ;  m~:me: : : '~ 
uons ms~ monm as pan. oi an ' woody' :chartered; s~uatant .  J. ~ t,~:o/de/.i~d: m-lke.~'~:fi'~,~b~;t,:. , 
on om court fi t . . . .  : ' ,Gordon . . . .  ~ , g g gh ~ . . . .  Text.. found $10,950 to pay ned/tots. -......... ,~".< ~. "~ : 
The accusatmns were made by deposits made to a personal as- -S idhut , '~.h~ a~,..ngg~ a  : ~: 
the lawyer for Georgflas Invest. eountofS~dhu's.: : ; ~:has:auesti0hed'the ennn~_~,g i' 
E CONSTRUCTION has finished and today's the day Bob Reeds expects to float down the ments, the former owner  of  the Gordon also said some the e~' d ~ between ~Georg i l~s - In"~en '~ 
Skoona River In KISS, his eight-foot plywood craft, K I~S stands for Keep It Simple ~tupid and hotel who wants it back be=use source of  some payments was ira. and'th6de ~ n0wra"  :the h~ i 
that's been Bob's more  during Iho building of his unique oraft. Sidhu ' • . . . .  • ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ 
~. - hasn tmade mortgage pay.. possible todetermme.: ; for the receiver; " - - '~ "~ ' 
! ments, i "  : ,Gordon did caution that mo/e ,  f Hesaid~hos6c0~eetlnna%~a J 
A KISS from Terrace uas suggest~l that:: more than fo~t i0n  cause BDO to :. vestments .:': in "  seeking :9 the  ' • $320,000 went to places not con revme its re ft. b ' - - - - "~ ~ : . . . . . .  " " ' PO , ankruptcy application; ". :' :, : 
floats the Sk  ena = Sidhu's company, 476740 B.C. i W 1 7 - - -  - , " v  ii: [! Ltd., put into temporary receiver. _11 . . . .  _ _ ,  _ =ms n • 
• . : / :  i :  " i.!. ship. -" araws  c r iuc i sm l Lou Haselmeyer arrived the It now ~wants the company ~: 
BY THE TIME you read this I day  before our: ~te~ p COUNCIL S decision to review erupt facility. Hull l~d i .~d • declared bankrut so the hotel , ' ~ i 
expect O be dflfting down the party last Wednesday. With. a. .. can be sold. :~ ....... the tax exemption granted the that, unlike the~ 
=urlingclub~iYrLT ~. : [ Skeenn toward Prince Rupert visiting Canadian National ta r  of useful gear and equip, That way, said Carpick last Terrace Little Theatre (3~T) has did not offer a sewke:the ~ty [ 
in KISS, the greet cockleshell Railroad engineer, named Don, ment, putting me forever in his week, Georgllas Investments can Some membem of  the local arts : would ~ have~ to: provide :ill,the' 
on which I've been working that I'd trade my kingdom for .  debt. ~ . . . . .  ' : / .  . . . . .  [ 
receive monies it is owed. :commualty wondering whols group disappeared. ~.: : !~'~ i : : i !  
for the last three wceks, a plane to do the job in 10 : The ciu~tening par tywas~'  There are also'a number oflocal n e x t  . . . .  i i 
When i arriv~ in Terrace minutes, he was back to lend fun. We didn't use Champagne • and gove~ent  creditors lined "It sends mes .  the , .i ~.Birkedal dismissed-that, recal l '  : '[ 
Monday morning, July 10 I  meonehalfanhourlater. " ' for the fbllowing reasons: Too .:. : ,  ge ydon.t i l ins~eladl lv~l~laeemmmflt lm j 
planned to build theboat in a Ray, behind the meat counter expensive, might smash my :~ up :with the  total resching; care sboutthe arts," said Korea whlch~ilseked~ mrr l ing~! :Ud:  j 
$ 4 5 0 , 0 0 0 . . . .  i .  B iA~a lo f  the Terrace Coat i  - thereh idaewr i~ au ~ , .  : 
weekforleas than$100. Alas, atSafeway, cut into~a package :quarterinchplywood bowand The bankruptcy appllcation is to' Society.: .::~ :; : ~, ' : :  ' i:, } lion.the: l~-~d~: :~;  : 
overMr' urphy_ if andanythinghiS laWScantOOkgo slices°f baconforandmy handedpork and°utbesns,Small stuff.besides' I'd rather: drink the ' heardbe heardts sherecounterclatmAUg' & AlSObySldhu to be musicr Pointing.groupsOUt local theatrehad • establlshed and :: beVidesp0rts:°ne~ ,~v mtmWhyid0eathe:arts?:lt ~e  it~.~e : 
wrong it will go wrong, Every- marking no charge on the Sam Collier did the christen- " whoWants to regain control, provincial nnd national reputa. ~ asked: ~ ....... ~ . :.,.~ ~,, ~ : 
thing takes longer and all that. packages until I was ready for hag honours. She and her Carpick's uggestions about he ' > . . . .  " " ' .  " ' :: 
' trons for their quallty,.she added, :!; .Suggesting the :!: ttmol~g r b f  ~ . 
I am not complaining. These the rest of iL He d.~dn't know : boyfriend were among my first i ~ more than:S320,000: arises f rom "Terrace ~ls the envy of a lot o f  money involfedtnl the l~x i 'e~ . 
three weeks have been among me from Adam. Where but in -.Terrace contacts when they . an examination o f  variousbank ~ other communities?' : . . . . .  : eruption was . i ,!mln~e,,~i;~i~:: . 
the toughest and also among Terrace? i ': drove me with my luggage : accounts, and f'mancial informa- Birkedai maintained the arts' sa |dasn .~=ver~he,dra~gi~ '  ~ 
the happiest of the almost 80 As  if he hadn't dor, e enough :~from the bus terminal :to Ferry ' ' "r ' . . . . .  ' :  ~ . . . . . . . . .  ' r . . . . . . . . .  ~=- - r  . . . . . . . . . . . .  m "  7~ f ~ ~ 
tmn from Sept. 1994 ~ when were an: important part of the -qhermoney~g0ingt0~nleonf lah,.  
years I have been'  on this already, Walter Raedeke or- Island, ~ . : Sidhu bought he 'Termce Inn~ : communl~' hel-~-'~ iddt0  its:  :.,.~.n~rq.,.Y-~-,~,=,±...~S.,~.: ~..~ '. ' 
planet. . ::, : ,  rived on a,rainy Monday to  :From s hnge brandy saltier I ,! . . . .  : , -:, v.~s : ........ . . . .  =t ;x~ x = r"x~mpn°u man°nlmY t to April of this ear. 'vtbra " Terrace and Its people have take me tohis apartment for a got atthe Terrace Sally Anne: - -  Y ~' ~'~'~ '"!~ ~ nceoflife ~, : : . .  lncreas~ forcoun~0~i"!~ : i: i~:i 
, tee  examination, entered.as an .. She was also in~tatedthat court-: : ' Und~ the Mua le t~ i i~ i~ " I; trestedmebetterthanIveever hot bath ond a dinner with Fred thr iRst0reSaui:p0u~d ~er .  i affldavltlforthe'banlumptoyap-:i cllshould:beque/tl0nlngth'etax Cgh isd~f lOn~/ -~:~ I~ 
been treated before. Tom Adair of the Terrace Search over the bow while naming my i ~ pllcation, revealed payments to :  exemption a t |~e  whenTLT/ )~t  ~~xi i leXempt lo~:kto~/n~:  J 
Wade, the Ferry Island camp, and Rescue crew. Fred told ship !with its . KEEP .various individuals,, ln~:lud~ . wastry~ngtobullddnewfaeillty, : p ro f l t0~s~tt~ i~:~whi~m~ : 
ground manager, couldn't be howhiscrew Is rsted second SIMPLE acronym. . :. [ .family members .of~ Sldhuknot , one that,: " ~sm'.a~d 
more helpful, onlyto theCalgary fir e depart- : Terrsce~ i love: you. I ' l l  be~ knowingly connected to theTot- . . . . .  ~e!~T iz~a~i~e '  
It would take columns to ment in all of Canada and in- back, often I hope;AndT0ny, :!:.: raceXnn, i i ~. i ; :  : / . .~ and he ~dTdendsh j6  ? ! 
. . . .  wo~d~beneflt ~ ~e 
: . . . .  and had:the pb~ntiil ~ g~ente  ~: :i cud~' i .~k:  name everyone who has visited ternattonaily aswell.- Derek, Serf, Rod, Jim, Van, Also on the payments list are visitor evenue, i:.~ ~i.! :~ ..~ ~. ~:- i.: .:; ~ letv~-a"r -~;*~t~"A:r~- . - - -  . . 
while I've worked wlth a:~,$1 He warned of a sharp bend John the New~e flagman,: :  • ' - " - ~-  ~ ..... ~ • . , .  ~, ......... - ...*!<~ ¢.: '. ' .  ~ ....... ~ ":.', , ,~ '~, '~""=* '~vm'~:  :* " • ... 
12:Inch sawm~de in China.a. to .the le.ft with a large, nasty iCbds, the gala at Sally ~¢~d. :Om~.  comp~ ::m Noting: TLT ~asa  :i : ~: 
. wnz ~ t u naoornas aninter-: ~s0ctety:andhardly awealthy;~0r. ' :;givenaucli~empli6~: M q ~ ..... ~ e|gnt'°unce uammer'•s ~ ~:est  ~i~.:<.r~,~,~;. I , .~,~..xE ~,.~:L: :> ' :~ 
comb!nodSquare, arid level - -  .:~ ,. ~.., , . _  . .... : . . .  ...... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , . .. , - , .  . . . . . . . . . .  ,, - . - . . . .  . . . .  .-.,,~ . , - ' : r .m : : ,.;.. 
merrnom interests to uts tom ::ii~ :Don tpetupanodier~0bS~le. : , '  W0iih, Sl~2Z~r~. : i :  ~;;~,i ; . .  
my prindple:3ools.•:! s :Eruie and Ken at V0-Zt plus a': ; ili~Ti:r~;.~e~i.t0 sp~before l t t  ~ .  
when I_was forced to'ape ~"o fd~en l~ve're~t/Ml~/ (, ...................................... . . . . .  ~'  ' 
. . . . . .  ' ' ' , . . . . . .  t , i ] "  " : ; "  'iai ,,::,':',' :,, .... , ''~: ':',; " :  nee :an m~resr.-.! ~om:oz  mom~/i and:~r l~:t l~ql i~b~et: ,~-~,~x. .  . • : exem"ntiofii' ~ ::-; :::::~:'~':•:: ." "" ". 
. , < : ! ' . : . : . . . .  ..... 
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Angered society serves i 
notice on. the province. 
S T O P  ___  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ 
........ " . . . . . . . .  (,'lilIVll-" P r e s s  somebody else to tuna  , . : i - .  . : .  -. ,¢  , .  .::, ' ":'<.-. , '  '...; .. ". {':~i~ ~ :' northwest.Psychiatric ca e facillty in the ~.:<:~:.::::.:::;:.~<....,..::=i::.'.::.<;.: .~'~ 
• o o . _ .  d . . o . .  ~ wtth the health ministry, the Ksan ' ~ H I  I~  House Society last week gave one 
year's notice it is giving up its 
Fallen man con=~ to nm tile n~le-bed Os. : : .~  ,, , . . :  .,~ 
borne Home. 
rescued ~ho notice isn't meant as a , K i t imat  Crimestoppers i seeking public • 
A 32-YEAR-OLD man who bargaining position or a gamble, assistance in solving several suspicious fires. 
says sodety executive director KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY' executive director Paul O'Dell stands 
fell from a x, ock face while Paul O'Dell. In front of Osbome Home, a psychiatric care facility. The society Kitimat RCMP have received 10 arson . 
tending Iris ~h net on the "The letter we sent is tin- last week gave notice its cancelling its contract with the province, reports this year. Fortunately,  the fires were 
Skeena l~k, er was xescued Sat. equivoceble," said O'Dell. contained quickly and no one was injured. 
urday tflcmoon by Terrace "If  it was a gamble, the lninis- tour the facility with an eye to to take over heaRh care facilities, 
Search and Rescue end am- Fires caused  extensive proper ty  damage bulance attendants. Iry could say thank yon very agrceisg to repairs, might prevent he problem from 
-RCMPstld the man had ftl- much. This is definitely not a But O'Deil said the Ksan board happening again. April 20, 1995 at the Kitimat Municipal 
len 10 feet into e ¢¢evasae nd ploy." considers the two issues as being But these new agencies aren't Dump when several salvage logs were set on 
suffered adislocated elbow. The society filed notice because equally important and won't go yet ready to take over respomibil- 
He: was quickly extracted It can't convince the health minis- along with one without the other, ity #ore the Provincial govern- fire. 
with : the assistance of the try to give it the monies it needs The hmne has been running at a meat, he added. More damage was caused on July 1 !, 1995 
to make repaim to Osbome Home deficit since, 1991, with the dif- O'Dell said" the society must when a culprit set fire to the storage shed at 
seai~" and Re~eae riverboat :or to Change the way the facility fexenee attint being made up by now figure out what it's going to . . . .  
and was recited at Mills is financed, a mall accumulated staples, dowlth Osborne Home. the Sno~fflake riding grounds near Cable Car. 
Memorial Hospital. Lack of repairs, particularly to Sincethen the society has cov- There is still a small mortgage " ' 
lii 0ther weekend accidents, a Once a fire starts, no one can predict  where  
T£rrac~r:!.man d a Pdnc~ solve a flooding problem during ered the deficit through borrow- on:the build i~)g and it still needs. : 
Re~!:iman'l/W eketaken tel wet periods, only harms the ingfxomltsotherprograms. :~pahs;:::.:.",...' ,'...~: itwill spread, lf you,:have..any:{]~ormation I 7.. 
.,-. .-,: oat ' think someone ' lse Mgis!"M~orlal Hospital v, qth| building in the long run, said O'Ddl said new community : " I 'd " :  ' ' " regard ing these .fires or  any-! 0 ther  er imina l  ,, :i: 
.mld¢~i0eJ:.: injuries after I &Dell; health councils and. regional w0uld.~,afit tome it in its current:' ' 0fl'ences; call Kitimat Crimest0ppers at :6()4,:" • 
the~, Vehicle roRed two kilo- I ,And running at a continuing health boards, now being set up s~te,'~ O'Deil said.. • .,, : ...... 
.. retires east, of Chlmdemtsh| deficit simply isn't a good finan- 4 .' .''+" ,. :r ¢, :':fi; '': ~." '' " ~:'':' r " ,  ,. ., , " -< ::~: 632-8477.  ' : ,  . . . .  . ...~- . .  " " ', - ': . . . . . . .  : 
bridge on Hwyl6 ]Bast. rT~e ~- CJd p l~et i~,  he added. " " .; ' ?.,- .."- : ,... , :' • .~ . " Br, dge k done::?.: . . . . . . . . . . .  -::, ddeothe lmiedat  3•aan. Sun.-  "The monies we received for ' W O r  " " •• day, this contra~ make up about one- : , " ' . :: r~ :" : :~': ~ ~ ~ .: :. ~ " ' . . . .  ' :..:.' .: •'' crimestoppei-s :offers a-cash: rewa~;d of up.to : ':l 
And .pollce are looking fo~ third of the society's activities. THOSE DAYS of one-way traffic c~.~ifor ~pJa '.ce~neat with/a iiew " $1000 dollarsTor the information l ead ing : to  an- ' :[ 
.the owner of a Oetmzn Thls will have a tippling effect," and flag people came to an end surfa~e,:..~: :".'/ .;'''r . ~ " . '  arrest and chargeslaid against any individual . " [ 
shepherd in a ted Chewolel said O'Deil. last week when the resurfaclng The: work. drew the." ire"• of . in this or any unsolved crime. I f  you have any : I 
super, cabplckup ~atattacked Osborne Home empioys nine work on the Dudley bridges was motoriSts :: whO "complained of •, information, call crimestoppers at 632-8477: w ""r *l 
a woman in the Nonhero full'and part ime people, completed$uly 26. ddays and some b~in~sses Who Callers will not be required (to reveal their :. I 
'Motor Inn puking lot around 2 Ksan's board of directors made Two-way traffic on those two said-they lost lraffle becau~se 'of 
e.m. Sondsy. the decision to file notice after a bridges xesumed again July 27 the.bne-way requirements." " , '- identity or testify in court. : l 
-.. . . . . . . . .  meeting last month with health follo~dng the six-week project. . Traffi~ did;~in~prove when .the P "S  
SCare  a ler t  ndnistryofficials. Trafficon theOld Skeena Bfldge hig, hways:~ndnistry extended the ,: ¢ ~  I i 6 3 $ , T I  
Those officials indicated they also returned to nonnal; hours each dayofwhcn eacortec :
RCMFARE warning people wouldn't address the operating The work: involved jackham, onc:way ~affiC was allowed :.to " 
to be on the'lookout for a seam deficit problem but did ngree to meting out old sections of con- ':~0ss~e.Dudley bridges .- : ~- 
artist :purportedly relslug . . . .  .,::<:.~-' ..- . -. - 
money for the He~u,t Founds- " - " " 
" Pol lc¢ ~ave received repor ts  " " ' "'~- " - '-" .... " " 
of a' short red.headed :::' ~'' ::~": ...... "- . . . .  
Caucasian male gol.g door to I .-'g:%-: "-- 
-" " Beila's ,o .o . ,  Se l la  Van~uver.  - ' .  I 
Hew Vehicle Dock I he would Zaise' enough money ~' l.to. make .the.,: trip. and .then' 
" is Now Open • l'l~e~':lefface 1-1~:a11" 40Utid/t: ~ don chapter .'claims no. knowl- l • 
edge of it. .: 
Riverboat ~o're pleased to announce that Bella Bella% new vehicle !i: 
. . . .  ferry dock is now in full operation. This facility will handle .! Qu : ben ,;.i the BC Ferries vessel which regularly serves the Inside :ri! 
SUSAN" E I~L ING ..was' Passage, with Bella Bella receiving twice weekly calls for FOR ALL "C UR BACK TO SCHOOL 
earned Miss Riverboat Queen vehicle and passenger travel. As well, the dock is also capable ,:~:-~: ! .~:,~ 
for the comlag Rlverboat Day, of handling privatebarges and other large : : " : "  '':"NEEDS,'" q ;IT OUR TEMPOP, ARY ::, ' "  weekend. " The government is investing intransp0rtatioti n#a- :.", ,..-:,~ ,: . .ii"~ 
Ebeltng was. the Miss Ter, I structure like this'new dock at Bella Belle as part of its job • . , ~ ' . 
NF:  LOCATION 
contest demonslrated the best portation isone of the key factors in ensuring the economic v . . . . . . .  .: .... :: , i~i;~ 
knowledge of  Terrace's his- development and prosperity ofthe province. , : .'i':~ 
c~emoniest°w' She'll andbe .atrldetheinO~salur. "This project isa part of BC Ferries 10 Year Plan, which .." """ r ' " ' ' "I"" ":~'~ '  
4662 LAKELSE 
day's parade, alsoincludes construction f a new mid-Vancouver Island . . (:~ 
Three other contes~nts ~ terminal t Duke Point, a new northem vessel and three fast ' i . . . . .  ' ' ' " " , :;~ 
Chellab Levesque., Romy ferries-all projects vital to the growth of the province. ..~ '"", ~- ' ,'~ 
Maikapar, and Kylte Oman -- For vehicle reservations call 1-800-663-7600. " r~J~ 
wet~ named as the flnalhts for .... ~. - 
the Miss Talent awar4, h ~ k  - 1  :~ 
BC FERRIES N c~owning  o f  M~ Terrace, ~ . . . .  
1st a.d 2rid runau-up, takes ~ ~18 ~ ~ ~!~ PP01~II~ 
place Satorday niShk ~ 
Kitimat hits ' A P/~nFor B.C. 
Games go ld  ~ - -  •: Ca.a :a ! , , ,u , , , , , .® • = 
SIX TI]RRACB athletes t 
returned with bronze medals A GENDIS COMPANY 
from the B.C b"u~et  Games 
Penticton. 
Tennis duo Doug and Dee 
Berlin and :~rrol Mutschke 
both dropped In for bronze. ~ LAST YEAR DALLY RECORDS - 
And Terrtce's Dan - - 
Rosengren and Tony Lopes July MAX. MIN. PCPN SUN MAX. MIN. PCPN SUN MAX. YEAR MIN. ~ P.BEfJ~ YEAR 
also captured bronze medals 21 31,6 16,5 13.8 29.2 11;2 15.0 30.0 1978 5,0 1970 25.6 1955 
- -  on the golf course in the 22 21.3 14.7 , 5.6 33.0 13,7 14.6 33.0 t994 6.1 1973 17.6 1980 
men's teant event 
They shared the medal 23 19,0 13,3 2.3 33.3 13,4 14.9 33,3 1994 5,6 1977 21.1 1959 
podium with Kitimat golfers 24 15,2 11,1 15.8 0.0 33.5 16,0 13.9 33,5 1994 8.3 1961 5.8 1974 
Rob Donaldson, Clayto, 25 19,9 12.5 1.2 6.3 24.7 16.6 .0,4 4.0 33.5 1982 3.3 1974 22.9 1970 
Harris, Bob Russell, David 26 15,0 10,6 4.0 0.0 22.9 14,9 " 3.9 33,6 1982 6.0 1985 29.7 1975 Venmsn, Rmt Venmaa, /ad 
Yrkk~. 27  14,9 9.7 3,2 2.0 28.3 13,7 TR 123 35.0 1971 7.2 1974 21.7 1980 
KtUmat's Oyu~s Hero ine  
" ROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS " ~ BROUGHT TO YOU BY: wome~ olympic archery, 
on th~ ~. ,  ~ M,~h~ Please obey all traffic control signs and persons. The highway will be busy w i th  NECHAK~O__~-  Slereckt bat0~ to a gold 
med,~ ~sh re, the A~,m,,= patching crews, sign maintenance, bridge repair, mowing and centre line painting. ~ . / j~ j f~  NORTHCOAST 
City in junior boys singles. 
And Klth~at's Daany,EUS. Please watch for and obey traffic control signing. To report road hazards, call 638 ,  cO~ST~UC'r,o~ s~Rv,c~s 
g~on and Mike 3olmson 8383 during office h0urs.After hours, please call 1.800.665.5051. / J Z 
claimed bronze in junior boys ,/7 / 
doubles. Your Road Maintenance Contractor 
In team sports, the ~xe's 
basebaU team finished eight, 
the  womfJVa SoCcer  team was  
s/xth, and the boys volleyball 
team was seventh. 
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Firefighters train for the inevitable 
first arrive at the accident hey 
need to check for hazards uch as 
spilled gasoline, live electrical 
wires, etc. 
Once the scene is secured, the 
flreflghtem next stabilize the 
vehicle, lifting it, so its weight 
rests on blocks on wood. 
"It's called cribbing the car,". 
says Brose. "It eliminates vchide 
movement because the cur is rest- 
ing directly on the blocks." 
That way, when the rescue per- 
son enters the car, he or she won't 
cause it to bounce or sway, per- 
haps .injuring the victim even 
more. 
Finally, the firefighters were 
taught how to stabilize the acci- 
dent victims, and how to use 
everything firom hand held tools 
to hydraulic tools, such as the 
jaws of life, in order to extricate 
people from vehicles. • 
ABOVE: Victims of a car crash could very. likely have spinal injuries. In a recent training 
e~urse, northwest flreflghters were taught o first immobilize a person, in order to prevent 
further Injury. BELOW: Rescuers have to stabilize the vehicle, so R doesn't move while 
they're trying to help the victim. LEFT: Rreflghters get ready to slide a pretend-victim out 
of a ear, and ontoa spinai board. 
SMASHED hulks of metal and 
glass. Sometimes that's all that's 
left of a car that's beenin an acci- 
dent Yet amazingly, people live 
through these crashes. The chal- 
lenge for rescuers is to remove 
them from a vehicle, without 
causing them even more injury. 
That's what 25 t~eflghters from 
around the northwest gathered in 
Terrace to learn last weekend. 
"The instructors are basically 
teaching a systematic approach to 
responding to and dealing with an 
auto accident," says Fred Bmse 
of the Terrace airport fire depart- 
ment. He helped organize the 
three day course. 
During the course the 
firefighters acted out a number of 
accident scenarios. 
"The first thing we have to do 
is a scene assessment," says 
Brose. When rescue personnel 
~ • .,~/.:,., "7,. .:. ;'~ 
" : ; ' t "  '. ' ,  . "  
4':: i ~ ~* 
News 
In Brief 
DFO gets 
chummy 
can continue to catch chum I
salmon until August 15. ] 
Good returns of that] 
species have persuaded fed-I 
eral fisheries to announce a
two-week extension to lthe 
special opening. 
Unchanged is the limit 'of 
one chum per day and pos- 
session limit of two fish. 
Possession limit refers to. 
the number of ~ fish in' 
anglers' possession any- 
where other  than thei~ 
permanent residence, 
Anglers are also remlnded~ 
I~ use o f  roe  for bait i s  
prohibited on the Kitlmat 
River. 
A single hook only may 
be used and chum cannot be 
taken upstream o f  the Hwy 
37 South bridge. 
City hires • 
I ' new planner,, 
THE CITY has hired a new 
planner, David Trawin. 
Born in Penticton, Trawin 
a graduate of the Florida 
Atlantic University wi th  a 
BA in urban and regional 
planning and a Masters in 
the same, specializing in 
growth m~agement~ plan, 
ning. 
Prior to accepting the city 
post, he was working for a 
land design oonSniting corn, 
pany in Penticton. 
Trawin aho played profes' 
sional soccer with the 
London (Ontario)Lasers of 
the Canadian Soccer League 
in the 1992 season, He starts 
work here Monday, August 
14. . . . .  i '• 
Tmwin's the first full time 
planner employed lby~the '  
' city Since Marv in~e~!  
Sizzling SPECI 
Ends August 31 ~ " 
Don't Miss Out! q ~"  ~~~ : AUGUST 4 5 6 ;i: 
,F, rN ss N li!)f!l!: /2",, 
Terrace' B'C" 635"4 ' 30 d~t  ' I:S... 2 0  ~ 0,F 
6 a,m.-9 p.m. :: "* ~ Monday-Friday 
Saturday 9 a,m.-6 p.m. , ~ 
GET F IT . :  30 o ,,E, m = ITEMS.,,,.,,.. OFF SIIDS PRI{E 
with our large selection of 
/ Free Weights / Hammer Strength j ~  
/ Cardio & Apex- Type Equipment 
or ([,RON[[.30~ 0 A[[SUMMER 30~ With.Our Flexible Summer Aerobic Schedule ~ OtNDLES,.,,. OFF AERYI.IES,,., OFF 
Monday, Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Fdday Saturday • 
Sunrise Sunrise Sunrise Dis(oglinud ~ ! I  
6:00 a'm' .ep =ep .ep /2PR 
9:15 ~m. Weekend PHALcRAFT DISH SETS I ICE _ 
5:30 p,m. Step N' Step N' Step N' S tep  ~ i  ~mm m m 
Sweat Swe~ Sweat - -  mbW. - -  
Evening Evening ~ m m m ~  
" =" FR IDAY Instructors: Sue Springer, Carde McLeod, Gargle Faber, Tanls S~hedand, Che~l Grace 
[~~FL~ - STEP CLASSES ONLY- Aug. 4 to I ~ pm 
Terms & Condiliont - PRICE IN EFFECT JULY 2- AUG. 31/95, NOT SUBJECT O FURIHER DI~OUNT. 
• WBC, IITROOM OR A, ER~IC$ ONLY, (X)ES NOT INCLUDE FUU. Ct~. 
• ,,~,,,.o.,,,.o~,=~. SPECIALS IN EFFECT AT 
• NONRERJND~iNONTP, ANS~LE TERRACE STORES ONLY 
. . . .  }i 
- • | 
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Fifty years on 
FIFTY YEARS ON, can it really be over? 
It's a question that began to be asked last year 
on the 50th anniversary of the Normandy inva- 
sion and continued this year with the June c~m- 
incinerations, of the end of the Second World 
War in Europe. 
And it's a question that'll be asked again this 
month when the world notes the 50th anniver- 
:sary to the end of the Second World War in the 
iFar East, 
This month's events will be more muted than 
the ones of June, at least here in Canada, given 
ithat the European portion of the war drew more 
of  our country's resources and manpower. 
Yet Canadians did serve throughout the Far 
~East. For two infantry battalions, the war was 
.particularly brutal. Members of the Royal Rifles 
.of Canada and the Winnipeg Grenadiers spent 
.four years in Japanese captivity after the fall of 
Hong Kong on Christmas Day 1941, 
The answer to the question is: No. Choosing a 
,date such as 50 years is merely an artificial land- 
mark of human history. To be sure, massive 
events have taken place since the end of the Sac- 
,end WorldWar. But the memories of what that 
"war did and in what direction the world went 
iafterward make the Second World War too im- 
-portant to let it ever subside in human conscious- 
ness. 
All of this becomes even more important as the" 
years go on and as the numbers of those who 
took part in the Second World War decline. 
Losing that human connection must not be taken 
as' .a,ni~X~elfor 'qet! ing the events 0 f the  1930s 
and 1940s pass on as •well. 
At the very least the decision to use nuclear 
weapons on two Japanese cities must stand as 
reminder of how human beings can design mass 
instruments of destruction. .. - .:. ,: :,:_. , : 
- , .  ~ .~: ~ ~:,. :~..:~, ,.... 
Mural masters 
A TIP of the painter's beret to the artists and 
their sponsors in this city who have done much 
to brighten up the downtown area. 
The burgeoning number of murals on the walls 
of various buildii~gs add that little speeial some- 
thing for. locals and visitors. 
Art reflects its surroundings and in this regard 
the murals are a prime example. We're seeing 
• winter scenes, summer scenes, scenes of indus- 
ifial activity,past and present and expressions of 
cultural and societal background. 
Separately the murals stand as individual snap- 
shots. Collectively they form a monster photo al- 
bum telling us and the world of the people and 
influences that make up Terrace and surrounding 
area. 
More importantly Terrace could soon become 
the northwest's City of Murals - -  a tag that can 
only add to the attractiveness of the city as a 
tourist destination. 
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Forest model is working 
VICTORIA - -  In the 
shadow of the dramatic land- 
use changes brought about in 
British Columbia in the past 
three years, an experiment in 
forest management has been 
conducted quietly and without 
fanfare at our west coast. 
The Long Beach Model 
Forest project was launched by 
the federal government in 1991 
in response to concerns about 
the environment and the wise 
use of resources or better, the 
lack thereof. 
The Long Beach Model 
Forest is once of a network of 
ten large-scale working models 
across the country, represent- 
ing the five major forest eco- 
regions of Canada. The ten Ca- 
nadian Model Forests are, in 
turn, part of an international 
network, with two in Mexico 
and one ia Russia. 
Encompassing about 400,000 
hectares of land, the Long 
Beach Model Forest stretches 
from the Hesquiat Peninsula in 
the northwest to Barkley 
The term model forest might 
be a bit misleading. The area 
itself is not a model forest, but 
the research, the activities, the 
projects and programs carded 
out by members of the Long 
Beach Model Forest Society 
will hopefully serve as models 
I | l l e l i~ i l / I  I I | t ld l ' . l  I | :1  | l l  
HUBERT BEYER 
of potential forest use that 
demonalrate sustainable devel- 
opment. 
Simply put, sustainable de- 
velopment will always remain 
within the limits of the en- 
vironment o deal with it. In 
forestry, in means not only 
harvesting no more than we 
plant, but harvesting in a man- 
ner that least disrupts the 
forests' see-system. 
The Long Beach Model 
Forest, like its national and in- 
teraational counterparts, is an 
exercise in democracy. The 
different sectors involved in 
the project are youth, First Na- 
tions, the federal, provincial 
and municipal governments, 
fisheries, major manufacturers, 
value-added industry, censer- 
vation science, the outdoor 
recreation sector, education, 
labor and tourism. 
One of the model forest 
society's projects is about to 
get off the ground. The 
Ecosystem Leanfing Centre at 
Tofmois schedule to open in 
early August. The centre will 
concentrate on interpreting the 
fun~:tions, composition and 
structure of forest and near- 
shore see-systems. 
And even though the centre 
will welcome iourists, its main 
function is to serve the com- 
munities in the area as a learn- 
ing centre for understanding 
the idea and the ethic of 
sustainability in our forests. 
How times have changes is 
best demonstrated by the will. 
ingness of the big forest com- 
panies to participate in the 
model forest project. Dean 
Wanless is west coast opera- 
tions manager for International 
Forest Products. 
"We see the Long Beach 
Model Forest as a good op- 
portunity to initiate forest re- 
search. There's been only 
limited research in the past 40 
ton 50 years, and a lot of the 
controversy and debate could 
be dealt with by information 
and knowledge," Wanless 
says. 
" It 's also a chance to address 
things at the lands~pe level 
rather than within a single 
tenure or block. Up to now, the 
companies lfilve been working 
in isolation. Watersheds have 
been split among tenures. This 
is a chance to get away firom 
that. 
"The Long Beach Model 
Forest Society gives us an op- 
portunity to work with other 
stakeholders/ to m~intain 
biodiversity at the landscape 
level," he says. 
And since youth will inherit 
our world and be the leaders of 
tomorrow, their participation 
should be regarded as most im- 
portant. And that's exaclly 
how Rob Mealey, a student at 
North Island College in Port 
Alberni, sees his involvement. 
"The youth sector hopes that. 
the Long Beach Model Forest 
Society will provide a forum 
for working things out. MOSt 
of us are tired of fighting, we 
also hope that the society is 
providing us with and op- 
portunity for real involvemenL 
"We have a chance to make 
a real contribution. Our voice. 
is being heard. The model. 
forest society is listening to 
what we have to say, and 
people, in the youth sector are 
responding to that. It gives us 
hope for .the future," says 
Mealey. 
Voice mail it's inhuman 
"WHAT WE call progress i  
the exchange of one nuisance 
for another. Havelock Ellls. 
Voice marl is the latest ech- 
nology to interfere with com- 
munication. Voice mail, with 
good reason, has been the butt 
of jokes by Air Farce and This 
Hour Has 22 Minutes. Why, 
even Carol Burnett's Mrs. 
Wiggins gave better service 
than voice mail. 
So far I 've yet to meet voice 
mail in s competitive compa- 
ny. 
But last October School Dis- 
trict 88 replaced its competent 
switchboard operator with an 
expensive voice mail system. 
Each Terrace school district 
telephone is paired with its 
own answering machine oc- 
cupying desk space. 
The switchboard operator 
could help you. If  you didn't 
know who you needed to speak 
to, she could suggest the 
proper party. If your party was 
W 
Sl;i 
i l  
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call again. She even took mes- 
sages. And passed them on. 
Voice mail is accessible only 
by touch tone phone. Callers 
with rotary dials must do the 
old-fashioned thing - -  wait to 
speak with an operator. One of 
the bookkeepers has been as- 
signed the task. 
Dial any school district num- 
ber and a recorded voice in- 
vites you to press the extension 
know the extension but do 
know the person's last name, 
yon may spell the first four let- 
ters. I know few staff by last 
name. 
Otherwise, yon must let the 
recording patter to its end be- 
fore an operator answers. 
Many of us, so ticked off we 
long to reach out and touch 
someone, hang up. 
That may be the main excuse 
for voice mail; it buffers the 
district from dealing with 
pesky parents, public, and sur- 
veyors. 
So what vital activities are 
staff up to while voice marl 
takes their calls.'? VII bet some 
earnest lackey is gathering 
voieemail logs to prepare a 
computer spreadsheet to be an- 
alyzed 16 different ways by a 
six-figure bureaucrat. 
Everyone needs to know 
which machines record the 
most messages; average length 
of recorded messages; percent- 
age of calls originating from 
staff. And so on. 
Umpteen copies of this vital 
data will be photostated for 
distribution to every trustee, 
administrator and principal 
with a copy to the minister of 
education for provincial ar- 
chives. 
Recently in Ontario, North 
York's mayor became so in- 
censed when he phoned his 
manager of operations at 11 
a.m. only to be invited to leave 
a voice mail message, he can- 
coled city hall's voice mail on 
the spot. From now on North 
York's phones will be am- 
wered by people with pencils 
poised over paper pads. 
As one North York taxpayer 
put it, "We pay them to do a 
job. Why aren't hey there to 
anawer their phone7" 
Let the district argue voice 
mail saves them one Clerical 
salary. It wastes my time. And 
moves the district into the 
same category as UIC and 
Manpower aloof, in- m 
unavailable, she could suggest (if you know it) of the person the general public, or from accessible, and proud of it 
a substitute, or a good time to you wish to reach. If  you don't 
I AH ' At0. A A,  ZTJIP-.- EI J ZW/E/r /  vA cep sf.a  
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RECYCLING 
In this, the conclusion 
series, we /ook at how one/ooal 
youngster was able to turn other " " 
garbage into cherished gifts, .... 
operator of  the Terrace ,-,, iiii :i: 
dump about the issues urrounding salvaging, 
and peer into downtown dumpsters. 
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HAVE YOU ever hated to throw something away that may have a 
value to someone lse? 
i~ The Tew~ce Standard  has a solution. 
It's starting a category in the classified ad section called To Gh, e 
Away. There's no charge to place such an ad. The only hitch is that the 
person placing the ad cannot charge for the item or items. This 
classification excludes pets or animals and there is a 20 word limit. 
Our usual classified ad deadline of 5 p.m. Friday applies and We 
prefer that the adsbe placed at our front desk. 
• The Terrace Standard hopes the result will be fewer, items thrown 
away, thus reducing the pressure being put on local landfills. 
CORRESPONDENCE 
FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
I Mail Bag I" Where Is 
Newsworld? 
Regs put brakes on Law - Why does Kit/mat, .Terrace and the Smithers area not have - --- - CBC Newsworld? . . . . .  :~ : LaSt May, I was lathe C/ty 
: ; ,  ~ i~ ~,  ~ Center mall to have,a petition 
I By ROD LINK signed to have Okaangan w yr e":n- [ "SEE THAT back there? It's a Skeena Cablevislon supply 
real good frame. People just don't Kitimat with CBC Newsworld. 
wsntthem." The reason - -  on our last 
down po,., . . . ,  turned bike frame in the garage of talked ,to in Kitlmat said they 
his home. It's one of several on voted for CBC Newswofld and i and u, ty "r , o  floor of the garage, sur- Discoverychaunel. 
rounded by various boxes con- I mailed in the petition with 
raining bike parts. 437 signatures, to the Cable 
By MALCOLM BAXTER Law, 13, rescued the fraraes Tdevisi6n Standards Council 
NEVER TAKE time off. and other parts from the city in Ottawa with a Copy to the 
I did. And found on my dump. He then toms what others CRTC in Ottawa. 
retum I had been selected,: have thrown away into functional I received a letter from Tim 
by unanimous vote, to take bikes for neighbourhood children. MacLean, Vice President of 
on the "dumpster diving" "There are kids who really Okanagan" Skeeua Group on 
assignment for this feature, can't afford bikes so I give them June 12 and he stated, "The 
Which is why I spent Sun- away. It's nice for people to have signatures that you have no. 
day morning skulking the bikes who never had them be- cumulated in Support Of the 
alleys of the downtown fore," said Law. The youngest esrflnge of CBC Newsworld 
core, pausing every so often recipient was three and Law gave represent a very small percent. 
to peer into those behemoths him a salvaged tricycle, age of our Kitimat subscribom. 
of garbage disposal. He's made about eight or nine While we idenlify with your 
Stuck with the assignment, bikes out of abandenned bits and views and those who supported 
I figured the obvious first pieces, supplementing what he's the petition, the company caw 
choice was a bank's dump- missing by buying new parts, not ignore the majority of its 
star. After all, if an over- Law recently turned some of customers wishes to please 
worked teller had aeciden- what he salvaged into a un{cyde, what is essentially a very vocal 
tally tossed out a bag full of Called "the bike guy" or minority." 
money, the morning would "Motorbike Mike" in his neigh- Yes, 437 signatures is not 
n0tbeentirelywasted' bourhood, Law began trying to many considering I spent only 
No Such luck. build bikes When he was 11. 12 hours in the shopping mall 
But  I did find a couple of ; He soon found the dump a and I never contacted the 
very unbank-looking ar- prime location. At first, he col- working people in our three 
:bare bags. Obviously this ' lected bottles and cans there to msjor industrlcu.: 
financial institution had earn money to buy bike paris. I was away for three,weeks 
ilmore depositors than it real- He then decided to skip to get- and upon my: return, I found 
!~ ~ized. ring what he needed right fzom out that in the survey they put 
i i From lhere, I followed one the dump. "A lot of what I oat for the selection of:two 
• simple rule on my some- needed was there," said Law. He channels, Kitimatians~ re- 
what haphazard appraisal of ' took cam not to climb the piles of quested the Discovery channel 
i~ these containers: dumpsters garbage, sticking instead to the and the CBCNewswodd. W]iy 
Outside restaurants and their fringes, pulling oat what he is he misinforming me sndthe 
i! cousins were out of the needed.. Cable Television, Standard 
question. Firstly, they would It caused him to wonder why Council? A mPy0f  lib letter 
!: UndOubtedly fail the smell them was never a simple bike to me went o them. . 
t£.st and, secondly, I didn't parts pile at the dump. It would For some ~mvn: resson ,  
want to start ugly rumours have made his job a lot easier and the Okausgan ~Skeena Group 
i- ~ab~dt '~:'how badly paid . . . . . . . . . .  ~ieporters were. shown others there is value in does not wish to supply the 
what's thrown away. CBC (all ~:~ Canadlai 0 
' After several he-hum con- "There would probably be a lot Newswodd to Kitimst. " 
~ ~a]aers, I opened the cover more kids into that. Half of them • I also found out that he 1996 
Of one to find dozens of probably don't ever know," he Olympics from the U.S. will 
pairs of discarded latex saldofrecycling oldbikes, have full coveiage ntheCl~ 
gloves. A quick check to get But all that changed when new 
my bearings and, yes, I was Newswofld. ' ' ~ ~"~ ': 
anti-scavenging regulations came If the people from Terrace 
b~hind a building housing a in at the dump. Those regulations want to 'wards this~ I ~ -  
dental clinic, prevent Law from salvaging parts mend that you Wlite to ihe fol. 
Which served as an un- for his neighbourhood eateq~rise, lowing: Tim' Mac I~n V.P. 
likelyi~reminder ! had.an up- "The guy said they're going to oksungah Skee'm ~p,  ~ 4635 
} po~tment the next day. " phone the cops. I said go ahead. I Lazelle AVe~' Terrace; B.C. 
~'! A recurrent find was grabbed the parts and quickly VSGIS4"ands~tlac~py~to: 
cardboard boxes, lots of left," he said of a recent en- Lynne'rY6ttier~-~or~]~ecu. 
them~ Obviously, if real counter. But Law still believes his five AssiStant,:~CableTelevi. 
recyc!ing ever gets under " idea of a bike parts pile is a good sion Standaul ~'- Council, ~-~ 220 
way  here, there'll be no one because people can rescue Lander Ave. W, Ste 5{~3tlbwa, 
ShOrtage of that material what will otherwise be buried Out K IP  5Z9. . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Coming across nothing forever. ~ I fyeu want~to seethe,1996 
more interesting than a Contract to include salvage rights couple of vacuum hoses and other all Cenadinng news from some mysterious, but oh- 
across Canada, don't put it off' viously electrical Al ~ 
thingamees, it was obvious- By CRIS LEYKAUT Kltimal, B.C. 
ly time to round off the ex- IT'S GARBAGE day. As you put 
cursion by hitting a poten- out the week's trash, you notice 
tially explosive target - -  your neighbour is throwing out a MO/~ [O/tOt~ 
City hall. 
::i:i: Sadly; there was no sign perfectlYcoat ofpaintg°°dis endali ittable--aneeds, new i OR Page.  . ,47 '  
bf/shredded secret docu- If you want it, grab it, because ,. ; • 
ments, but the dumpster ff it's destined for the Terrace 
here  did provide an un- dump, you won't have a chance .. 
expected find, a bicycle to salvage it later on. ,, 
Wheel. About a year ago the city asked r ' ] r 'Y~ 
Which struck me as ironic, its contractors at the Terrace 1 1 1 ~  ~ 
given that city hall had in. landfill to crack down on 
troduced regulations which scavengers. 
stopped Michael Law sal- "We used to have senior Start 
! ~Taglng bike parts from. the citizens crambling to the top of ~ 
'~!~iocal l ndfill, the wood pile, looking for good 
be he could keep sup- 2x4s," says contractor Car01e 
neighbourhood kids Manson. "But there's boards ' 
bikes by taking up with naris sticking out in that pile Tough 
• _ tar diving. --all sorts ofways to get hurt." ~_ : 
Other scavengers interfezed training 
i wl~ the daily operation of the 
dump. IT WAS hard work for a:~ 
"On some days there were so group of  people:last Sat,~ 
many scavengers parked all over urday. ~ : ~ ' :  
the place that they were b lod~ abe's seen with above was rescued by Mar=son herself from the pilein the background. The chair The group w~,made up:i 
people who wanted to drive up to has since provided good service as something to sit on during long shills at the Terrace landfill, o f  flreflgllters,!~from aJl~ 
throw their garbage away." ' over the north, :~ / :  
She estimates that before the more money than they do nov,,, Mauson occasionally sees people throwing it out of their vehicle; ' They!,cam ei t~i!,the Ter.i scavenging crackdown, approxi- getting paid by the c|ty. steal some broken down treasure searehisg forpop cans. Thiskind race ~ttb! leam how/~ 
mstely 20 people were actively "You wouldn't believe what and take it home. of scavenging prompls, ugry to : res~e '~op!e  I trapped' 
scavengisg at the dump. people throw away," she says. Sust a few weeks ago Mausoa ~responses from people who feel 
"People got really mad when "A perfectly good couch with a and her husband ecided to plant in car accidents: ~, their privacy is. invaded:wheal l e~ ~i  
we told them they couldn't do broken leg,~ stoves and .dis- some sunflower seeds on the somcone~goe~ through their gtt~ The gr0hp edh 
that anymore - -  that was their hwashers that still work. books, comvost heae. to c, ive the flowers base=: ~ " ' ~ " ~ :"¢ r'` " ' '. 4 "-- " 2~I-- .: A " --'ALe ~" ~.--:A~" : ~ 
living," says Manson. clothes, clmt 
If anything, salvaging rules will upholstery, t 
just become more strict in the fu- That l ist ,  
ture. The current contract Mans0n the value i 
and her husband hold expires in a cans, woo¢ 
few weeks. The new conlract will Manson esli 
probably give ils holders exclu- pliances g¢ 
Malcolm Baxter takes the I siva scavenging rights, month, som, 
I 
Maason would like the ep- t Ion. 
plunge Into one of the '. .portunity-to scavengei~mme she . Sumetim= 
city,s dumpsters. /thinks they would probably make, just too tam 
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Out& 
About 
Bar rep. 
named 
, A TERRACE lawyer has been 
tamed as the northwest's rep  
rescutative on the Canadian 
Bar Ass0dation's B.C. Branch 
provincialcoancfl. 
John BaMslra' serves from 
now until 1996 and is one of 
23 representatives on the coun- 
cil from around the province. 
The Camdinn Bar Associa- 
tion and its wsiousbranches as 
the oEiclal v01~e f0rthe coun- 
U'y ;lawyers. " . 
1 r e are also eight members 
of the B.C.branch's executive 
committee, ~ 
Keep eyes 
on the truck 
THB PROVINCIAL tourism 
ministry's efforts at promoting 
the province are continuing. 
In addition to thescenic 
splendour available :-through 
the wildly popular computer 
8aVerr program, the min- 
istry is also putting billboards 
on semi-trailers and tanker one week into a large reclamation 
trucks. • ~ . . . . . . . .  effort: .involving removing the 
co-oFerauon with. Zenith I ;Hawkak. Avistton '-Services 
=,ys~em an(/t~ootenay: uairy I Freighter, is hauling"out 'what's 
T~nspo~ . - ~ ' "  " ' ;' ," ~ " l l e f t  of a promising mine devdo~ 
xneir frocks travel beyond ment hatwascancdledwheiathe 
theborders of B.C., taking the provincial government created 
tourism message everywhere the TatshinshinJ park in the far 
they go. - 
Road Outfit: The Windy Ctagsy:/dte, Once 
expands east owned by C~d.~==. is 
now owned! by  Royal Oak 
i.road and bridge con.act here Its contracted th~ ;reclamatio~i ~ i' 
,~s set to teke over:;:./a,similar work to Arctic ;~~Izuclio~n~*~ ~ 
ONE OF THE last flying British Bristol Freighters in the world belongs to Hawkair AviaUon Services 
of Terrace. The company now has the aircraft far up north where it's being used to ferry out equip- 
ment from the old Geddes Resources Windy Craggy mine development project. That site is now in 
the provincial Tatshinshini-Alsek Wilderness Park and was closed down when the protected status 
came into effect. 
 Venerable. o l d , aircraft 
being used/in far noah 
A :LOEAL aircraft company: is Onto B trains and driven oat from Craggy airstrip isn't great but a 
there." " " 
. - • . . . .  large number of trips are being 
• Arctic. Will. either use :what i t  planned because of:the material 
has salvaged.orscil items.off- still at the IDeation. 
TallOW said the company is A routine inspectlon:of the site 
doing the salvage work in return : late last year revealed thousands 
for the rights to the material, of litres of diesel fuel had leaked 
, Pretty well everything and any-"" fzom a cracked tank high up on 
thing that can be used is being Windy Craggy Mouatain. 
flown Out, he added. " Hawkair ~ was formed by ex- 
"What's left behind is either Trans Provincial Airlines em- 
northwesternvince, portion of the pro- being burned or buried," Tatlow ployees after that company went 
continued. 
Some material not being flown 
out has already been placed in un- 
derground mine exploration 
W0r~Jngs and the ope~'sealed 
• ."It's quite a project," saldt4at - conlract in" the Lakes District subsidiary of Pickle Construction 
area. of Fort St John. ~ .... : ,  low of the dean up effort. 
Since Nechak0 No~lhcoast In tom, Arctic l~slhtred Haw- Mining companies are required 
already tn i r~ care of. the kair to do the fly-in and fly Out to clean up old sites bylaw when 
Smithera area, this possible work. they are no longer'active. 
new contract gives it the "What they're doing is flying Reclamation of the Windy 
maintenance business for a from Mule Creek (on the Alaska Craggy location took on extra am- 
major sectio n of Hwy16 and Highway) to Windy Craggy and portance when the area was in- 
other arterial roads, back again," said Doug Tallow eluded in theTat park. 
Nechako was chosen asthc of Arctic Coustruction last week. The airmile distance between 
preferred contractor for the "The material's been loaded Mule Creek and the Windy 
Lakes District over current 
contractor Lakes District H igh.  Hel~in,,.~. people learn to learn. 
ways Maintennnce, That  cur- 
rent contract h worth $163 14~_~ 
million. : " ' ' "  
CANAD~ 
- • LOOK ~ LEARN. 
. . . 
Wha  do 1 ,', 11, ~ A B  • " ' " • 
nl 
have todo to' 
. 5 
Motor Voter? 
:i';i!~ ,..,,,. ~ (Noth ing)  
~:You~are:already a Motor Voter if you are a " 
registere, d voter and have a'driver's licence 
or  Britisl~CoJu-rnbialD card~ - 
' .  : (  • A .  
Do I have . . . . .  to take part in the p gre ram ~. 
No. S mp y f I in the Opt-Out form found 
inthe Motor Voter information pamphlet 
available at Driver Service Centres, 
Government Agentsand participating 
Autoplan brokers. 
You can opt 0ut of the program at any 
time. Once you have Withdrawn, no 
furtherinformation will be shared. If you 
want to opt out before the first address 
information is transferred to Elections 
B.C., submit the Motor Voter Opt-Out 
form before September 1st, 1995. 
Want more information? 
See the Motor Voter information 
pamphlet or call Elections B.C. toll-free 
at 1:800-661-8683. 
Monthly Features 
Kerapro or Tridge 
Shampoo 
I 
Aitima Leave-in 
Conditioner ~: 
375 m .95  
If you are not a registered Vote?, contact 
Elections B.C. or any Government Agent 
Office: 
What is the Motor Voter Program~ 
It's a convenient way to keep your address 
up-to-date on the provincial Voters list. 
(And it's efficient and cast,effective, tool) 
How does it work? 
When you cl~ange your address on your 
driver's li¢ence or British Columbia ID, this 
information is shared with Elections B.C. 
to update yoiJr address on the provincial 
voters list. 
bankrupt. " 
The Bristol Freighter being Ha/?' 
used is one of thr~ that once 
belonged to Tram Provincial. 
One of those aircraft is also 
here, at ~e Hawkair base, and the 4711DKeithAvenue '=:P~ .......... 635"3729 
third is in England. 
TERRACE CO-OP 
FAM ff FASHIONS DEPT. 
Fabrics 
25% off 
All Stock Regular Price 
(Excluding Pelion, Lining, Broadcloth 
and Batting) 
August 3-5 Thurs.- Sat. 
MENS- LADIES- 
CHILDRENS 
FF  
All Stock With A Regular Price Ticket 
Remember To Show Your 
Membership Card 
and Receive 
10% off 
All Your Fabrics And 
Notions Everyday 
TERRACE CO-OP HOME CENTRE 
2912 Molitor St. 
I STORE HOURS: 
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 
8 a .m. -  6 p .m.  
OPEN SUNDAYS 11:00  AM - 4 PM 
635-9595 
TERRACE CO-OP DEPARTMENT STORE 
4617 GreiQ Ave. 
• Groceries STORE HOURS:  I 'Lotte,/ C,ntr, 
• Cafeter ia  Man. - Wed ...................... g a .m. .  a p.m. I , Hardware & 
• Fami ly  Thure. - Frl ....................... g e.rn. • 9 p.m. Hounwara  
Fa lh lona  Saturday, ......................... 9 a.m. • a p,m, , Sport ing (;Iood8 
• Post  Of f ice Sund~/'"T,~ .................. T'11 a .m. -  5 p.m. ,App l l |nc l |  & 
635-6347 el,o~o.l=, 
BULK PLANT 
4821 Hwy. 16 
I BULK PLANT HOURS I MONDAY - FRIDAY 
8:00 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
9:00 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
635-7419 
cO-OP FARM & GARDEN CENTRE 
4617 Grelg Ave, 
STORE HOURS: 
Mort, -Thure ................ ; , ; . . .9  am.  -e  p.m, 
Friday ................................... 9 a .m. .  9 p,m, 
9aturdsy .............................. g a.m. - e , .m.  
Sunday ........... , ' " ' ,w .T  ....... 11 &m.~ 5 p.m. 
635-6347 
GAS BAR 
4821 Hwy. 16 
I GAS BAR HOURS Man., Tues., & Wed ....... 8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m, 
Thursday & Friday ........ 8:30 a.m. - g p,m. 
Saturday. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8:30 a.m. - a p.m, 
Sunday ............. ; ......... 11:00 a.rn.. 6 p.m, 
635-7419 
,' : ' CO.RRESPONDENCE 
, FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The 
.Mail Bag 
:: Dumb rules 
Dear.Slr: 
.!~I: think .the roles of the dump 
a~ dumb. 
: The various levels of govern- 
ment push the three Rs- -  
I ,.tier euse,. -. 
~il;;T]ie/e are a lot of useful and 
i/goSdthings at the dump 
'l!~ke bikes, power tools, etc. I 
~lm0w a lot of people who feel 
: the same. • ' 
-ii Used to live in Stewart 
':Where the dump had no salvag- 
'ing rules and was open 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week and 
~itworked very well. Everyone 
ibenefited. .- 
i~{:!Bu't,;filen I moved to the city 
~nd themare rules that don't 
(make sense. People think it's 
:gross but "one man's junk is 
!/snofile£s treasure." 
!~!I go to the dump mostly for 
bike paris because parts are sit- 
~ there for free. It doesn't 
make sense to buy them if I 
:lean get them for face. 
~:Town council should really 
'S'~ously take a look at this 
}problem, In the meantime 
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Vista  ' park  batt le not over  
ROSSCO VENTUI~ has lost 
its bid to have parkland esigns- 
don removed ~om a parcel of 
land on Mountain Vista Drive. 
However, company spokesman 
Ross Smith says the battle isn't 
over yet. 
The parcel is one of four areas 
filat were designated for park ~se 
under a 1974 Land Use Contract 
by-law which governs develop- 
meat in the Mountain Vista sub- 
division. 
It was originally twice its pres- 
ent size, but in 1992 council 
voted to remove the park use 
designation from 823 sq.m. That 
was to done to provide access to 
Mountain Vista for three of the 
five lots being created by sub- 
division of Lloyd and Margaret 
Hodgas' property. 
At the time city. planner Marvin 
Kameaz reported "(the park), be- 
cause of its location and shape, 
would be of dubious value to the 
neighbourhood and, to the city, 
not worth the trouble and expense 
of its maintenance." 
However, in response to lobby- 
ing by neighbouring property 
owners, council decided by a 5-2 
mm'gin to leave what's left of the 
parcel as parkland. 
While conceding it would be 
hard to develop the land as a 
park, councillor Val George said 
if the community wanted to keep 
file designation, council should 
comply with their wishes. 
Councillor Rich McDaniel 
agreed, saying council should 
respect the feelings of those who 
had called for its retention. "We 
were put on council to represent 
the people of Terrace." 
However, noting neighbouring 
homeownem had been using the 
parcel as a storage area, council- 
lor Gordon Hull asked, "How 
much do people really care?,' 
While not opposed to small 
parks, he was against having tiny 
• parcels that were unlikely ever to 
be utilized as park. 
And having such parcels pread 
aH over town would create "a 
maintenance uighlmare" for the 
parks and recreation depattment. 
Councillor David Hull pointed 
out recreation director Steve Scott 
had made it clear the other areas 
identified as parkland in the Land. 
Use Contract meant there-was 
more than enough set aside. 
Suggesting the bench was turn- 
ing into "a playground for the 
rich and famous", councillor Ed 
Cn'aydon said the building of 
houses shoulder-to-shoulder 
along its rim was removing any 
viewpoints for anyone other than 
the homeownem. 
However, Smith said retention 
of this parcel would not provide 
the view Graydon was aeeklng. -
That, he explained, is because the 
adjacent residential property to 
the east is L-shaped, hooking 
around the back of and six feet 
higher than the parkland. 
He noted five acres are set aside 
as parkland under the LUC which 
would give the Mountain Vista 
area a higher concentration of 
parks than anywhere inthe city. 
Smith also po|nted out recrea- 
tion dkector Steve Scott consider-- 
ed establishing a tot lot on the 
parcel but decided its location, 
right on Mountain Vista, was un- 
suitable. 
"I 'm not going to quit," Smith 
vowed. 
Commenting later on the deci- 
sion, Graydon conceded the city 
Gordon Hull " 
may ultimately come to the con- 
sluslon the land cannot be devel- 
oped as a park. "Maybe we'll 
revisit it later." 
However, he said the decision 
was taken out of concern for the 
neighboms. "We have to listen to 
them," he added. 
On council and in favour when 
the 1992 decision was taken to 
carve 0ffsome of the parkland, 
councillor Ruth Hallock thls time 
voted for ita preservation, 
Ruth Hal iock 
"I can't recall the details of it 
(the '92 decision) at all," she 
said, but added she had no prob- 
lem with her decision this time 
"regardless how we dealt with 
Hodges." 
Given the poeitionin.g " of exist- 
ing houses on either side.of the 
parcel, she sakl developing it as a 
residential lot was not com- 
patfole. She also noted council 
had been "heavily lobbied" on 
the issue. ;- ".. ',: :-" 
~easure after Ireasme is being 
,uried! ~ 
:!i " Micheal Heinr/cks, f ~  
Terrace, B.C~ 
Railro ed? ~ s~ 
['he fedenl government i  its 
Ut budget cancelled the Crow 
htewhich has made westem 
• . issue has become not 
if what kind of rail service 
will have but whether it 
have any service at all 
:~:lt must seem sl~ange that a 
New Democratic government 
!~0uld be supporting the reduc- 
~fl0n of the property tax burden 
:b°f the railways. It is neomsary 
~en~:Create  more competitive 
vironment for raft trans- 
]mrtation i  B.C. relative to the 
~atcly local govern- 
view the issue as a 
Eor a non-local busi- 
:r to the July 12 arti- 
~lt file railways continue to 
iodine in this province, every 
~uni ty  will be e~ceted, 
i~t lyor  indirectly. ' 
~!Wi~out swift action the tax 
rose of communities across the 
,rovince will be eroded. 
~iiSo the canceling of file Crow 
tall by the reds compels us to 
o0k at what makes running a 
aflroad in B.C. noncompeti- 
tive. I have not heard a word of 
Criticism from local govern- 
taunt leaders directed at the 
reds for this - -  not from the lo- 
eal government leaders, not 
from the UBCM, and not faom 
the Member of Parliament. 
Instead I hear the same filing 
I've heard for the past four 
years from local governments 
which is: "Don't use the feder- 
al offloading as a reason to of._ 
toad on us.'" 
On the other hand there is 
endless pressure from the same 
voices to spend less, balance 
the budget, and borrow nothing 
while still building schools,' 
hospitals, roads, etc. 
The municipal affairs minis. 
ter advised the president of the 
UBCM that legislation would 
be introduced which would 
enable the province to deal 
with the nilway property as. 
sessment issue and that consul- 
tations for a phase-in of the 
impacts would take place. 
The Premier promised no im- 
pact on local tax revenue until 
1997 and n tilde-year phase in. 
None of. this information 
seems to have reached the vari- 
ous ~uncil and regional dis- 
tdct members who engaged in 
file debate. When the legisla- 
tion passed - -  because doing 
nothing was not an avaHeble 
option for the province - -  the 
UBCM president stated that 
"they (file provincial govern-, 
/or put stogies bae : ii:where 
.~? 
i 
~#N~g 
~.  ~ - ~  
........... i&, 
-.., <#.~&<:"-4 ~., 
...,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,2~ ~. w.~.8 
whc  helped us raise a total 
for the 1995 Miracle:    
elethon for B.C: 
Hospital, . . . . .  ' - 
mb, q I  
J I '  ': 
e ort help, dff 
Food G r o, 
a province.wi._ 
;152,326:25,: :
!> 
couldn't oner 
¢ ; 
5 
le Lufkin 
Manager 
[" 
I meat) were hying to sneak it in 
likes thief in the night" and 
the same phrase was repeated 
by a Terrace councillor 
without any understanding of
the issue~ 
Could it be that the facade of 
nonpartisan local government 
is cracking under the sl~ain of 
fan imminent provincial oleo. 
fion? 
;~ ~,'. Holmut Giabrecht, MLA, 
"i "l~rra~ B.C. 
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Court 
Report 
~,ARE convictions result- 
ing from ~ceht cases heard in 
Terrace provincial court: 
. . . .  May24 
Ce~illa Bernadette Clayton 
pleaded guilty to theft under 
;$1,000. She was given a 
Suspended sentence and six 
months on probation. 
! Jane 1 
: Addanl Robert Markns 
pleaded guilty to assault. He 
was given a suspended 
sentence and one year on 
probation. 
June Z 
Peggy Joanna Burger 
pleaded guiltY to theft under 
$1,000. She was fined $150. 
Derby S iMs  Maitland 
pleaded guilty to disqualified 
driving. Maitland was freed 
$500 and is prohibited from 
driving for six months. 
Gerald John Rydlicki was 
convicted of driving with a 
blood-alcohol level over the 
legal limit of  0.08. He was 
fined.J650 and is prohibited 
from driving for one year. 
Mitchell Vincent Scott 
pleaded guilty to disqualified 
driving. He was fined $500 
and is proh~ited from driving 
for 18 months. 
. . . .  Ir " ' June 6 
Charles ~ Manzion Bush 
pleaded guilty to driving with a 
blood-ai~hol level over the 
legal limit o f  0.08. He was 
sentenced'to seven days in jail 
and is pr0h~ited from driving 
for one year. 
Samuel Peter loynt pleaded 
guilty to assault causing bodily 
harm. He was sentenced to3() 
days in jail and 18 months on 
probation. 
June 8 
Kenneth Henry Guno was 
convicted of assault, assaulting 
a peace officer, and causing a 
disturbance. He was given a 
suspended sentence, two years 
)robation, and an order to per- 
form 40 hours ofcommunityl 
work. 
Earl Daniel Walling,on was 
convicted of assault with a 
weapon, assault, two counts of 
mischief. He was sentenced to 
60 days in jail and One year on 
probation. 
June 9 
Charlotte Rosabe Derrick 
was convicted of impaired 
driving. She was sentenced to 
14 days in jail and is 
proh~ited from driving for one 
year. 
Angle Catherine Nyce and 
Nancy Audrey Nyce pleaded 
guilty to theft under $1,000. 
They were both given a 
suspended sentence and one 
year on probalien. 
June 12 
Kim Gregory Weige pleaded 
guilty to disqualified riving. 
Weir= was sentenced to 30 
days in jail and is prohibited 
from driving for six months. 
James Frederick Smith 
pleaded guilty to hit and run. 
He was fined $400. 
June 14 
Claude Francois Laforge 
pleaded guilty to using a stolen 
credit card, possession of 
stolen property valued at more 
than $1#00, theft under 
$1,000, and failing to comply 
with a condition of a recog- 
nizance. Laforge was 
sentenced to nine months in 
prison. 
Joseph Rune Letourueau 
pleaded guilty to disqualified 
driving. He was sentenced to 
90 days in jail, to be served on 
weekends, and a period of 
probation. 
June 15 
James Gunner Kokesch was 
convicted of impaired riving. 
He was: fined $1,000 and is 
prohibited from driving for one 
year. 
Gary Joseph Daniels pleaded 
guilty to narcotic possession. 
He was fined $500 and 
sentenced toone day in jail. 
June 16 
Wade Allan Anundsen 
pleaded guilty to disqualified 
driving. Anundsen was fined 
$300 and is prohibited from 
driving for on=year. 
1oseph Marcel Pelleder 
pleaded guilty to impaired 
driving. Pegetier was fined 
$400 and is proh~lted from 
driving for one year. 
$oyce Judith Robinson 
pleaded guilty to two counts of 
theft under $1,000. Robinson 
was given a suspended 
sentence and one= year on 
probation, 
STAFF SERGEANT John Veldman displays a seized pot plant, 
Police arrest two 
in pot plant bust 
RCMP OFFICERS seized more 
than $180,000 worth of prime 
marijuana and growing equip- 
men, after a raid on a Thoruhill 
house July 25. 
Charged with possession for the 
purposes of tra~eking and 
cultivation of a narcotic are local 
residents John Nystrom, 25, and 
Bridgette Sharpies, 24. 
Police described the grow oper- 
ation seized as not large but very 
sophisticated. 
One police officer said the op- 
eration could generate hree crops 
a year, making for a possible an- 
nual turn over of $600,000. 
He said police place a value of 
$1,000 each on high grade plants 
when addingup the monetary 
worth of drug seizures. 
RCMP put the seized plants and 
buds on display along with grow 
lights and a scale. 
"We know there is some of this 
going on here," said Vcidman of 
the switch from outdoor to indoor 
grow operations. 
Indoor operations are 
hydroponic in nature, permitting 
a higher quality than can take 
place outdoors. 
Coke seizure made 
FIVE POLICE CARS, the entire 
four-member RCMP regional 
drug squad and local RCMP of- 
ricers were used July 22 to arrest 
four men and seize five ounces of 
cocaine worth $30,000. 
The four men were Iravelling in 
two cars heading into Terrace on 
Hwyl6 when they were stopped. 
Gordon Mattice, 21, from 
Prince Rupert, Keith Fenton, 28, 
from Kdowna, his brother, Brad- 
ley Fenton, 32, from Port Edward 
and Robert Clifford, 26, from 
Port Edward were charged with 
possession for the purposes of 
trafficking, possession of stolen 
property and possession of an un- 
registered, restricted firearm. 
RCMP also seized two hand 
guns stolen from the Kelowna 
area last year, a cut down shot 
gun and a marine motor. 
"It was certainly a significant 
seizure for this particular area," 
said Sergeant John Schneider of 
the RCMP regional drug squad. 
Schneider said there was prior 
knowledge that the four men 
would be on the highway. 
Arthritis 
Relief 
Join an ASMP class in your community. 
879-7511 
(local 301 or 437) LOW~R~AIN~AND 
1-800-667-2847 
TOLL FREE 
CALL 10 AM to 4 PM MONDAY to FRIDAY 
Learn  practical ways to control pain, 
fatigueandl epression. Participate in the 
AR' FHR ITIS SELF-MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAM. ASMP takes only a few 
hours each week for six weeks, The 
cost is minimal, and .the benefits 
last a lifetime! 
BC and Yukon Division 
0 
POTTING 
SOIL 
2OL 
IMPRESSIONS 3 Ply 
Reinforced 
NAPKINS GARDEN 
140 count HO ;E 
1, '3 
FOLGERS KELLOGGS 
/,33 
( i~ , l i l l  [ ]  []  [ ]  I I  ,q,pp" : [ ]  
737g 
Aroma 
Roasted 
1',33 
T Z ..-:~ 
50xl/2" 
! 
DUNCAN 
HINES 
lili)[ 
51 5g 
/'' til 
PRICES IN EFFECT FRIDAY, AUGUST4 ONLY 
BC DAY 
STORE HOURS: 
Thursday 9 am - 9 pm 
Friday 9 am - 11 pm 
Saturday 8 am - 9 pm 
Sunday 9 am - 5 prn 
Monday CLOSED 
Cal l  on these  Exper ts  to get  your  car  in shape  for fall! 
LUM TIRE SALES & SERVICE LTD. ornhz l lMotors  
l "The Dealer Who Cares" 
Uo.erHANaUSTAr,.eS~O.E, [We service all makes and models | TERRACE: 635-7172 i TRY OUR FULL SERVICE PARTS DEPARTMENT: 
Tires, Automotive Repalrs,A,,~p.~a t s&..=eS.~pJ~les.~AIgnme?ts' Brak & Suspension, / 3040  Highway 1 6 East  I KILBY RD" NEW REMO, TERRACE, B.C. I 
~j[~[.  r=[~[ [~ j~ "800-297-4902 | (Out-of-town customers) Fax 635-4132 
 635"7286 1-800-55e-7288 4808 Highway 16 West. Terrace, BC ~ 
TERRACE MOTORS TOYOTA ~'~ 
635-6558 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC 
TERRACE CHRYSLER LTD. 
635-7187 
4916 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC 
/ Supply Ltd, 
"Your Complete Automotive Supply Store" 
FOR ALL YOUR SUMMER e~l.~,~.,.~ 
TUNE-UP NEEDS ~" MorL.Frt ......... 8era .~ pm 
Saturd~ ........... 8am • 5 pm 635-2218 '0..,.,aW.. 
. .  
4631 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
Your Goodyear Tire Dealer 
AUTOMOBILE, LIGHT & COMMERClALTRUCKTIRES 
Wheel Balancing •Complete Automotive Repairs 
~ .  24.Hsur Emergency Truck Road Service 
635-4344 l 
Earn Nr Mileswilh 5130A H~hway 16 West, i~ i~ l l l~ J |  
.Rep~ lerrace ~ ,----" l 
AFTER HOUR9 CALL TOLL-FREE, .800 TIRE.NET (1-800 847.3638) ~ '  
AUTOMOTIVE & INDU TRaAIL SUPPLY  
I-~lJll[al "../-,1 :lk~a,.1 =l-%VJ[O] ::l,ql~/'_,l I ~1115.-111 :j -Ji l] :~,,.J 
B.C:8 NORTHWEeT LARGEST INDEPENDENTLY OWNED 
a OPERATED AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY STORE 
Automotive &Industrial Supplies, Body=hop Supplies 
Automotive Repair=, Alignments, Brake= & Tune-Up= 
Propane & Natural Gas ~onver=lon= 
• Indue,tel Air Filter Cleaning Service ,Customer Towing Available 
.Used Rlter Crushing .Complete Muffler & Exhaust Service 
4736 Lazelle ~ ~:t , ..... ;~ :~  :!:::U~a t~ ~ 635-6334 FAX: ...... ....... 6 3 5 - 4 9 8 4  4641 Kelth Avsnue 
~-~ a k%~errace, B.C.V8G 1K4 1-800-G63-3901 635-4353 / 
~UFFLER & BRAKE 
Tel: (604)638-8746 
Fax: (604)638-8715 •
ASSOCIATE DEALER 
Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. 
24.HOU R SERVICE 
4929 Keith Avenue 
Rue, Phone 635-6151/6170 TERRACE, B.C, VSQ 1K7~ 
4708 Keith 
kTerrace, B,C, VSG 4K1 
,..we do It rlghtl...THE FIRSTTIMEI 
GUARANTEED AT OVER 120 LOCATIONS ACROSS CANADA 
f=.~L~,~r j l ] r j l  [ ~ ,  4526 GREIG AVE,,TERRACE 
I Gnn*qV~, ~ IMIIU~I'IU MU¥1:M I I~INU - pMON I= 638"7283 FAX 638-8432 
[] A long shelf life 
HAND IN HAND with more room at the library comes a new set of shelves - -  more than 
25,000 pounds worth. The custom made earthquake proof shipment arrived last week and li- 
brary staff are busy taking books off of the old ones and putting them into the new shelves. 
That's Jim Reid, one of a small group of people who unloaded the shipment last week. 
Airport security checks 
no long 
METAL DETECTORS and bag- 
gage searches are no longer re- 
quired at the Terrace airport. 
New federal regulations have 
lifted the requirement for screen- 
ing here and at 38 other airports 
across Canada. 
The new regulations could very 
well save the federal government 
and airlines money but that was 
not the reason for the changes, 
says a Transport Canada oRiciai. 
"We do regular reviews of aU 
oar operations. We did thorough 
consultations and a very thorough 
risk analysis," said Transport 
Canada security chief Jean Bar- 
rette. 
A number of factors including 
passenger volume, whether V1Ps 
er a requi 
:~udntY,~: i i ;y  were taken into 
But it s unlikely the two major 
air carriers serving the airport 
here will ever abandon screening. 
Although Canadian Airlines has 
already removed security screen- 
ing at five northern Manitoba air- 
ports it hasn't made any decisions 
about Terrace or other places, 
says a spokesman. 
"We look at each situation on 
its own. Every region and situa- 
tion is individual and is looked at 
separately," said Lisa Alt. 
"And we certainly would be in 
contact with people in the area." 
Hal Cameron of Air B.C. says 
its company has no plans to aban- 
don its security screening at the 
use the airport frequendy, the ciW;,:~ Terrace airpL?rt. 
the airport serves and previous "We're not making any 
rement 
changes. We're going to continue 
to do screening," he said. 
Both airlines indicated that lack 
of screening at Terrace would 
pose a problem for themselves 
and passengers arriving in Van- 
eouver because screening is 
mandatory at that airport. 
Passengers connecting to other 
domestic flights would have to be 
taken out as a group from the 
departure and landing gate areas 
to the general airport zone and 
then go through airline Screening 
there. 
That would be similar to pas- 
sengers who now take interna- 
tional flights. 
The federal government pro- 
vides the screening equipment but 
the airlines have topay  for those 
who do th~ sc~ee~. ' ' * 
Local artists take brushes 
to downtown fire hydrants 
But Smith would not give his 
endorsement of the idea when it 
was debated at a public works 
committee meeting. 
Hydrants hould be a consistent 
red or yellow, for good visibility, 
he said, and anything other than 
that could confuse flreEJghtera 
when they're on their way to a 
fire at 3 a.m. in a rainstorm. 
"My recommendation is that 
we don't get into it," Smith said. 
"But if it's limited to a specific 
number of hydrants on the main 
slzeet, I guess it's not a big deal." 
Councillor Ruth Halleck said 
the city will paint over the 
decorated hydrants if there is ever 
an incident in which hydrant 
visibility compromises safety or 
f~refighter response time. 
Councillor Val George wanted 
some city control over what im- 
ages are actually painted. 
"You want to lhnit artistic ex- 
pression?" queried mayor Jack 
TalsUa. 
"You've seen the ties I wear," 
added David Hull. "You want me 
to start judging art?" 
THE CITY has reluctantly 
okayed the painting of three 
downtown fire hydrants as an ex- 
periment for this year. 
Local artists Jennie Kesting and 
Joanne Thomson will work close- 
ly with fire chief Randy Smith in 
decorating the hydrants. 
The duo had proposed painting 
eight downtown fire hydrants 
with different images - -  loggers, 
Kermodei bears, fishermen, 
ploneem, and native chiefs, 
among others - -  as an artistic 
tourist attraction. 
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4740 Lakelse Avenue, / ~  r 
Terrace, BCV8GIR6 W 1 
THEC -R I- -O-F 
THE MONTH 
DYLAN GORDON 
Delivers in the 4800 block 
of Park, Davis & Walsh. 
The Terrace Standard is 
proud to announce that 
is our "Carrier of 
the Month for May". 
Dylan is saving his money 
to buy a six str ing electric 
guitar. 
The Terrace Standard wants you to be part of our team. 
To be a carrier fill in the form below. 
Name:. 
Address: Phone: 
Drop or mail this form to: 4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC V8G lS8  
or ca, 638-7283, 
T HEIN AMR glNEpHO ' 
BRENT STOKKELAND 
Delivers to Braun's Island. The 
Terrace Standard is proud to 
announce'that ~ is odri:, 
"Carrier of the Month fo r  
June % 
Brent has saved his money to. 
buy a $500.00 bike andis 
now saving to go :to Norway: 
Way to go BrentI 
I The Terrace Standard wants you to be part of our team. I 
I To be a carrier fill in the form bel0w. : : . . . . . . .  L;~ I 
i Name: I 
Address:  Phone: I 
Drop or mall this form to:  4647 Lazelle Ave.i  Terrace I BCVSG ~8 II ~ . 
or call 638-7283.  I 
EACE 
OF MIND 
PEACE OF MIND knowing you are getting a
guaranteed price. 
PEACE OF MIND with intelligent staff zoho take 
the time to answer your questions and concerns and 
offer professional dvice. 
PEACE OF MIND with an instore selection of 
quality f~trniture and appliances econd to none 
intown. 
PEACE OF MIND kHowing we provide a FREE 
extensive delivery plan and set-up - not just 
o_~ at your doorstep. 
PEACE OF MIND other places yo u nmy have 
had the misfortune of dealing with were only inter- 
ested in making a sale- not providing you with a 
total commitment to the products they sell. 
UP 
TO 
/ 
pie- The People at Totetn - . ~ . :~-~ :~ 
MAYTAG, LA-Z-BOY • PANASONIC • COVENTRY ~~ i~ 
= = F ine  Furn  4501 Lakelse Avenue .: Terrace, B.C, 
COUNTRYWIDE 638- I I58  ... and Mattresses too! ' t , . . - - " "  " -  :ii 
FURNITURE & APPUANCES z .soo-sz~.zxse 4730 Ke l th  Ave .  OPEC re  THE PUBLIC:  Monday to Thursday & Saturday: 10ant - 6pm FINANCIN6 & P ~  P]~BIIUBWi~!~ ~ I 
GE.  VILLAGEOIS • CANWOOD • ENGLAND CORSAIR 635-4111 Friday: 10am- 9pro / Sunday: C losed  DEUVERYAVAII.ABUE. . . . . . . .  - -  ~,  ===-,~+:~ 
1111 . . . .  * . . . . . . . . . . .  C., ", 2,'5 ~'~.'~'T::-:~;~ ~ '~:.~ : " 
, L, 
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Council Shorts 
Pave projects to proceed 
COUNCIL HAS decided it will go ahead with paving the west 
end of Keith Ave. from the present end of pavement toFrank St. 
Noting the local improvement project (LIP) had been protested 
by residents Dixie and Olaf Thorsen, councillor Gordon Hull 
. agreed the $15,500 cost sham they faced was "a big bill". How- 
ever, he added, other property owners with long frontages had 
faced similar cosls in the past. 
An LIP can be defeated only when at least half the property 
owners representing more than 50 per cent of the assessed proper- 
ty values vote against it. Skeena Cellulose, which accounts for 
well over half in both areas, voted in favour. It also agreed to con- 
in'buts $36,000 beyond its normal share of the cesL 
Council has also given the go-ahead to pave the L-shaped alley 
running between Lakelse and Greig and from Emerson to Greig. 
Close to two=thirds of the effected property owners voted for the 
$27,800 project. The city's share will be $2,057. 
And residents of the 4800 block of Dairy Ave. will soon get a 
chance to vote on paving their street. Even if the vote is in favour, 
the project would not go ahead until next year and only if the city 
decided it could afford its $150,000 share. 
Rec insurance non-starter 
THE CITY will not be taking out "business interruption" insur- 
ance for its pool and arena operations. 
Noting the premium for such coverage would be $1,210 a year, 
treasurer Keith Norman pointed out both facilities run at a loss. 
Therefore, if there was a disaster which closed either facility for 
as much as a year, "the net result would be a gain on our income 
statement." 
Curbing requirement waived 
COUNCIL HAS agreed to waive the requirements for frontage 
curbing and controlled access for the Neid Enterprises building at 
4921A Keith Ave. 
Heid has indicated it intends to curb the sides of the property 
and pave the front lot area. The development permit for the pro- 
ject will be amended accordingly. 
Contracts awarded 
ADAM ENGINEERING. . is being hired by the city to come up 
with space requirements, conceptual design and cost estimates for 
proposed renovations tothe public works building on Graham Av- 
enue. 
However, council wants to lay down some guidelines before the 
company begins work on the $8,155 contract Councillors and 
public works olIicials will get together at a future committee of 
the whole to go over the project and come up with an outline of 
what he city feels it needs and how much it is willing t0pay. 
In a second contract decision, council agreed to award the Gab 
Ave. sanitary sewer project to J. Oviatt Contracting Ltd.; the low 
bidder at $118,528. 
Proclamation . . . . . . .  
SEPTEMBER HAS been declared BigBrother and Sister Month 
in Terrace. 
In requesting the proclamation, local branch president Fred 
Lindsay said events planned for the month include the annual Kite 
Festival and distributing book marks. 
At the moment the organization has nine matches up and run- 
~g,  divided between Big Brothers and Big Sisters and Lindsay 
anticipated similar growth over the next 12 months. 
City gets bucks 
for sewer work 
~R/L~CE HAS received anoth- 
er grant under the federal- 
provincial inf~slructure program. 
Skeena MLA Helmut Cries. 
brecht last week announced the 
city will get $192,000 toward the 
cost of replacing an aging sewer 
line on Sparks St. between Keith 
and Hangland Ayes. 
Pointing out the competition for 
infrastructure dollars had been 
fierce and the city had already 
received more than $1.3 million, 
Gtesbrecht said, "Terrace has 
done very well." 
Mayor Jack Talstra said the ex- 
plained when the Sparks St. 
sewer line had been installed a 
number of years ago, it had been 
laid on a poor sub-base. As a 
result, it had developed a "sag" 
which meant it wasn't doing the 
job it was supposed to. 
While replacing the 400m of 
old line with a new eight inch 
plastic pipe, the city will also 
rebuild the road to proper stan- 
dards. 
Engineering director Stew 
Chdstensen said the total cost of 
the project, including the road 
rebuild, was estimated at 
$288,000 and work would proba- 
hly get under way next year. 
The earlier projects for which 
the city received infrastructure 
grants were the Frank St. water 
well, rebuilding Keith Ave. west 
of Kenney and one which in- 
volved upgrading North Sparks as 
well as providing secure access to 
the IGtselss Valley. 
Although the infrastructure 
grant well is not yet totally dry, 
Helmut Glesbrecht 
ments mean all but two per cent 
of the money available has been 
earmarked. 
What happens when it's all 
gone depends on Ottawa, said 
Giesbrecht. "It's up to the federal 
government to decide whether it 
wants to renew the program for 
another year." 
Under the program, Ottawa and 
Victoria each cover one-third of 
the project cost with local 
government picking up the rest 
$96,000 in the case of the 
Sparks St. work. 
For its part, Gieabrecht said the 
province would likely be "very 
receptive" to its continuation. 
If the federal government pull 
out, the province and 
municipalities would have to try 
and work out something to put in 
its place, he added. 
"The program has done some 
good work," C-iesbrecht said, as 
well as returning to the CON- 
the latest round of announce- munity some of its tax money. 
Parks promise 
not yet forgotten 
COUNC]~ HAS not forgotten the 
Terrace Greenbelt Association's 
(TGA) Howe Creek proposal. 
"We're moving as fast as we 
can," councillor Val George as- 
sured membem of the association 
at last week's council meeting. 
In a letter submitted to council, 
the association recalled it had 
mcemmended the city purchase 
undeveloped land adjacent to 
Howe Creek and offered to raise 
money to help pay for it. 
Following a city ~equest it show 
the community supported its idea, 
TGA held a walkathon June 11 
which raised $1,500. 
"We know we have the com- 
munity behind us," Loft Merrill 
told councillors last week. "But 
we really haven't heard from 
council yet." 
Assuring the TGA council was 
still working on the idea, George 
said council was getting in- 
creasingly concerned about the 
retention and development of 
park land. 
However, he pointed out, land 
acquisition issues took time to 
resolve. 
Later in the meeting council 
released in-camern minutes from 
its February think tank session 
which outlined its park plans. 
The Parks and Recreation Ad- 
visory Commission has been 
asked to prepare a parks and 
greenbelt masterplan, come up 
with a pathway plan through the 
city incorporating scenic stops 
and produce a long-term develop- 
ment plan for Ferry Island. 
That work is supposed to be 
completed and a report submitted 
to council by next February. 
"Enjoy rare finds at uncommon prices." 
WE IIAVE A NEW SHIPM~,NT ARRIVING 
-Country Cupboards & tables 
-Dressers -Washstand 
-Kitchen Collectibles, etc., etc., 
4459 Lakelse Ave Open 10 am - 6 pm 
Terrace Ph. 635-3213 Monday- Saturday 
;~ . JV .L  .=.~ ~.Jq,J~.L~l JLJI..dJL %JV .LM L Vt I , .~J I .~. IL~I . I I . .~ 
FABRIC  FOLDS create a sophisticated 
look for all your windows. This new window fashion from 
Hunter  Douglas is available 'in a range of colors, two 
fabrics and three different fold sizes. Vignette TM window 
shadings. Imagine what they can 
do for your windows. VIGNETTE" 
And your outlook• Window Shadings 
©1994 Hunter Douglas Inc. Vignette TM is a trademark of Hunter Douglas Inc. 
U.S. and foreign patents pending. 
. / 
crnte a feeling of spsclousnen. 
." m|eterbedroompmvldeedlre=tsceocelnlol ,=, ,  ~10~.~ ==~ 
Ihe m= n bsthroom, " I t,(,.=~.~ , ~ a ~  ,., 
,- lower level may be completed ete leter date.l,,, 
.- |undsck Incmemes Ihe overall depth. ~ 
TOTAL: 107SSO. FT•lgg,oM~). ~ ~ • 
WIDTH: S2'0"(18.9 M) ' I------f~,~ 
DEPTH: 2e'0"(7,9 M) 
• R~' ,VI~ ~°  MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
u~ , ,~ ~075 so. FT.(~98 M ~) : '  
#;~_  .. . . . . :  , . .~ , t~,~ .~  ~ ~,  
F . ~m,"ii~1~,¢~2~ ~ J ~ l l ~ ~  ' . ~ ' _  " ~ "m_~,iLl~'7~.,~'g II r-n -'n "--~ "-1 --1 -- i  II .' ~ f  
'4MI,~ - - ' - - ~ ~  ;'s,~ ~ . . ~ - ,  
WEINMAsTER HOME DESIGN [PLAN.O, gOSe] 
House Plans Ava i lab le  Through 
Terrace Builden 
MEMBER OF TIM-BR-MARTS LTD, 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
SPECIAL FEATURES: 
.,, round.top transom highlights this 
affordable home. 
.,, bl.levol declgn provides sun.lit lower area. 
.,, living room views elelmcce below. 
.,, open design of kitchen end dining room 
LOWER FLOOR PLAN 
Terrace Carpet Cenlre LtcL ~me~,. ~ 
3202 Munroe Street 
at Hw,/16W 
Terrace, B.C. 
YOUR DECOR 
®®®-®®®® 
ut of town customers call 
-800-665-1657 
Custom 
F loors  
CORNER 
[ES LTD.  
Gas & Wood Fireplaces 
Marble & Tile Finishing 
12 Styles Of Custom 
Made Mantels 
635-6477 
3756 River Dr.,Thornhlll 
ACADIANOR]HWEST MEHANIC,~INC. 
RESIDEN1]AI.& COMERC~ 
F::~ C= Fret E :3~ F:=t 
T~E PLUMBtN~ • HEATII~3. R£FRJGERATION PROFES~0N~ 
635-4770. 635-7158 
FAX 635.6156 
5239 Kelth, 
Terrace 
1-800-566-7158 
IENNDJt', 
Your Independent 
LENNOX Dealor 
CARe;;iA  TOR 
Ra~ Rnoux 
5-9618 
3738 River Dr. Terrace, B.C. 
"Great Price.,, 
Friendly Advice" 
4818 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B,C, 
WEBB REFRIGERATION LTD. 
635-2188 
Specializing Inmajor 
appliance repairs 
and warranty service 
for most makes and 
models, 
4637 Lazelle Avenue 
TERRACE HELPING 
HANDS HOME CAREj~ 
Baaut / fu l  Continuous 
Concrete Curbing 
FR~E Sn~T~S 63H671 
WE ARE THE ~ HEART OF YOUR HOME 
4423 Railway Avenue 
Terrace, 8.C. V8G 1L9 
Ph: (604] 635.2801 
Fax: (604) 635-3612 
Bob & Alfreda ~ 
KITCHENS 
CEIIIII.SlG~TURE~.A~C CUINE'5 
: r~,~. ~':" ." -~b2] 
1,,..,..,,,. ~e~_;~_~.,. . .......... , <,, r", ........ ,~,3 
~o-¢t l  
N, , r ,  
f .................. i 
i@ 
Let These Profess onals And Discount Suppliers Help You With Your Home Work! 
FROM THE GROUND UP HOME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE 
v 
Your Decor . . . . . . .  
Terrace Carpet Centre Ltd. 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy 16 W, Terrace 
635-2976 1-800-665-1657 
: /:L! 
! 
i ' ; i : ' :  !2:!? 
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EAL ESTATE 
m 
, i :: ¸ :'' ?i'i~::~i:: ' 
/•  
FEATURE 
HOME 
UPLANDS FAMILY HOME 
Spacious up-dated full basement home, finished up and 
down, a total of 5 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, a fireplace in 
the living room as well • as a fireplace down, natural gas 
furnace and two hot water tanks one electric the other gas. 
Eat in kitchen with a great supply of cabinets dining area 
off of living room, 21 pce. ensuite in master bedroom, with 
total main floor approximately 1302 sq. H. 
Basement area would make an excellent two bedroom 
in-law suite, 'with outside entrance, and separate driveway. 
House is situated on a 115 x 132 ft. corner lot, has an 
attached closed in carport, concrete driveway, and a large 
fenced rear yard. Easy walking distance to Uplands 
School• 
Give Bert or Rusty Ljungh a call 635-5754 or 
638-0371 at Terrace Realty for your private 
viewing. 
Modern Conveniences_ , ~ [] - - ~ .  ~.~.,o,-,,,--- - - - - -C°mb=ned Dm,ng_ "~'~:P--~'~ ~ rll,,., ..~,;  
"~~, '~:~; ,  "~ i  ~!~ ~ ' :~:! : '~:d~j '4~t:~,  ' r~"~ '. 
The Skeena Marketplace Weekender 
• is pleased to introduCe.  • :, • : 
 Voice . . . . . . .  
'A dating column for todayS Successfulsir gles: 
I Tores~ndtoAds!Ci i:: ;! 
1,900:451-4733,. Ext ; ::,i 
0nJy $1:99":per. minute ~:l 
!Will,: appear On yoUi monill 
phone bill=Must I~eT8:years c 
ageor0lcler./. :: }:!'), 
• . • : .  . 
.. : . . .  : , ,  
proUdlypresents... 
r , " ; "  " " . . 
' L "  ' 
TREE 
5024 Walsh Avenue,  (Westof Pheasan-t st.).Te-rr~,ce-- 
A tThe  Base of Lanfear Hill 
: ' CuSto  am ~s . , ,  m built h i( 
. .  . ; . .  
.. : ,  ,". . . :: . . . .  ..~, 
i ~:/• All. tylses c f renoval!idt 
• . , , , :  • ,. , , , ' .  
q 
- ., , 
' "  . : '  ! - ' , , i%: . .  ': :~: ,.' 
Plant Anytime in the Growing Season l  ': 
-k Potted Roses ~-k Shrubs , :/, 
Trees ~• .  -k i Fruit, Trees ~ : 
i~ Walnuts i ,i ~ :: ~~!, -A- Pecans i ~ '~ ::, 
: -k  Chestnuts ,;~: ~ KIWI' '~ ii!ii i!i:i 
-~ Ground,COver• ,: : :~:~ .~,;,,:i,:: ~, ~:~ .~, 
i/i:, :: i : LOtb~OfHardy l tbms l , :  !!~ iiii 
ii:: I .i 'i : For/Vo~Seifor~GieatGiff~'! ~ 
an~ ~eiduring the gro~ing Se~oni ' Plant i i i : : ! / : , .  
O~O 
>'  " : " . ' " ; :  !:/'!Off Hours Phone ii , " • 
'~lllillilltiilttimtli ASSOCIATE 
ROYALLEPAGE ~ BROKER 
, ImI I imVl l lmml l lH  NETWORK 
: , ,  
HOUSE & SHOP 
$225,000.00 EXCL. 
2147 QUEENSWAY 
$129,900.00 MLS 
5002 COLE 
$215,000.00 MLS 
4020 MUNROE 
$159,900.00 EXCL. 
4838 TUCK 
$197,500.00 
3914 TERRACE ST. 
$169,500.00 EXCL. 
3510 GORDON 
VIEW HOME 
3632 EBY ST. 
$] 52,500.00 MLS 
! ~ '  • 
5117 A&B MEDEEK 
SIDE BY SIDE DUPLEX 
4626 SCOTT 
$105,000.00 MLS 
5112 AGAR 
$97,000.00 MLS 
Rusty Ljungh 
63.5-5754 
Lisa Godlinski 
635-4950 
SOCKEYE CREEK RD. 
$187,500.00 MLS 
i l  
Ralph Godlinski 
635-4950 
~";~ 4635 ~~:" "SOUCIE ~ " 
,~4,9~.oo ~,s 
Chrlstel Godlinski 
635.5397 
....... - "~: '~ i i~  . !  
4702 TUCK AVE. 
$~ 29,500.00 MLS 
Joe Barboaa 
635-5604 
' David D, Hull  
638-1327 
4627 TUCK AVE. 
$158,900.00 MLS 
I~~]~1 
I ' ,~~~ I 
1635-STS4 ; iil/:i ~ :::i ~: !:i 
~!~i~ii!~ i ~ ~ :/::~:, 
: :  : ::: ,~:~V !i ::: !~ i•; 
i ;  . • "~ :i ' ~ 2 ~ : ~ 
-' • . :•i • ::: :::~ .i 
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" ! Rupert hospital 
News using CT device 
In Briefl 
MP balls out 
SKEBNA REFORM MP Mike 
Scott has bowed out of the par. 
lismantary pension plan. 
The plan came under Inereas- 
ing,cr]licism for its indexing 
and allowing MPs',to collect 
upon I,~ving their elected 
pests.. . . .  
~Legislation passed this year 
t/ghtened up on those condi- 
tim/s and allowed lVlPa to opt 
out iftUey ~ahedl  
' Tve  signed the necessary 
documents and forwarded 
them to the House of Com- 
mons pay and benefits depart- 
ment," said Scott last week. 
BUt he criticized the changes 
made ~is yeaG saying theplan 
is still ;Steer than those avail- 
electiOn: promise he made in 
,199&:~:i.-.. - .  
apropeller 
• killed, iimtantly ,July 28 when 
he W~S :strUck by a float plane 
propeller; . 
Je~i~Michael Kapach, 48, 
,wash:on the:flOat of a Summit 
,A i r ,Ca=ha i85 as. it Was pre- 
":paring to dock'.: Kapach .went 
too far forward on the floatand 
was. alruck by. the propeller,' 
say Dease Lake RCMP, .The 
accident ook place on Tat- 
simine : .Lake, north : Of 
Telegraph Creek. 
Stolen goods 
recovered 
RCMP recovered goods stolen 
erom.,two recent residential 
break' ira and have charged 
three men: following a visit to a 
Park Ave. 'home July 24. 
Charged with possession of 
marl, 63;o f  Ternce',Hector 
Robinson, 24, of Terrace 'and 
Wendell Williams, 20, of 
Prince George. 
The stolen property is valued 
at $4,000 and includes il~ee 
televisions, two VCRs and an 
automotive jack. 
Terrace RCIv lP  Staff 
Sergeant John Veldman said 
the charges followed on in- 
formation received, by police 
after the two break ins oc- 
curred. 
Man injured 
A WORKER AT the .Bear 
Creek Conlract/ng shop on 
Hwy16 East was taken to hos- 
pital July 26 after being injured 
in an industrial accident. 
The 30-year-old man had 
been attempting to remove an 
outer dual tire from a logging 
truck when in sprung loose, 
pinning him between the wall 
and other items in the area. 
Arsonist 
sought 
A JEEP was damaged by fire 
in the 4800 Block Davis July 
27 after someone threw a glass 
bottle containing a flammable 
liquid and bunting wick. 
The fire deparlment was 
called out jnst after 11:30 p.m. 
that night to extinguish the 
fire. 
Police are asking for in. 
format/on about this incident. 
The RCMP detachment's num- 
ber is 638-7400. The 
Crimestoppem number is 635- 
847. 
as hiring lure 
THE PRINCE RUPERT hospital for money to add that fifth day. 
thinks It can recruit a radiologist Placing a radiologist in Prince 
by using Mills Memorial H0spl. Rupert fits with -s previously 
IM'a (~ scan ma~Ine as s lure. agreed upon plan for a radlolnglst 
Purchased in 1993 through local there, two In Temce and one In 
and regional donations, the CT 
device takes pat/ants from around 
the northwest and operates ~our 
days a week. 
But the addition of a fifth day 
of operation will help Pxince 
Rupert Regional Hospital find a 
resident radiologist, says adminis- 
trator Doug Marde. 
"The workload in Prince 
Rupert is borderline. The ability 
to do other patients on the fifth 
day will increase the radiologist's 
Smithers. 
There isn't a second radiologist 
in Terrace now and Marrie said 
Prince Rupert hU given,its sup 
po~ for that second posit/on pro- 
vtded Mills support he fifth day 
of CT operations. 
"We're not saying we'll wilh- 
draw our support. All we're as- 
king is that Terrace make its best 
.efforts in seeking the money for 
the fifth day," Marde said. 
More and more hospitals 
income, ' ,hesa id . ,  around the northwest are co- 
= And radiologists aren't willing bperailng on regional strategies to
to come to places where CT set- bringin more spedalists. " " 
vices : aren't ~ available because . "k ~r "k ~r "k 
they'Jl~loae skills they've learned, Stationing radiologists around 
Marde added, the northwest is also part of a 
" I t ' s  not :like the radiologist 
will dO 0nly patients from Prince 
Rupe~ It's the ability to make 
. ~,recru i tment  mor e attractive., 
he said.' 
Marrie said the Prince Rupert 
hospital has officially asked Mills 
to ask the provincial government 
plan to use telerndiology, the 
ability to transmit x-ray and other 
images across long distance 
phone lines from one place to an- 
other., 
The idea is that them willbe 
constant interpretation service 
available in the northwest. 
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Sat. Afternoon Games" ' . . . .  Doors 11:30 a .m.  ~ Games •12:45 : ; 
Evening Games : • • ' " Doors 4:30 p.m. ' ,Games6:15 
Thurs, Fri, Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of themonth le DOUBLE BINGO 
T'V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL A ISLE  CONCESSION 
4410 Legion; Terrace 635-2411 
24T Package includes: 
• Standard front dual air bags 
• Standard side impact beams 
• Air conditioning " 
• Automatic transmission 
• AM/FI~ 
• Power 
• 7 passenger seating 
'CHRYSLER 
J eep  ,, 
• Front 
• Roof ra 
Passenger Seating, 
, rebate  
/ ,  
r 'seer u,N,vaNs ONLY CH 
• , : .  , ,  
• Highest owner loyalty, ' Built.in-Canada heritage Since ]983: i : '  per  month  ' 
• 4.5 million sold worldwide. * Best-in-class fuel economy, fo r  30  months**  
• 160 million kilomelres driven everyday, : *Cansda 's  Number 0ne choicein minivans. 
I 1, 
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STEPHANIE  WIEBE 
Avacados or 
• '7 politic,ans, 
T'S OFTEN said that life is a 
series of lessons. If that's true, 
then surely there is some critical 
life-lesson I am meant to learn 
about grocery stores. 
I say this because I seem to have spent a 
good portion of my life in supermarkets. 
Not that I make a habit of loitering near the  
dairy section or anything, but when I look 
back ,over the decades, the hours I 've spent 
wheeling a'cart through food aisles add up. 
to a gaspii~g total. 
It's true. I 've spent morehours of my life 
selecting r ipe avocados than I 've spent 
choosing, political.candidates. More time 
studying cracker boxes than textbooks, 
more e~ ! picking salami than I ever took 
to choose my wedding dress. I am not 
necessarily proud of this. 
But I've.done some arithmetic. A regular 
weekly food stock-up takes a good lieut. 
, Add ,.tw.o milk-runs at 20 minutes a piece, 
~pl~s one latenight rip to the corner store 
for good measure. Multiply that by the 19 
years I 've ~een food shopping, and you get 
'.i .::~,liii~re; t ~an'..-1-,800. hours spent in grocery ' 
stores:.I'm:being conservative here ~-. this 
is not counting Case-lot sales. 
Now, just for comparison, check out the  
average course load at any major univer- 
sity, and you'll find it takes a mere 3,500 
hours c class time to get your Bachelor's 
Degree. That means, in my supermarket 
life-lesson, I 'm halfway to graduation. 
Hack, by the time I hit 55, I'll be working 
on my Masters. 
I've also learned that there ARE 
no rules for the express check. 
: out.  Them is no legislation to 
• back Ip the "nine Items or less" 
sign. Go ahead, take 15 Items 
through. Take 20. 
So what have 1 learned? That all North 
• Ameflcan supermarkets are pretty much the 
same. They are a cookie-cutter marketing 
design. There's always a service desk up 
fronh The Kraft dinner goes on special 
every few weeks. 
: A l l  supermarkets have well-scrubbed 
clerks stationed in the produce section. 
'What I've yet to figure out is how they get 
such a Clean, earnest look to them. Perhaps 
stor e management hand-picks its produce 
clerim for their farm-fresh appearance. Or 
perhaps an axe n~urderer would look just as 
wholesome if you put him in a bibbed 
apron near the fresh beets; 
• I 've also learned that there ARE no rules 
for the express checkout. There is no legis. 
~lation to,back up the "nine items or less" 
sign. Go ahead,'~tke 15 items through. Take 
" 20. You: II get glares from other shoppers, 
but no store employee is going to throw you 
out of the store. As a law.abiding shopper, I 
; was seriously disheartened to learn this. 
Then there's what I call the You-Are- 
Who-You*Shop-With theory. Actually, I 
:i stumbled across this one by accident when I
made a t uilk-run on a Thursday night and 
bumped into several local teachers near the 
frozen food aisle. Nearly a week later, on a 
• Wednesday, I spotted a doctor in the cereal 
section, and two nurses in the delL 
, Then, to conrmn what I was seeing fir- 
~thand, I read in Cosmopolitan magazine 
mat most single professmnal men shop ear- 
Iv t,rtoa~ 'e~;ening;~most newlyweds, late 
~atur~v morning. So there you go'. Change 
• the hours you shop and yoU alter your food- 
shopping social circle ~ maybe your whole 
life. I just may write my Masters thesis on 
his One. 
If i can fit it in between milk-runs, that is. 
'*:1 
Journey into motherhood 
By Mlchelle Checkley 
WHEN I began this wonderful 
and challenging journey fifteen 
months ago, I thought breastfeed- 
ing would come easily and natu- 
rally. 
I was a first time mother. No 
one could ever have prepared me 
for the changes I would embrace, 
the fears I would confront, or the 
joy I would feel in my heart. 
I felt well equipped to begin 
motherhood, but this would b~e 
the greatest challenge and i~ost 
dynamic role I would ever play in 
my life. 
I began with a healthy nutri- 
tional background, but I was not 
prepared for the discomfort in 
learning , discriminatory attitudes, 
the full time demands or 
responsibilities. 
The first three months were 
spent in awe of this creation 
while I struggled to master the art 
of breastfeeding "naturally." My 
son was lesming to latch and I 
was learning to understand his 
needs. 
My husband was overwhelmed 
with admiration as he watched 
this bond grow stronger daily. 
There were posltion'"changes, 
eng0rgement, leaking., and emo- 
tional outbursts wh,e I  adjusted 
to. :a spontaneous life." of: little 
sleep. 
I 
The simple ac t  of 
bmastfeeding of the 
bond it creates between 
me and my son-  
seems tO put life Ih per- 
SPeCtiveeve l time. 
.... ,. i 
tlmes, and ffmy hair got brt~hed 
and I wasdremed, I felt well ac- 
ex)mplkhed. I langhl now at 
mysell~ because I can remember 
an over-anxious, too  organiZed 
mother'trying to make h'er baby 
fit. 
In-thne my precious little 
teacher taught me to flow with his 
needs. Patience was and still is a 
constant lesson as I watched this- 
amaz i~ child grow leaps and 
bounds every day. 
,As breastfeeding began to feel ' 
more wonderful and my body 
was returning to a somewhat 
normal condition, I was filled 
with the most incredible wonder 
of what my body was able to do. 
I feltas though I had been given 
this most incred~le gift, to be 
able to provide my child with a 
iife force for growth. In return he~ 
emanated a love so precious.that 
all my heartaChe seemed to melt. 
He  would 'gaze into my eyes 
with a connection to my soul. 
We began to understand each 
other's body language and 
MICHELLE CHECKLEY chose to breastfeed her first baby, Terence, wwho is now 15 months old. 
She discovered that just because breastfeeding is natural, doesn't mean that new rnoms naturally 
know how to cope with all the associated problems. She joined the Terrace breastfeeding support 
group in order to share herexpedences with new mothers. 
ae~med to fit in each others arms. 
I have heard other mother's ex- 
press this as a love al~ir with 
their baby~ 
m Mil l ion dol lar  smi les  
WI4AT WOULD YOU IX) with $5 million? David Gray and 
Kathy Wale plan to splurge on a now home, new vehicles and 
a Hawaiian honeymoon after their upcoming wedding this 
month. Gray, a seasonal logger, also wants to start his own 
logging business, 'Grey& Bros.' . . ' 1 
. . . .  //ii: 1/i i: 
My husband was very supper- 
He still heated h-:, =~,  ~ '~ style. They may nave put a career temporarily on h01d tU~'~?:~:  !il-~i%1 
. . . . .  ~. .uuuu have children . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~ ' '  ' " " "  : ~"""; ':": " with our sou o.a ,~  . , . ,  , .  ;~ ,  , • N0W;~tead of wr/~ng, repom and -Chairing meet-:: ~ ~ .... ~ 
' momentasoft~as'nos I~  . . . . . .  tugs, ~h yre. changing diapers and breast feeding in publ ic .  
-us :u rs~?~¢or~ 'oh/~w~?~e ' : ~-:.T' .e~a. ca' 's b~st feadI~,  sup~rt  g roup  o~a~ to hdp: .amWet '~i: '~ ..: : .:ii ' ' 
• ~ - -~" , .... ~ . . . .  T;  , qucsuous neW moms may have, andoffersupp0rt.:.: '.,,/:::-; i~'i~:~,i -;;I,,;. :-.,::,: I 
. ,~ao., neve r s e~ anything. ~. 0eau. ~.,'It seems like breastfeeding ~ould-be Very naturai, b~i there,a .a' !'~ i . . . . .  
utm auu. penecr. . ~e sam ne was lot Of ~q 'ues .  to learn, ' " says Mil " " 
jealous .he ~ could not trade me the supportgroUF ~ . . :'~ . . . : .~  
P~"  ):.. : :, --. " : ' The suPport g~mq~ p ni togcth~::lh:C' 
andt ami sm~ oreasueedmg my son, fe ~mg' ' " . . . . . . . . .  g p . ,  " p ' ~, . . . . .  - ....... ed m order.to ive ms active 
am now pregnant.with our optt0ns. . . . .  ;r . : .... _.. 
second Child. Iama better person ~.: ... . . • 'iii~!::ii'.i.i..,,;~:..':.:;~:. ~... :,//~ '~i 
now, and much more relaxed. ' .. .Myth #I: Brensffeedlu~,iStoo ~ ,,a '- : : " ". . . . .  " i  ~;~!- ~' , i . . . . .  - , . ' ,  "~ , ~  , I~ . .> . . . .  , ,~u .e"  ~,: . ' !~ ~ '~ , " '~ , , , ; - " :  -~ .~"  : . :  . . . . .  , " : ' "  ,~  " . 
.Tiic simple act of  breastfeeding. Fact: Once established, b~f fe~l ing  ~ b~ stmpie.~mci ~onve.uien'~. ", :.: .r i: ;! 
- -  e~ me bond it creates between Breasts; unlike bottles are ready When ~the baby is, with ample i ::" 
'-'?.~::;)~.-::!i . ...... . . ~ • me and my son ~ seems to put at the right temperature. 
life h pempective every time. . ~.-: ' . .  • . . :.'. !. - • . . . . . . . . . . .  "' • ~. . - . . . . .  . - . :  )o  ~.  : ,~ . ,~ I~; I - ;~ , .~  
Sometimes I wonder who bene- Myth #2: Breaslfeedlagfles you down, ....... ~.~., . ~, .... -,: --...-i; ~..~o:i, ~;:~&,~'~<~:.i: ) 
ills more from the experience, Fact: When it ~mes to getting out, a brenstfeedingmo~er who:~. :ii,ii!!i:i.i 
him or me? ,All I know is that I takes her baby along with her is very mobile; she always has: an ~ :, Z':I; ~ii: ~ 
am eagerly anticipating another ample food supply no matter where she gum or for long; ~;.:.: "~.:. ~ :: .:, ~':~ i: : ' 
wonderful and chalIengingjour- • ": '-! . . . . . . . .  . - : ~..~. ~ '. ~.'.' " ,,,':~ ;~." ,~::-~i :!-~ ' 
hey with my second child, Myth #3: I don't have enoagh mHk. My breast are toe small. : ),:!::'.. 
tandem nursing and being filled Fact: When a mother exclusively breast feeds her infant on demmdl 
with that all;consuming feeling, her breast will automatically produce ~enough milk to fulfill,the ~ :~ , :  
Michelle'Che.ckley wrote this arti- baby's needs." A.y. size breasf,~npmduee ~oUgh milk :to feed al . :  i': 
cle to ¢ommemorate National Breast. baby .  " " " ' "sr' J~ ~'~ ' " ~" ~ ~'" ~.~'.q' ~ ~. ~; 
[ee J t~g week ,  Au~s l  1-7. I t  has  been  - '  : ' . . " : ' ' , ": : ' .......... ! 
~#~romitsor i~ i~l len~h.  ~#4:Iean'tbreastfe~lbec!sel'mgoinsbackto work,...~- ...... . ! 
Fact: Mothers Cansuceessfelly~ntinue rshig a f ie r re~ to i ' "  ."i 
job by pumping ad~l Storing breas~tzmilk and fe~lingia~0undi~w6rk". :~ i- '~: i I 
schedules. J 
Myth #$: Bneusffeodihg excludes the father. ~i : .  ". ': :i-?, /: ~.~::: .~ ~., !!. i 
Fact: There's much more to earingfei:a flew baby than feed~ Fi~ ~:'I~:~.'! : i
thers can handle diaper changes, ba '~,  ~ iO~ and cudd l~;~'• i  "~] ;:! ~;.i ~ :~ ~i '! 
TLT takes a whack 
._ 
at murder mystery .: 
Li,,ie Borden took an at, controlled the town. 
gate her mother 40 ~hacl~. Ioumalists from u far away as 
When she saw what she had done~ Europe flocked to Fall River to 
she gave herfather 41. cover the trial, proving that t~e~ 
OJ .  Slmlmon case was not . :~ 'e ' : i  
The grisly lale of the notorious flmtcourlmom edta cimis.~::~.'. - 
~ll~ard~ ax murderer will be- But crime scene tuvest!gkflon 
yen outrfor all ofTcrrsce dur; "tedmtqi~cs ~: Which:~:~mui~i "  le~s " 
lng the next Danid. Bams~ell -~  hisflcated In-tl~ ea ' : ~ . . . . . .  : .... . p . dy, 1900s 
production Blood Relatlons. • T l1~ W-s n=: ""~*~':" :' " 
. . . . .  . ~ .a. o ~Pk~enI~ nO 
AuomonstortldsTetmceLlttie fhuzem |tin~. dme: i t " r in i  WI~ 0 '- '  " ': 
Theatre murder  mystery•:are wa; . s 'd i~ l t ,  qUesS~: .~o=~ 
scheduled for August 8 and 9 at 7 .War, and guilt - -  or lmioceace, 
p.m. at the McCol l  P layhou~on ;s~ ~^ ;,,~'~,'.:., ~ -~ :. ,~ -~' ~ 
The play will debut in October, Blood. Re la t ions .by~- :~ l~"  ;'~' 'i 
' are nem~ " . roar :  t rue" tO l~ ' ;~; . .~ .  : 
; . . . .  ' ' , '~ . ,  . \ -77¢ , '  . . " ,  :P"  ~ ' . her friend the ac~Js, who :acts, ~and aftertlies~W'~-n~'- m,~: '~ . 
out the eventa of Lizzie's life. " nlture ~v,l'be s01d;: ~,.',7-." ~,,::'-! .,,,'-::~ ,:,, 
Th~ . . . .  
/It I~ 
atten~ 
(; 
: . "  " -2  " " 
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StartingFriday ...... ' ONS for TLT's production of Waiting for ' :'. 
. i l l  be held Tuesday, August 1 and Wednes- & P!aying at 7 and 9:15. p.m 7 it,s : 
9. nt 7.~tl3 n m nt  th~ MoPrd l  P |o~l , tn~l~ , stamng ~ean u0nnery, Ricnaro uere  ann JUlia urmono.  :: 
between the a~,es of 9.0,¢~ nr~. ,~,~;.~ ,P,~r. <, :t:At 7:15 POCAHONTAS rounds: the nveroena.::ane': :~::: 
c ie Nov. 9 11 at the : : ' .... , :,~ :~:::cartoon is followed by JUDGE DREDD, playing:at :,: : ~ , : REM Lee Theatre;C~ll ::.~i~:;~  ~ ...... : . . . .  : ............ ..... =,,~ ==_, : :~ 
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ....... 9'~n , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  : : : ? .-,,, p,m. .... : ..': . . . . . .  635-2942 for more mfo. • : .:,:",:: , :, : -  . . . .  . . . .  ..... - ........ . . . . .  :., 
..... T" "e~s are ,7.~ in advance and = available at Copperside " :~"!;:i::i: : i  :::~'~::~' t::~::::'E ~ :. ~:i 
:TELEVISION 
:YOU 
T 
• AUDIT ION~ 
August :: 8: & 9 at: the McColl Playhouse; F( 
and three ;men ~e needed=for this tale 0fihe 
den std~. seeB1 for details onthe play. : : :  
i 
:' Playing : this Week 7:iand:::9:l  
!m JUDGEDREDD, showmgat 7:i5 9i3 
: shows continue ,into next week. ~ 
::::~:i: ! :aged  13-19 years, Activities take:place~ or leave f rom 
Kermode Friendship Centre, Wednesday, August 2, 
~: / ~!:~.:bring your hiking boots : fo r  a ~ climb ~ up ~.Terrace 
Take part in  Rwerboat Days activities from 
~-i!~i:::'~.i!~ :{:iAu~st 3-7,Tuesday,  August 8, bring your racket for a 
few good games of tennis. 
ng ::: ; :Make the 'Seenel Call 638-7283 0r fax to 638-8432 to  
dh:  i add your event o the Standard's free entertainment list. 
rags. The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the following 
week's paper. 
llU  .... 
"rhuradey. Auaust 4-7 TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND rehearses Tuesdays in the SINGLE PARENTS SUPPORT GROUP meets Wednesday 
RIVERBOAT DAYS - -  Terrace celebrates the grand old days Caledonia band room from 7 to 9 p.m. Call 635-4729 for more info. afternoons at I p.m. at the Women's CanOe. For more info call 638- 
on the Skeena dudng f ive days of non-stop fun and a~Ivlties. 022S. 
For a full schedule of events, see page B16. • THE KERb lODEI  CHORISTERS invite boys and girls ages 8 
"and up to come sing along on Tuesdays from 6:30 - 8:00 p.m. at the LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon hour on every third Wednes- 
Saturday, August 5.6 Skeena:Band Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 for info. - 
~JllMAT SEA Huwr - -  Come search for u n, de~ater  . day of the month at the Terrace Women's Centre. Ask for EILzabel~ 
: treasure ~did test your dMng Skills bathe lar~est~cuba event • ' ' SCOTTISH COUntY  dancing happens every Tuesd'ay at 7:30 ~ or Maria. 
in  No~emB,0 .Oyer  $3,00Q!0 prtzesla therefor.the t ~ng, ..... i:, ~p.m, at the basement ofKnox U~t~edChlitch" at 4907I.~i~lleA~e." .: :~ TERRACE. PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S.~ ASSOCIATION 
including $1;000 worth of diving gear for 1tio grand prec. For : For m0r~]~fOca!1635-5163. : . . . . .  : 
rnore infocell North ShomScubaat  1-800-815-2638. : , . i -  ! holds'its monthly meetingthe third Wednesday of every month. ' 
ZAZENeve Tuesda at7 m attheDaiko JiZenCentre Call . . . .  Meetlfor lunch at the Terrace Inn from noon to 1 pnL Contact 
. . . . .  • , ry . Y p . .  - . ; , : i .~ Joyce 'a t635.9660.  .. . . ' . . ,  
Saturday,  August  12 . . . .  635-9242 for more info. , , , :  - .  
B.C .  SENIORS GAIMES ZONE 10 hosts an annual general i ' i  : ~::~ " ~ " ' . / :  i , i~  ~ ' , - 
meeting at the Happy Gang Centre at 2 p.m. • ".i" ,: ,-, . : :TERRACE , !~0ASTMJ~STERS meet the first and third Tuesday: • :,. " , • : ' , ' ' . 
. " : . '. , " . " ",~ .: :: -,: : / ! :o f  ead i  month  at 7 :30  p .m.  at the  Ter race  Inn .  Contact  D iana  a t  ~: " . , _ .  . . . . .  ' . ' , ' : 
- • Monday ,  August  2125 " " ' ' L::ii',;:/ i~! - ?::;::: 635-5905 or L iMa at 638-1856. , : .', . . . .  , , : 
VACAT IONBIBLE  SCHOOL- -  The 7th Day Adventist  : 1:i~ i,.~! %~:,i :,i: " ' .:.The Terrace Standar~7 offers the What's Uo community calendar 
Church osts thls bible school from 6-8 p.m. each evenlnlJ at~ "~,.!:~ , WEDNESDAYS " ¢+ h r' . ~S a p~liC ~er~i~e to i~s readers a~{d comn~J~i~ organizations. 
5401A McGonnel. To reglster tall Denlse at 635-¢914~-:~-i ::~, 'i TERRACE NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets at 7 p.m. at the ~ Th/s column is intended for non.profit organizations and those 
Diane at 635-9065. - , : ' Women'sResource Centre. Also Saturday nights at 7:30. "" events for which there is no admission charge. 
• . : :  . . . . : ;  :..i~ ::~:=!:i i " ' ' • " " Items wUlrun two weeks before each event. . 
• WEEKLY MEETINGS , " , : , ;~  ' : . " :MULT IPLE  SCLEROSIS Coffee Group meets every second We ask that items be sabmitted by S p.m. on theThursdaybefore 
• • i ...... :' ;: :' : : ~ Wednesday atthe White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy at 635-3258 for the issue ~n which it is to appear. 
" MONDAYS . i ~ i ' .' ';~. i : : :  . .: info.., i , Submissions should be typed orprinted neatly. " . 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL~o¢ ia t ion  meets the second ~." ' : : " , := i ' , 
Monday ofevery month at 8 p.m. atThomhili/r. Secondary in the ' ' " ' ' '  :: ' ' " l , , ~ , ,  - .  l ~ . -  m . . '  .. 
. .  ' . ,, 4 W D ATV S 
ORDER OY TIIE ROYAL PURPLE meets the 2nd and 4th Mon. Tr3 ! H I  Hir"  
day ofevery month at T:30 p.m. at the Elks Hall. Cali 635-5121for + /  " ~ "  I i / ' ~ "  V ~ 1 [ ]  l l a l l ,~ ' ' - - '~ l  1 
more info. i - - -~- - - -  i~  ~.  ~ " 
: LvA- .3 , r ,P '~ , [¢  • r..~lr,~l 
i BIRTHRIGIrr volunteers meet he 1st Monday of each month at 8 I ~ ~  ~j~ i ~ ~  - , 
p.m. ruth ~r second floor office at theTi lhcum TwinThesla~. Call ~'~- -~- - - '~"  o The Ca n~d|~n ~Alilrl~,rrw,~ r ,~n h,-, ~ e,r~t~h . . . . . .  t., .-,I,,^^ I 
Linda at 635-6849 or pet ty  at 635-3.~yq for mxo ' , 
• ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~  Just  the.sort  of envi ronment  Yamaha 4-wheel drive ATV s I 
BIG lIROTiIERS & Big Sisters hold a board meettng the third ~r'~ |~  ~ ' ~ - -  -'--~:, were  des igned for. - ' I 
Monday of every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 p.m. They're "~r/q | ~ l~ , - :  - -' - ~ ' I 
lookingforvolultteersandbosrdmembem. ContactLoisat635. C~,~!{  4 - - "  . - - :  .-__ : -. - , , ~ ' 
4232 for more info. ~:~"  " ' ~ ~ / ~ !  
ARE YOU HAVINGIrouble seeing your grandchildren? Call ~ ' ", " . 
Marge at 635-7421for info. / ~ ~ , ,  ~ "  ."-  ~ !: ~ ~ ~  
' - -  ~~v,~,~Ac ,~.~. :mmmm~.  The B g Bear  will ._ 
MEMORIAL  Hospital Auxi l iary meets the third Monday • ~ ~ ' . - ' ~ ~  - . . . . .  -/, :,: ', " ~ - ~ i i ~ "  ' 
'~ - . . . .  take you places no of each month in the board room at 8 p.m. Everyone is wd¢ome, '~ IBB~I~, , ,  . . . . . .  . - - . - _-- - - - ° -- -_ 
. , . '~~"  truck c~0uld ever go, _ : - -  _ _ -_-- -- _- __ o_---.,~, : 
AI~HEIlVlER AND D E ~  support group meets at l p.m. ' '" - . . . . .  .i~..:~:"::!.) ':, : --..- - - ~ - - - .~ .q~: /~ I 
on the last Monday of the months at the Terrace Mental Health . . . . .  - - " -  '-" - ': i~ / ~ l l ~ ~ / ~ l [  
Centre. Call 638-3325 formor¢ tnfo. ' • ,i : :  I 
day at 7 p.m. For more lnfo phone 638-8894 or Carrel at 632-3547. A~l~j /  ~ ,  ' : ':~'r ~ " r ] 
' ~ I  ~ l ~ '  ~ Rugged 4"whee ldr ive  ATV;s pr°vide CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets every second Tuesday at ~..~ , ' ,  ,, . . . . .  : -  ,~ ~.: .... . .  
7:30 p.m. at 3302 Sparta. - - q i l  ~ ~lt: | per formanceyoucan depend on. Y A M A H A  
DAIKO JISOTOZEN CF.N131~hostsZazenmeditstion every ~ ~ , :  ~ 1  1~'  ' " " " '  " :  ' T~To~ey '•  
Tuesday evening at 7 pm at the centre. For htfo phone 635-3455, "q~]~l~  , . 
SC~lZ?P~SO~mee~eth i rd  Tu~dayofevery ~(ii:i: i NOW when you  i 
m onma~,~.~p.q~ at mppmg ~mne t~mononae, ~Jz   parxs ~. :.: , i ,  " , i :: : re,cei e: a:S :ian, added :, b nUS :i,: : ,: : ,": ::-,::::,: ,::.:i"::-: i , 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT committee meets the secen Tues- ~;~ ........ : . . . . . . .  " " :  ' ...... ' . . . . .  " ' " :  ~ : : : : "  " ' "  .... ~ i 
day of every month at the Temce pool board room. i -... ~m-  i ,  ,,,, , , ,  ~ . . . .  
, a K SINGLES meet every Tuesday for coffce ,ight at Mr. l ~  ~ ~ [Jll, i=;.iil ll= 
Mike's at T p.m. Call Bea at 635-3238 or Carroll at 632-3547 for [ ]  ~ k  I l l i [ ]B  [ ]  / ~ I I~  l ~ l ' 1 i I I l l l l l  
more info. Ken G ibson  _ - - - TreMor  G ibson  
S i ] [Ab lROCK 4-H CLUB meets every third Tuesday at 7 p.m.  a t  4946 G re ig  - - " Ter race  
Cassia Hall Elementary, Call Laude at 635-9401 fo r more info. .. 
I 
:+ 
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, Renta ls  & Sa les  
I *Salesand rentals for weddings or other special I I ~1~"-  _ " . .  _ _ __ _+ * _ I 
J occasions .... : I: I See Us At Our New Location I 
i * Available on daily or weekly.basis I I ,=_,1 A ,+o~, ,o  I 
I F.x o,'osve ~os"age at (604) 635 2157 i i 63s.09++ (O id Totem "Pre'ss'Lr~c~io n) J 
++ ......... +'+++++ - I  ............. Va lue  and  qualit hllz. + 
' + I .,lP_J great selection, f , v . , , ,  
" ' and G en Brink sell at U1e Farmer's Market. They pack away ___~ ___~ ~ _~__  
• .  + neatly, so are popular with RV owners. ..... 
!+ :~i, 
- ,+_  .;=, rowinn+ market ..++++. ,,+++++ m.m  + ...... ++,+,d + 
for wo ,u crafts + ,-,,4    ++mmmF . w ,  
m:{,],,n+q++m+:qi:iq++t ~ + "  ........... , ~ ' ' Glen and Marg Brink first took ..... ~ J  ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 
• t~eir woodcraft bobby to the 
farmers market in 1983, the first 
market year the market opened. 
Theymade a wooden mobile 
that they called a "whirly." In 
the beginning itwas the only pro- 
duct hey made and sold. 
:After two years they took a 
break from the market. Four years 
ago they started up again. 
• The whirlies are still very popu- 
lar; They have been sent all 
across Canada, and as far away as 
Holland and Portugal. 
Now the whirlies are just one of LYNNE CHRISTIANSEN 
many wood crafts the Brinks 
make. These days their corner of Marg came here in 1952 With 
' ihemarket is full of porch her parents, Ida and Henry 
SwingS; wooden folding tables, Scheper. They were a family of 
i:shelves, stools, napkin holders, 14 children. 
letterholders, and lazy susans. Glen crone to Terrace for a con- 
The folding tables are very pop- stmction job, for the summer in 
• qlar with RV people, because 1961 and decided to stay. 
they i 'pack ,away ~ so neatly.: One Glen and Marg celebrated their 
lady bought a,table andreturned 32 anniversary this year. They 
within two ho~rs'to buy a second have four daughters ranging in 
ages from 21 to 32. 
lrinks have sent their The Brinks enjoy being at the 
) Arizona, Vancouver, market, s'We meet a lot of inter- 
Their porch swings esting tourists," says Marg. 
sway on porches from Quesnel to You can see the Brink's bcaud- 
• theQueen Charlottes. ful woodwork, either at their 
;~ Glen and Marg are very busy home of 28 years at 2111 Pear St. 
keeping up with orders. They or at the Skeena Valley Farmers 
sometimes turn out six or seven Market. The Brinks have a stand 
tables a week. right next to MargSs sister and 
Most of their woodwork is brother-ln-law, Kathie and Ken 
made from cedar and hemlock. Bruce (K&K Meats.) We'll tell 
,They purchase wood from the you all about he Bruce's in next 
Chindamas Mill, Skcena Saw- week's colunm. 
• i mills and a mill out on Rifle Just an added note - -  Glen had 
~ Range Road. They also try to re- a hip replacement this past week, 
cycle wood scraps, so Marg will be doing all the 
• Unfortunately, the Brinks can woodwork on her own, while 
no longer make use of wood Glen spends the next couple 
• scraps from the dump, due to new months recovering. 
regulations. These rules just don't I wish you a speedy recovery 
make good sense when people are Glen, and hope to see you soon, 
being encouraged tOreduce, recy- at the market. 
cleand/e-use. The Farmer's Market starts 
Marg and Glen have lived in every Saturday at 9 a.m. in the 
Terrace over thirty years now. parking lot across from George 
Marg is from St. Pauis, Alberta, Little Park. Lynne Christiansen is 
and Glen is from Wainwright, AI- a vendor at the market and a 
berta, member oldie market board. 
Water Facts 
Most of us are aware Of the expression drink eight g asses of 
r water a day". Why so much? It is really that Important to keep the 
kidneys working so hard? You bet it is. According to Dr. Donald 
Robertson, B.C. M,Sc., drinking plenty of pure, clean water may 
be the only true "magic potion" for permanent weight loss. 
Water suppresses the appetite naturally and helps the body 
use up stored fat. The kidneys need plenty of water to work 
properly'. If they can't work to their capacity, some of the work load 
Is passed on to the liver. One of the liver's most Important jobs is 
to turn stored fat Into energy, If the liver is too busy taking on the 
work road of the kidneys, it can't be using the body's fat stores 
properly. The result - fat remains stored in the body and weigh! 
loss stops, So dieters drink upl 
CHICKEN 3781 T-BONE ______ OLDDUTCH - - - -  IBARBECUE18 8 BREAST STEAK . - . iU~j~ [POTATO CHIPS I [~. .~ SAUCES 
Fi~eltemoved. Or Wing Sfeak. F ...... ~ ~ U  IA"or~edvorieties. S i A l  Asmrtedvariefies. 
TrayPeck. Regu~rorThlckCul. ~ 1  ~ l e '  ] I.IMITOF 2. ~ l i ~  
8,33kg/lb ~SUPERPACK'~OF 1.M ~  i ~OOg~ox O J r  Kro(,. ,455 mL 
I :++++~J . +,. 
I +.+++',+~i ++. .... 
WHIP JUICE BiUiBERRIE$ ,~  ~,0  
Salad Dressing. BO:~c:~+°:°e::~l++i::+ntrole'355+ ' { ~'S:rdn~Va~ ~ 0  ~ , .  
1 L Jar Wealhei Permitting. ~ + 
__  s I1., Ccllon / 
I 
,.o+ou... '°°"'+':b UI Assorted varieties. Assorted varieties. [Lucerne. J LIMIT OF 2. J Assorted ~rielies. I / ~ ~ i 
~ll.imXl 
1 
• ,.: .~.:~:..) 
~E. 
V SJ F.WAY Prices effective Augu,t 3, 1995 at all participating Safe,way 
stores. We reserve the dght to limit sales to retail quanlitles. 
VVhilo stocks last. 
- ~ ~  
,~lm,m 
VISA" 
i 
We redeem all major food 
chain competitor coupons* 
,,,m,+u.~,.,. +m, re<V++ ~,+(~.S~t.  m,,,,,,,,,,,~+. .m..V., h~. + m,~.. ~p¢,,,~ . +~S,,~. 0,, ~,,,,,,:o,,y, 
• retort ite~lt" 1ols SllKliVe At~UII +11YY3 OtiS+ 
J._ 
CALL  FOR 
Customer  Serv ice . , .635-7206 
De l l . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . , . . , . . . .  635-1374 
Floral......,.....,........635-1371 
Fax.........,..,..,......,.635-4569 
Manager . . . . ,  . . . . . . . . . .  635-7280 
Bakery  . . . , . . . , . . . . . . , . . ,  635-1372 
HOURS 
Man.  - Fri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 - 9 
Saturday ....... , . . . . .  , ...... . . . . . . . .  9 -  6 
Sundm/.,;,:',".....':;.","".i.9 '6  
ii i "1 i i 
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Family woman 
passes away 
A VERY special lady, Edna 
Christine Amos, passed away on 
May 26 this year at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Edna Amos (nee Stephens) was 
a very proud lady. She had good 
reason to be; she was of Gitksan 
stock. 
Edna was a member of the 
Skogumlaha Wilp, from Kit- 
segukla. Her father was of Scot- 
fish descent. 
Edna was bum on October 5, 
1920 in Hazdton to Charles and 
Martha Stephens. 
She had four brothers - -  Ernie, 
Harold, Joe and Bill and two 
sisters ~ Rebecca nd Rosie. 
Her father Charles passed away 
on April 8, 1931 while Edna was 
still a young child. Her mother 
died on April 23, 1970. Both are 
now buried in Hazelton. 
Edna also lost a sister, Rebecca 
and two  of her brothers, Ernie 
and Harold. 
And in  the year she lost her 
mother, 1970, she also lost her 
favourite son-in-law, Harold 
Amos. 
But back when her father died, 
Edna and her brothers were sent 
to the residential school in Ed- 
monton. Edna used to laugh at 
how hard they worked there. 
When she graduated from grade 
eight, Edna came home to 
Hazdton to live at the ranch 
which was located on Salmon 
River Road between Hazdton 
and Kispiox. 
When she turned 18, Edna left 
home and moved to Prince 
Rupert, Usk, Kitselas and finally 
settled in Terrace. 
In Kitselas, Edna lived with her 
husband Fred MeKenzie. Fred 
was a logger and trapper, and was 
sadly drowned while fishing on 
the Skeenn river. 
Later Edna married Mike 
Banek, nnd the coupled lived at 
Usk with their family. 
Edna raised a total of 13 chil- 
dren: Lorraine, Fred, Marg, 
Peggy, Wilfred, Hilda, Marvin, 
HERE 'N  :TI l l  ERE  
YVONNE MOEN 
flowers of her garden, and she 
loved her gaxden ve W much. 
She was always thankful that 
she never outlived any of her 
kids. She used to say she could 
not bear it if  that happened. 
Edna has bad few regrets. She 
always said if you work hard you 
don't have to pay attention to 
gossipers. And she was a hard 
worker. She didn't retire until she 
turned 65 years old. 
Edna worked as a midwife in 
Kitselas, and was fondly known 
as the community's nurse. 
She worked briefly at canneries 
on the Skeena River and worked 
for Terrace Cleaners for 20 years. 
Then she worked at the Terrace 
Hotel for ten years until his retire- 
meat. 
Edna married John Amos on 
August 27, 1971 at the govern- 
ment building in Kitimat. They 
had been together for a total of 32 
short years. 
John Amos was born in Kitimat 
Village. He came from a family 
of seven, two boys and five girls. 
John first got work logging 
down the coast, and came to Ter- 
race in 1959. Here he went to 
work for Columbia Cellulose as a 
hook tender. He worked there un- 
til the shutdown in 1986. 
He and Edna had a wonderful 
life together, spoiling the grand- 
children. 
Memorial services were held 
for Edna Amos were held on May 
Farrier, Harvey, Gag, Chester, 28 at the Haisla Recreation 
Sandy andJolm Junior. She was Centre ' i n  ':Kitimat and a t  the, 
also.. :blessed. : ~ i~.  26 ;, grand- Evangelical F lee  Church in Tar- •: 
cauu~n ano xu at t :, get -urea - .  race0nMay :z9.The '~neial set- 
grandchildren. : " vice was the following day at the 
Her grandchil~iren were the same church. 
Park 
Report J BpaC  I 
- | 
B.C .  PARKS BUILT AROUND SALMON FISHING 
The B.C. Parks In the Northwest have been built around the long history of 
salmon fishing. The fishermen have fished Lakelse Lake and the Skeena 
river and its tributaries from the ocean to the Terrace area. For many years 
the money earned from the fishery has meant growth and prosperity, 
supporting the economy of the area. 
The fishing industry both commercial and sports continues to bring tourists 
to the Terrace and Kitlmat areas. 
As you drive from Smithers to Prince Rupert there are several parks along 
the way for you to stop and enjoy. At Kleanza Creek you can Imagine you are 
In the gold rush and pan for gold, stay in the beautiful park there or continue 
on to campgrounds like Prudhomme Lake. 
As you approach Prince Rupert one of the historic sites of great interest is 
the oldest remaining salmon cannery out of the 220 In British Columbia. The 
North Pacific Cannery was founded in 1898 on the north shore of the 
Inverness pas§age, the north arm of the Skeena River mouth. In those days 
people of several ethnic backgrounds came to work at the plant and fish. 
There were the local Indian families who lived In the Indian villages: there 
were the Japanese people who worked as fishermen, boat builders and 
carpenters and there were the Chinese workers who w~re responsible for 
processing the salmon. They were responsible for processing the salmon 
from the time it arrived on the dock to where it was tinned and boxed for 
shipping. The Chinese workers who came without their families lived in the 
Chinese bunkhouse. , 
In the early days everything was done by hand including making the cans, 
later in the history of the cannery machinery was brought In to make the cans 
and process the fish. At its peak the Cannery had four canning lines and the 
salmon pack figures for the opening year in 1899 were 9,995 cases. The final 
production year was 1968 with 31,031 case of salmon with the exception of 
1972 when it was reopened for one year when a fire destroyed the Canadian 
Fishing Company plant at Ocean dock in Prince Rupert. 
After your visit to the cannery stay at Prudhomme Provincial Park for the 
night or have a plcnlc at Diana Lake. Have a good trip and wishing you 
sunshine all the wayl . 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
. /eL EVENT~ ANE FREE • EVERYONE WELCOME 
ALL EVENING PROGRAMS ARE IN THE AMPHITHEATHE AT THE FURLONG BAY CAMPGROUND UNLESS 
Ol"HERI~SE POSTED. PAREN'I '¢= PLEASE ACCOMPANY YOUR CHILDREN TO THE PROGRAMS 
Thursday, August 3 
3:00 pm 'Wild Water Wodd" What lives on, In or near the lake? Come and look at the ecosystem of
Lakelse Lake. Examine its plant and animal life and their Interconnectedness, 
8:00 p,m. "Flash from the Put" Come for a walk on the Twin Spruce Trait and learn how the local 
Naive PeOl~e lived off the land. Meet at the entrance across from the Sewage Dumping 
Statian. 
Frldsy, August 4
3:00 p,m. "Jeny'a Rangara .Earth Explorer" Come and learn t0 be an Earth Explorer and earn a 
steer, ; 
8 :00 pm "Eareger Beavere; Nature's Engineers" Learn about he beaver (castOr canadenis) end its 
habitat nd history, 
, • . , SsturdsyAuguetS L ~ : 
3:00 ~ Jeny a Rangers .Nature Nut'Coma nd be a nature nut and earn a s t i cker . ,  
S:O0 pm "Let It Snow, Lot it Snow, Let It Snow, Come and learn about avalanches, Guest Speaker. 
Fr~ ue Hot Cheeolate and marshmallows - bring your cup. :~ ; 
Sunday August 6 ' 
2:00 p,m. 'Kleanzl Explorer" Come to Kleanza Park and come for a wall( With the Park Naturalist. 
3:00 p,m. "Jerry's Rangers .Nature Nut" (Kleanza Park) Come and be s nature nut and earn a 
slicker, . . . .  : 
8:00 Fll "Nlegl'a Lava Park' AIook at one of the most Interesting pa~ks in ~rthern &C. Slide show 
end presentation, 
, Monday AuguIt 7 
8:00~ 'Where The Wild Thlng Are" Come foe e walk oh the Twin Spruce Trait and explore the 
ancient diverse and complex habitat of lhe old growth forest. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PROGRAMS PHONE GREG McDONALD 638.8189 OR THE 
PARK 0FFICE 798.2277 
Edna Christine Amos 
i/i:;-i:.ii!{ I ~.:.:~i "
•. ;z~': N, 
-...".':. _~ 
" Y ,~.L J  
Terrace Pageant 
Awards  N ight  
"A Summer 's  Even ing  to 
Remember"  - 
I 
\, 
• " t .  
Saturday ,  
August  5 
7 :00  PM 
at  the  
R.E.M. 
Lee  Theat re  
Tickets -$10  
may bepurchased 
Erwin , Jewellers, 
Contestants, 
• Great, he • : : 
" ,Db6r"  ' ........... 
Baby's Name: 
Carter Alexander 
te & Time of Birth: 
t8. 1995 at 11:51 pm 
tt: 7 Ibs 6 oz Sex: Male 
Is: Jane & Frank Ramus 
Baby's Name: 
ebra Clam Bernice 
te & Time of Birth: 
.=8, 1995 at 12:01 pm 
: 5 Ibs 11 oz Sex: Female 
;: Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Dean 
lanes 
Baby's Name: Kylie Nicole Friesen 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 9, 1995 at 8:08 pro. 
Weight: 8lbs 14 oz Sex: Female 
Parents : Garth &Monica Friesen 
BUNDLES  
OF JOY' 
Baby's Name: 
Alexander James Pfitrick 
Cavanagh 
Date & Time of  B i r th :  - 
July 10, 1995 at 6:00 am 
Weight:7 Ibs I oz. Sex: Male ~; 
Parents: Kristen Cavanagh &, 
Amile Fontaine 
Baby's Name: 
Teagahn Brieann 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 11. 1995 at 5:26 pm 
Weight: 8 Ibs 3 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Albert & Doris Vales 
Baby Sister for Elissa 
Baby's Name: 
Isabella Alma Eana Daniels 
Date &Time of Birth: 
July II, 1995 at 12:05 
Weight: 8 lbs 10 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Richard Daniels& 
See Our Table S OO 
of Toys Under 
SALE: AUGUST 4 - 6 
1-800-661-2990 Skeena Mall 635-5236 
WE DISCOUNT O SENIORS 
"B.c.'s :rz~ ~F.~R, .  
• I aasenger - FariIl - Industrial [ { 7 ~  
• 24 Hr. Road Service ors all Tiles 
• Barldag & Basldlug Retreadln 
• Wheel AJlgnlllcnts. Shocks & graku~ 
CEDARLAND TIRE 
4929 Keith, Terrace, B C 635-6170 or 635-615 
~ ~ M I N U T E  
~ ~ ~ .  UFFLER 
.BRAKE 
EXHAUST.  BRAKES SHOCKS 
627G5 7 ATv e7TPa7 
Your Key to Savings: 
Watch for this feature in the first issue of 
every month to see where you can save in 
your everyday shopping! 
L v  LASS 
37'20 River Drive, Terrace 
,38-8001 I-'~,..~S ter I 
~ _ ~  632-4800 
Offers 15 %. 
Discount to Seniors 
Monday to Thursday 
_ . .  r ,=~ SkeeneMeli 63~-Z~31 315-4741Lakelss HOURS PLEASE CALL ¢3- , 
• i i  i~: /~ i!i~i ii!iiii•~ili::~!ii(: ~ i~ i~ii~ii!il ~I!! ~ ............... . . . .  ~ :•~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ •iiii !i!~ii:~i ~ ~ • :i : ~ii~iii~i~ii~i•iiii•/i/il;~!i~ i•~•~ : :/%, ii:•~i~i!i/ii, l i: i i~i•iiii/~:ii:~:~ii~/i~iii : :!:ii:•i:::: •¸ ¸¸  •~ ...... •• ii:• :i~i!i~i~!iiii•i~il ~i~i!:!~:,~:!ii•i~i i i~,:~:~:~•::~:: 
11' S 
We're (;learing Stock For Fall Inventory 
i~i:~i! i!/i ~:~i~i~i i!i:i:~i~ / !:~ il i!~i i!/¸ ~¸¸ ~I !:~ :,i~i ~ :i i: ~,:~ : ~,~ : L~:, ;:~: 
SO Oz .  T rack less  Dupont  52 .5  Oz .  Pat terned  18  mm Wear  Layer  
S ta inmaster  S ta ln t reated  H igh  G loss  
End of the Roll Price End of the Roll Price End of the Roll Price 
Suggested Retail . . . . .  ~ ~ ' Retail • SRugg / . Suggeste 
=36:95sq.y01 l ~  sq, yd, $31.95sqiyd. l l  sq, yd, *36.95sq.yo. l~ . .Yd :  
i :  40 Oz .  T rack less  45  Oz . :MUl t i  Leve l  Loop 15 m m WearLayer  
i~ . ~Sta ln t reated  ~ Sta in  T reated  New Techno logy  . 
End o/ the Roll Price " " End o/ the Roll Price 
, Suggested S J ~ ~ g 5  
) 
i!:Retail::ii! / ' ' l E " R t i l  ' Retail, ~ ~/~ ~__  ~r ,B  
$28195sq. yd.. I i [  sq, yd,, $21.95sqilyd: 1 .1 sq.yd. $39. 95 sql yd. l ~  sq.yd, 
I i i 
28Oz.  T rack less  Dupont  
S ta lnmaster  
End of the Roll Price 
sq.yd, 
S995 
40 . . . . . . . . . .  ~ 10 20  ms * Oz .  Leve l  Loop  - m 
• Scotchguard  . .V iny ls  
End of the Rol! Price 
 SIOSs ,,,,,,,,, S7S ! Suggested , i Reta i l  ~ 
• 18 .95  ~q. yd. ~, yd, , yd, 
~ Suggested 
Retail 
=17.95  ,q. y~. 
r 
635-7700 
~m 
STOF 
Mon - Thurs 
Friday 
Sundays 
• OLD L IQUOR STORE LOCATION 
#7~4717 LAKELSE AVE,  
• TERRACE 
. . . . . .  • ~ , ~ . 
i, ii~ 
I!i!!i!~ I 
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Here  
comes 
the  
parade 
AUDITIONS START tonight for 
Terrace Little Theatre's World 
War H production, Waiting ]'or 
the Parade. 
The play is set in Calgary at the 
end of thesec0nd world war. Five 
,women cope with~the problems of 
being on~e'hom~o~nt. 
Margaret:: ts/nflddle-aged and 
has two :: sons  overuses. 
Catherine's :husband is also on 
the battlefront.' Magta is dealing 
with h6rlfa~er~ln,law being put 
in a Canadian jail for being a 
member of the the Nazi party. 
Janet is furiously keeping it to- 
gether by:l/VOlunteering herself 
and others-for the war effort. 
Eve's husband lstoo old for war 
s o ' i c e . .  " " 
Set in 24 the audience is
drawn moment by moment into 
the women's lives, their worries 
and fears. MUsic from the period 
is woven throughout thepiece. 
Director. Maflanne Weston 
plans to create adefinite "forties 
mood" with a flexible Set design 
which relics stronglyl on lights 
and space. : : 
She's looking for five female 
actors - -  no experience neces- 
Aroun.d 
debuts into winning per- 
formances," she says. 
Waiting for the Parade also 
needs a producer to look after the 
business end (training is-avail- 
able). A costumer who can build 
costumes from supplied photos or 
sketches, and is preferably inter- 
eased in the 1940s, is also needed. 
Technical positions may be avail- 
able as well. 
I f  any of these roles or positions 
sound interesting, come by the 
aud!tions tonight, August 2, at the 
McColl Playhouse. Or you can 
call Madanne after and on . . . . .  6p.m. 
weekends i at 635- 294Z 
'Town 
.,.- , 
Vo lunteer  sary. -."Note the success o f  ,T-Jay 
Actor at Mainstage 4 m Or- '. I |~ l i i l l l~ l i l  
phans and Joan Sangster ast Best ~ RED CROSS is looking 
Actr~s in '95. Both made their for a volunteer to operate their 
medical equipment loan ser- 
vice. 
The program provid~ con- 
valescent equipment such as 
wheelchairs, walkers, 
bathroom aids, crutches and 
more to  the public free of 
charge, for a three month loan 
period. 
Volunteers sign equipment 
in and out, clean it and ensure 
items are in good working or- 
der. Once a year, statistics 
forms are filled out. 
The Red Cross:is 'looking for 
someone with organiza~6nal 
ability ~inee a smali m0~t; r0 f  
paperwork .and f i l ing is re- 
quired. The volunteer must 
also be willing to clean the 
returned equipment. 
Hours of work vary. At pres- 
ent, volunteers operate the ser- 
vice on an on-call basis. 
For more information, call 
Ann Choky at 635-7941. 
Thank 
You 
Dear Sit':. 
The poignant letter fiom Eric 
Johanson in Vtctofla needs to be 
answered so I am here to tell you, 
Erie Johanson, we all miss you, 
t00. 
Everytime we had a hamburger 
sale for the senior games you al- 
ways went out of your way to see 
that we were helped out in so 
many ways. 
Yon always had a welcoming 
smile and greeting. 
I'm not alcuc when I say you 
are sadly missed and I want to 
say "You all come back, chl" 
Best wishes, 
Betty Demmltt 
Terrace, B.C. 
CREA I IVE  JEWELRY 
M 
MAKING 
We stock Arts & Crafts Supplies in abundance 
~ ~ i  ~i 
Suede Leather Lacing 
Over 25 colours .... : ...... 65¢/yd. 
or 25 yard roll . . . . . . . . .  ,... $12.95 
Paints 
Oils • Acrylics. Water colours 
Enamels . Inks .Colours by Boyd 
Beads All Types 
• Seed, Pony 
Fancy Metai 
We beat the competit ion 
by 50% ._ 
"Your Low Price Zone"  
Mall 635.1422 
L ~-il ....... : /~  ...... t ' . . . . .  
Fashionable 
entrance ' 
YOUNG GIRLS aged 
seven to 13 recently 
capped off a parks and 
recreation modelling 
course With a fashion 
show for family and 
friends. Dudng the course 
the gids were taught ~ 
manners, etiquette, and 
public speaking, in- 
structor Victoda yon Kane 
• said the program was 
designed to help the 
young glds gain con, 
fidence In public. 
to fi Ranked in ..... p ve 
THE fifth-best welder in Nogth consldc~d a state, and Trimming 
America. It's quite an accom- our country'a representative. 
.plishment for Clark Trimming,. ."The exam censhted of a one 
who's only been welding now for 
seven months. 
Back in May, Trimming came 
tint in the welding division in the 
Provindal Skills Competition in 
Vancouver: He won a •gold 
medal, and a welder valued at 
$800. He also qualified for the 
U.S. Skill Olympics, held June 25 
to July 1. 
,The Skill Olympics attracted 
approximately 6,000 competitors. 
Trimming competed in the post- 
secondaw welding class with 37 
other state winners. Canada was 
hour theory exam, a cutting com- 
petition using oxy-fuel gas, and 
fig and mig work," says Trim- 
ming. 
He also was required to build 
three projects. 
"It was a pretty hard test. I was 
up against guys who had been 
coming to the competition for 
three or four years," he says. 
Trimming has work in his field 
now, and plato to use his skills on 
the job. He might take further 
training, if the opportunity 
presents itself in the future. 
• | 
@ f ~ ' ~  In conjunction with A project of PffCH*IN 
United Natlom rumdronment 1~ogram 
t • 
J acques  Pe l le t le r  
• Home • Car  • Boat • Business • Life 
197E- 1995 
/20 Years of our Family Senoing Youi~ Family" 
4648 Lakelse Ave,=-.Terrace 638-8581:  
. . - ,, 
~k m l~, 
3rd. THORNHtLL 
COMMUNITY PICNIC 
Fun For AU A~e= 
fJaturday August 19Th I la in  - 5:00pro 
- FUNTALENT SHOW - 7 PM 
TEEN 
B[KERALLY ~ MANUAL TRUCK 
Volleyball ~PULLS 
& Dunk Tank!! 
EVERYONE " i ' l l  WELCOME! ADMISSION 
Watch For Scheduled Details August  13th to the 19th 
SUNDAY EVENTS: AUGUST 20TH j 
WORSHIP SERVICE C~C ~-'ti~tian~'~u~ic ~£~t 
10:30 am-12:30 ~% 3 pm Featuring: Local & Out Of Town Talent-- 
• - -- " ,ci 
BC TEL Mobility's Giant Leap Forward for Wireless 
Satellite mobile communications are eoine to let you get BC TEL Mobility.begins satellite service this fall, Afte~that, ... 
wayout  there. The far north. The back country. Hundreds of people who travel the remote regions of this province will 
kilometers offshore. Places where wireless voice and data always have a friend to call on, : ~i 
links were never possible before. :. ' • ~ , ~ , :~: 
In places like that, it's good to have a friend. Son 
y0u trus~i S0mebne wh0 kn0ws m0bile techn01ogy I 
/ " ;  : ~ : /  ~ :7 ; :~   , "~/  ://~:~:~ !:.;~t:~':~;" . :~ ;~.~:~ ~::~  ':,~;~!: ~:~: : i~  :/~:'~:~:,;~?:~/:~;~ 
/::: ~!,, C~i,::!i~7~:i~i~i~ , ;!~.~i~i~i~!i!;~ !~: '~ :ii~7:i:i,!~!?!i:~i,ii~i~/~ i:~i/! ' :7; !:;!~i~: ~i ii:,!312~i!:;~!717/~ 
/ ii i i  i ! / i:: i i!: ~ " •~ ii i i i i I i : ~ILII; i !  i !i / ~ :~ 
: ? .  [ 
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PORTS 
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:• iMALCOLM BAXTER 638-7283 
SKE E N,A: ANGLER 
I 
i 
1 
ROB BROWN 
Sockeye secrets 
F VERY SUMMER I make my, way 
to the Skcena River bars, not be- 
::;/ cause they are the most productive 
spots to find fish, but beeause ~the 
if" ~a~i~t is invigorating. Since small detsila:slip 
away so easily, and became they often prove to 
.~e:a'key piece in a later puzzle, I keep a diary of 
:these excursions. The entries include notations 
on wildlife as well as details more common to 
fishing diaries. As a result o f  this small exer- 
tion, the formless assumes form. 
Since the implementation f a pilot fishery for 
them, the habits of sockeye have assumed s cen- 
lral place in my summertime observations. 
Before the actual field work it was necessary 
to do some research..Angling gray beards were 
almost unanimous - -  Skeena sockeye have 
lockjaw. Anglers told of fishing over thousands 
and hooking none• A few fishermen had stories 
: of successful landings, but when I pressed they 
~il became vague, as elusive as the fish. I read that 
Alaskan fishers had no Imuble catching sock- 
:eye. Thinking fly pattern might be the key, I in- 
terrogated one tourist and came away with a 
handful of red bucktails on number eight hooks. 
The Babine-bound sockeye resolutely ignored 
'mum. ~ ill, there was hope. Sockeye had been 
off limits to anglers for decades. The men fish- 
ing over and through schools of sockeye were 
not fishing for those fish. Now that sockeye 
were legal'targets, I expected anglers to fish 
with greater del~eration finding successful 
techniques in the process. I was not dis- 
appointed. 
.... First J im Culp phoned to order a dozen olive 
Woolly Buggers, the pattern one of his clients 
had used to catch fourteen fish in one afternoon. 
Next .... Ed Chaplow and Marshall Perrin began 
reporting steady catches from the Ferry Island 
Riffle on silvery blue patterns, in Ed's case, and 
red dressings in Marshall's. I had a small ar- 
senal of proven fiies. 
Finding sockeye was easy: the fish signaled 
their presence with~the distinctive, crisp flip of 
their forked tail that sets them apart from other 
salmon, but it was a longtime before I realized 
that fishing them where they were flipping was 
futile. Dour Webb told of watching migrant 
sockeye in the recently dosed down hatchery at 
Likely. As the fish moved upslrcam into faster 
water, said Dour, they turned from a crowdinto 
a wedge, often with a single individual at the 
head of the chevron, much like geese cutting 
throug han October sky. It is Doug's theory that 
a fly swimming by the point of the wedge is 
more likely to be right in front of a fish's nose, 
and therefore, more likely to be accevted. 
This sneedote l d to a breakthrough. On a bar 
n short distance above Usk, I ignored a large 
school of flippant sockeye •and moved to the 
head of the strand. In an hour I had my limit. 
Over the course of the ~ext few weeks I con- 
eluded that fly pattern was secondary. I hooked 
fish on purple, green, silver and"red patterns. 
Marshall Perdn had some excellent catches on 
some red yarn fastened to a nichd-plated hook. 
Webbtied un egg pattern With a blue "Krystal 
Flash" wing at:the bottom so that it would 
swim upside down - -  a fly I've christened! 
Sunny Side Up ~ and proceeded to beach no 
fewer than twenty sockeye with it one evening. 
If pattern is not very important, he depth at 
which the fly must be fished is. The current wis- 
dom holds that the fly should be fished as close 
to the bottom as possible. Since the fish are 
usually caught in two to three feet of water it is 
unnecessary to use one of those ungainly, 
leaden lines. A regular high density sink tip ten 
to fifteen feet in length with a sparse or slightly 
weighted fly will work fine. 
There sppears to • be one spot on each bar 
where lhe fish have assumed the V-shape, and 
where the speed and depth of the current im- 
parts just the right motion to the fly. The Ferry 
Island sockeye fishers have learned this lesson 
with the result that anglers who fish there are 
getting up before cock's crow to be first on the 
hot spot.I've heard this line of fishers referred to 
as a conga line. It s not Conga lines move. On 
the world's great salmon and stcelhead slreams 
anglers fishing for anadromous fi h employ an 
etiquette called rotational fishing. It's a gener- 
ous ethic whereby anglers make a few casts 
theu take a few steps downstream and rei~eat the 
process. Once an angler eaches the end of  the 
beat he moves'to the back of the line again.' 
When a successful angler has beached a fish he 
gives up his position and returns to the back of 
the line. It's a generous and cMlized approach 
at mskes the angling a more pleasurable expe- 
nee for all. The stalie shoulder to shoulder 
fishery I've seen on Ferry Island is ~onducive to 
acrimony and frustration. 
While it will never rival steeiheading, the 
sockeye ~hery offers a different kind of chal- 
i.e~e at/,.because it cab be pursued in shirt 
sleeve weather,: is a. pleasurable ~ ience ;  
Harrison, Moran in repeat 
HE WASN'T close to his own 
course record, but Richard 
Harrison still proved uncatch- 
able. 
The Smithereen capture~, the 
King of "the Mountain title 
• ' Sunday, July 23, the eleventh 
: ~ time he has broken the tape in 
' i~?~vent that has only been 
: ::mn~for 18 years, 
.,-erea~ng out of the bush of 
the Terrace Mountain Nature 
Trail With a comfortable lead 
already !es.tsblislled, Harrison 
arr iv~ at the :arena finishing 
lin6 more than a minute and a 
haif-~'clesr :of .Terrace's Colin 
Parr.!..•- ' ~.: 
• Han~s6fi': was  clocked at 
38:2"/., mdcker than last year 
out-sun mree seconos off his 
ownrecord: 
Smithers also claimed the 
title "for fastest female runner, 
teenagerTara Moran crossing 
in 47:17 to clip 16 seconds off 
her '94 triumphant effort. 
-Lyndaay Belisle of the 
Hazeltons 'againhad to settle 
fo~: !he ~er :up  spot,, five 
minutes further back. 
T~rrace athletes came away 
with"' four divisional wins, 
Justin. . Keitch taking the 16-19 
years male after two years of 
chasing the divisional winner 
home while Nildd Forfar 
earned the nod for Under-16 
females. 
Diana Wood was •fastest 
among in the female Open 
class, her 52:42 leaving, her 
better than four minutes clear 
- " of Prince Rupc~rt's - Tracy 
Dolan. :Turf/cites . . . . .  Gaff 
Sheasby and Sherrie Hamer 
crossed together to share third. 
And Rose Schibli'cruised to 
the Masters Female• crown 
ahead of fellow hometowner 
Lynne Eastman with walker" 
Ca.thy Frezell third. . ,:.: 
In oth~r results, Walter 
MeMilla~" 0f  New.  Aiyansh 
Was fastest Undei,16 male, 
beat ing  out Tristan Reed -of 
'.Terrace and. Dave Younger of 
~the~Queen Charlottes outran 
Ten'ace's ~nny  Lacombe and 
Pete Nickerson in the Master 
ON THE home stretch. Terrace's Colin Parr comes off the Terrace Mountain Na ='r 
ture Trail to start the final, paved leg of the King of Mountain race, on his waytOa' 
• second place overall finish behind perennial winner Richard Harrison. 
Men's division. 
Runners enjoyed excellent 
conditions for the 81an run, the 
a Vote catcher? 
USING THE two-handed approach coaches are 
always trying to impart to their charges, .mayor 
Jack Talstra makes sure of the out st. first In ac- 
tier= at the annual intra-city softball game.:Counoil 
members and management staff took=on city era, 
p!oyees last Wednesday night in agame ~vhere 
sharp defence blunted both sides battin~ barrage, 
The council-staff squad eked out a 3-2 victory. : :  
ANOTHER weeeken(l/a"liot - =Dawn "f 
racing at thespeed~y ~ack  :Debby 
was highlighted by ~i Uew.:(:their dm 
track record. . . . . . .  - pro~,lding 
Coming' offtwo WinsSatur- :and:exeiti 
day evening, Gord-Klassen ~the.verd~,~ 
docked an ' 18.79 lap in  :Sun- 
day's time trials, tobreak his 
own Hobby class rei3ord. 
Klassen then went on towln 
that day's 'A' Hobby Trophy 
Dash and Main androunded it 
Rook/. 
their sh 
in the , 
sions an 
where 
tallied 
out with a victory Luthe Poker LenMc 
Jamboree. Gary McCarthy and Heat II 
rookie driver George Ryland 
picked up the remaining two 
races of the weekend. 
In the Super Stock (Sports-. 
man) division, Ernie Perkhisll 
picked up the-Daah:eaeh~'~y,': ,- 
Brunt Mc'Carron'eiaiming b0th .+ 
borthda, 
two mo~ 
On 
MAchalc 
day's H 
the, Stre, 
mahd i  
Mains and Mike Lemky and his first 
points leader Albert Weber John . . . .  ~,,,~,.:..,,v~,~ 
sharing the Heats. ag~,in he id the~ge ~th~ ~ 
Webe~ had leas to celebrate 'A'~qicto~es, Vie JolfiiSo~'tak. 
later Lu ! the day: When he blew Lug the 0tlier."-.": ',':~. :~- ::"-',%:~ 
the motor,- leaving:a' lot of , .B:~H~' ' :  
work.to be  done ire get  ready ~loakey!i~ add~i 
for this Weekend's Meinorials. already . ~  
Vicki J0hnson,+ LU the #776 flval D~ 
car, had a solid weekend, win- iji:~i~.!~-~~i 
nlng tw0of  tlu:ee 'C~.Strcets ~Wes P~atterson~kii~veri~ 
Saturday evening but:mi~ed #55 in  Sunday s T~phyilDi 
duplicating ~~.the :. following and:rolied ,to' victory: :::w[ 
afternoon~when,JooldngHkea: spLU: outs and~::)::'cc;lllslofis! 
su~e~ winnea, she grabl~ed the : c ]a~eda l i  his opponeiits~;:~d  
did:And spire in the Main'. i ro0ld6 i ~ Howle: :'!i:~'Bd~ii I 
Rookie (~aeryl ,Grace came gr~bbed his flag in  ~ail d~y,?si 
away with aideuce and Mor- Heat. , -  ....... ~ ~i."::i 
r~n Wotnowski won the ~i~. - - . . - - .= .~.  
maintnge~;;ent to?take over a : i:(~anks to +"Sadle~:~a~.,!+ 
F ian l ly , in  the: , ~I 
Elizabeth 
. pa~i~ her 
~iiy, aS d id  arch 
Reinhardt (~5)..ii: 
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Sports 
Menu 
ANGLING 
Friday, August 4 
CHILDREN'S Fishing Derby 
begins, runs until noon Mon- 
day. Open to 15 years and un- 
der. Contact Nmthcoast 
Anglers for/nfonnal/on. 
DRAG RACING 
Monday~ August 7 
TRIALS 9/a,m.,ractng: 
at 1 p.m..on Hwy 16 Eastbe- 
tween Lomak componnd and 
Thernhili Community 
Grounds. 
GOLF 
Thursday i August 3 :. • " 
LADIES REG~ golf: + 
best nine holes putU~ pl.s + 
best scores Par3 holes: . 
- . . .  
' I E [K ING 
Saturday~/~i  '+ ~ i :  
SPECIAL three-day excursion 
to the Seven S/stets. Neces- 
sary to  pre-arrsnge willl 
leader Jim Thome (632-. 
Two local skaters opt 
to followth emr leader 
By CHRIS S IMNETr  
(~pecial mtke Standard) . . . . .  
GP~C"E M~C[- ]£LL  and Vanessa 'LeBlemc 
ate the two newest members of file Sp'race City 
skating club - -  and they don't even live in 
Prince George. 
The pair, who hail from Terrace, will be 
living here and attending school in the b'~nce 
City this winter. 
Mitchell will be living with family friends 
and LeBlanc is being accompanied to Prince 
George by her mother while her father an~d two 
older brothers will remain in Terrace. 1 " 
The reason .fOr. flieirJniove is Tanya, 
Warkentin, the Terrace Skating dubo~ch for, 
: die,past four years Who has accepted, a similar 
])ost in Prince George. .  " - ' . " - 
.'!q c.Ame here because Tanya:~b ia  good 
+coach,,' says Mitchell in ~3pi :al ~ sh~:' 15-year- 
.old fashion. " I  like skating. I could,do it,in 
' "' ' ~ " ' ' ' '  : " " " '+~"  ~ " ~' l t~  ' i Terrace~but I wanted Taliya tobe my conch..: 
+:She.also hoped her skating would b~efit  from 
'! the increased c~mpetition s h e ~  to find 
++ LeBlanc,  who is only 11, also d ~ l i ~ . + = ~ h e  
• : praises'of Warkentin." She's yew nice, she's 
"very helpful. She undemtands us , "  She ex~ 
plained. • " 1 " f  " E " 
Warkenlin is flattered +her two:  star pupils in 
Terrace decided to follow her here and says 
~ 5 5 ) "  ¢ " ~" r " ' both should benefit from the move, .• 
sunday;~t+~ : "Th=e's moro ads ,- =e(S~=C~V) dub 
CLUB ~Sfor  Terrace and theenergyisbetterhere,,,illi~sugg ~ 
Mountain, : an easy 2.-hour 
family hike" Meet at Library oki ++<+ 
at 9a.m. I_c) ng ~- it's~e .4m" = 
.OD O , : or a Saturday, August $+ + :: 
PROVINCIAL Black Powder • : . . . . .  
I I  • .  
championships get under way l OCAa 
selas, continue through Mon- 
day. ~'~V 
v l  
•-RUNNING 
Sunday, August ~; j 
SENIORS MILE starts at 
• Legion at 1! a.m. Run, walk 
and wheelchair event is open 1 . . . .  ' ,  , 
• to all ages; +' I [ + ' ~ ~ '1 + 
Vanessa LeBlanc 
~CLDB Thud has just what yon're looking for. 
4tli' annual Round the Lakes Walk/Run being staged by, 
tlie~100 MileHotme running roup. 
~,'!:: i The!~t  lake$ place Sunday, SepL 10, beginning at 10 a.m. 
+~-from tliel08Hedtage Site. 
R ~  ~, head out on a scenic and generally flat 10km. trail 
Whiehwinds it way around Sepa and 108 Lakes. Walkers cover 
~'~' ~n..+'arouna Sepa +Lake only. 
Thl~e ;lit= atizacliVe souveair prizes for the fhst placed male 
7/and fusible!finishers in five age categories with second and third 
*0 
~no~ Hock.aT 
(y . . . .  _. 
Terrace Minor H, 
& 
Saturday, August 12 
10:00 am- 2:00 pm Arena:L0bby (Downstairs) 
For Further Information 
Anne- 638-1552 
proudly presents... 
EASY 
CARE 
-1DINE 
Jm siding 
~/!~•,COntinuous 5" gutters 
~i ! >~ FREE ESTIMATES 
J im Griffiths - owner 
YOUTH SOCCER 
Tonight 
UNDER-14 GIRLS (6:30 pm) 
Wilkinson v Rossco 
Braidsv Terrace Shell 
UNDER-10 (6:30 p.m.) 
Skeena Cellulose v Skeena 
sawmills 
Wildwood v Centennial Lions 
Webbs Weavers v Elkers 
RGB Terrsbvtes v Surveyors 
Thursday, August 3 
UNDER-12 (6:30 p.m.) 
Finning v Co-op 
Overwsitea v Cedafland 
Sight & Sound v Terrace 
Travel  
Saturday, August $ 
TWO-DAY Invitational 
tournament gets under way, 
winds up Sunday. 
Tuesday, August 8 
UNDER-14 (6:30 p.m.) 
Carpenters United v Terrace 
Builders 
Brady's FC v Kerby & Sons 
UNDER-19 (6:30 p.m.) 
Councillors v Manuals 
Bavarian Inn v Takhar 
(All games at Chr i s ty  Park) 
SOF'IBALL 
Friday, August 4 
RIVERBOAT Days Slo-Pitch 
tournament gets under way at 
Riverside Park, finals on 
Monday. 
I '+- WAGON 
[ +ou' W++come 
Wagon Hostesses fo~ 
Terrace, B.C. are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Joan 635-2928 
Francine 635-2688 
Nella 635-1605 
GIIIian 635-3044 
If you  have  
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
get t ing  marr ied ,  
just give one of us 
a callt 
i 
STOCK CARS • 
Saturday, August 5 
MEMORIAL RACE weekend • 
begins, time trials at 6 p.m., 
racing at 7 p.m. Continues • 
Sunday at 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. • 
respectively. 
, '  . . .  • • 
Caledonia Senior Secondary • 
School 
• SUMMER HOURS [] 
• DATE : HO&RS [ ]  
July 4 - 6: Tues. - Thurs. [ ]  
9 am - 3 pm 
July 10 - !4: Office Closed 
July 17 - 21: Office Closed [ ]  
July 24 - 28: Office Closed [ ]  
July 31 -Aug 4: Men - Fri 
9 am - 12 Noon [ ]  
Aug 8-  11: Tues. - Frl 
9 am * 12 Noon [ ]  
Aug. 14 - 18: Men, - Fd. 
9 am - 12 Noon [ ]  
Aug. 21 - 25: Men. - Fd. 
9 am - 3 pm [ ]  
Aug. 28: Regular Hours 
Men, - Frl. [ ]  
8:30 am - [ ]  
4:30 pm 
Phone: 635-6531 mlI 
Fax: 635-5390 
Merit 
. J  
+++.+>,p l~.~ + ~ g  m~s.A .w. ,ke ,  go home wi,. a , 635-9332 
+ pare~pauon ~bon. • • ++ 
+:':/For more information, contact Carolor Colin Campbell at 79i- 
" "  kSS52 ~ " ' ~ ' '4""  . . . .  = ~+r . 
wi!derness +~ 
• From easy nature floats 
to the more challenging and 
~ remote rivers of our region, 
~, rafting provides access to 
locations unreachable by 
any other means. It's a 
un ique  combination of 
adventure, wildlife viewing 
and a great way to make 
new friends. 
+ White water rafting, wildlife viewing, custom trips • Dave & Shelley Goble, Smithers, B.C. • 847-2885 
TERRACE CAR ASSOCIATION 
5ENTS 
" Weekend  )ri ++ + 
I I 
Sp0; 
i TRI-( 
e e G T+,:i I F i ERA 
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Score  Board L,,. 3026 H lohw~ F 16 ,  Eas t ,  Ter race  ,~m~'odt ' ~oo~,,,~ co,. ~.m S.~o,.~ Hr~,ao, += Mo.ao Barristers & Solicitors, Vancouver. B.C. 
• ... Ask me how you can take home a new I ~ Compan ies  • Fami ly  Trusts • Tax Matters  
• car ortruck l J ames  W. Radelet  Phone 689-0878 Fax 689-1386 
P~U$ 
Take home some cash and lower your 
payment [ ~  
If You'd Like To Buy or.Luse • Now or Provloudy BOX 22, 
? l~ l  ~ e lB~M~,  r O .d  ¢t~' |llOr !1~d~ MI¥ I I B I I T¢Hl l  TODMIII O, gOHl.~ YOuRIMPROVING Terrace, B.C, MajOrAcceptedCredit Cards 
r results e 635-7286 ~ 0ft0w. 1-800-559-728~ ODDS MeG 4A2 
HZ~Xr AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is 
~. W by default ~o S'mOK~ CANADA'S 638"1167 tax deductible 
" r -OUNDA1]ON #1 K ILLER 
3 ~t~,~o¢ Hockey  ,4-  Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send your 
,~¢,¢ "~. .~,~ ~{ oc~,~ donation to th,e address above, along ,with the name and 
Z :  + :~_ , :  ' address and then&me and address of thenext-0f.kin, for an / r~- , ,~"  ~ ~ 2 Bavarian • ~- :  :~,~,~ + 2+ /~/  / / 'K~. ,~ ~. 
11 Takhar : : :~ ...... : ~ ,  ~ ~ acknowledgement card. 
8 Irly Bird 7 . .  . 
7 Carpenter' s United 6 - " 
6 CentennlalLions 2 Terrace  Minor Hockey 
2 Wi ldwood 1 has started its selection of coaches and assistants for 
4 Surveyors I the 1995/96 season, If you are interested in becoming 
Shoppers Drug Mart by default 
letsdouble default • a part of our organization, please send a short  resume 
to: 
• -,,.,,.~ 8 Rossco Ventures. 0 Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
!!i!: :~ ~:: Tettac~ Shell 2 Wi]ldos0as+ 2 P.O. Box 121 
Under-12 Boys : . . . . . .  . : + Terrace, B;C. 
Coppemide 13 Cedarland + ~+ 
- 5 Ovetwait~ - V8G 4A2 
,dSig~t&Sdundbydefaelt. ;:~: : ?! or if your  would like more information please call: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,  ,~  : :=  : , ~ :; :,~:/~::::: :+; : : : : :  . 638-0649 I~:~i : i~  o ~ ~ ~ . e ~ : ¢ : ~ & ~ : ~  
::i:?!~(:::~/;,i " Joe Duben 635-9338 ' "" r: ':: "" I~=~::: ==~" = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' S  
L :~-. !:': " i::'::: ::-;Uode~iOOivlsl0n ' :  ."-?" ::-:~i!h ~:: :: ....... ::+:-• " *::-' ......... " ........ ++ + -:::-~::~:~:!:;f-Place:" Church of  Christ-" . . . . . .  3406 Eby~ ~ ~ 
:'m •, ! / -12+i  i "2 73 27 29 ~=:: Dates: TERRACE SKATING CLUB August  16,17,18 :•/:/+ 12 : 8 ,2 ),: 33. 1826 :~}::! Time: 9 :30- ]2!00  ~':~ 
:48 33 21 :~::*::: ; ~.': . . . .  -: Skeena Sawmills 12 ;~ : 6 3 
~ ~+ RGSTerrabytes 12 6 5 .,.1 37 47 19 
~ W©bb'sWmvetSShoppemOmgMatt 1212 +,, ,.'s++ ,," Fall and Winter Registration 
:-:- ~ Wildwood Construction 12 2 9 1 26 43 7 
SkemaCellulose " 12 2 o + + ISt 12, 1995 
.... Elkem AutoSupply 12 1 10 1 17 55 4. 
AM to 2 PM.  
- • Under 12 Division 
Copperside 11 8 1 25S  352+ rraceArena L~ :~':~: 
' Ovetwait= :10 5 3 2 41) 2617 -::"::: 
Terrace Travel ...... :.10. 4. ~3 3 35 38 15 .. ::::: 
Finning Tnctor .r.10 : 4 ,  5 1 37 40 13 . . . .  :: +' .~ . : . ' . . : :  
CedarlandTire , . .  10 ~ -+4+ 6 O 41 61 12-  .Meet Our 
cOaCh" Sight & Sound + ...... . I t  3 8 0 40 39 9 Club ::: Co-op +" .~:!i!:-.I0 3 7 0 24 37 9 . . . .  
' Ui)der 14 Division ~7 i: i ~t N/cole Page 
. r ',: : .  " " ' Shelley Lefevbre 
Brady's FC : :: 10: 8 0 2 (;4 44 2,6 ~ch, Shawn Campbefl of 
: Caqmnt~nUnited *++: - : : :  9:: 3 4  2 :44  41 11 ~atAvailable 
~, Kea'by&Son~. 10 :3  5 2 43 :50  11 
/rlyBird , .  10: 2 4 4 45 53' 10 
"Terrac~Buildem ........ =9~ 2 :5 "2  39"47 + 8 nterProgram i 
• . -~" . .~ ,~+, ,+~,  + ";:: ~. ,:-~ 
:~ U.dff:f~tVisio;i ...... + ++~r . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , , , ,~  Inc lude:  
Comltictom : ,+ , -  ::!';i1':~:+8 ' 3 0674024 K idSkate :  3-~)yearoldslcebreakefs: 18&Over !
A&.WRestaurant , 13 :6  70537318 CanSkate :  4&Up Hockey Power Skating 
m ~ Bandsm Transportation 10 3 7 o 39 46 ~.  9 Can Figureskate " Precision Skating +" i : - :++1:635-292~ 
• . . _ ,+ . . . .  + . + ~, ,  , • • + . . . .  . 
+ " . ' Under 19 Division . . . . .  CFSA Test S t ream & Competitive Skating 
Councillors 12, 73: ( :2  ' 73 36 23 Private, Semi ,P r ivate  and Group Lessons  
• Taid~ar " :12  :.:7.,. : 5: i O' 44. 62 21 Available : :  
; BaV~ Inn ' -- " " I . " 12 " ~ St' '5 2 " 53 38 ~7 Book  Early withthe  Coach  o f  Your  Choice 
..... Manuels - 12! 2.  8 2 44 78 8 
+ +:: :]Braids:]osuraoce +":• +' :121 +t 10 ' 1  : I  '~  :21 :31  e'~ __  " 
-++ + + , .  ,+ ,, Skate & Dress  wap Ternce Shell ~r 
RosScoVentures : •~,i'•:il2 • :'4 7 1 24 31 13 
Wilkinson ::=:/;i12 i!! t 8 ++ 3 29 45 6 Bring Tagged And Pr iced I tems After 9 :30 A.M 
• : Under 19 Girls " ~ - For more information:  Cal l  Barb  Harvey  
Nottlw~a ])tugs .... "11 "+ 8 2 1 a7 29 25 635-6992 before  9 am 
i i  P i zzaHut  ' 11  4+ 4 3 40 33 15 
+- Tide Lake 11: 3 5 3 22 29 12. Registratlon/skateswap being hold in con]untion 
' l~ardsClca~ers : 11 3 7 1 36 54 10 with Terrace Minor Hockey Registration o n e  of  u s  a ca l l !  
' 
!: i School  Dlstrict NO. 
! 88 (Terrace) 
:~i~! ~::: . . . .  CLIP RAN" ~ CLIP EXPLORER THOMPSON 1.5 THOMPSON 3 
:~i~ + NOTICE " 
All playing fields in the 3 PER'C 6 PERSON .#"~'~A 99 "IP"i'AIA 99 
:~ Terrace and Thornhill area 84, '  179 i  99 ' - " " "  " '* '+"'"  
: : schools will be ..... 
J+ . . .  Fer t i l i zed  Monthly.  " " " " ' "  '+ '+""" '  I 
This program will run from .... ~:+: 
I i. , May throug h +++ October 1995. 
I . Hexa+~8onal d,ome t.~n~. • Nylon ehell wit.h oot~n flannsle¢¢e lining. 
'=.:. + " i Mee~h door and t'a~ panele help prevent, eondeneal;Ion; . Total Welght: ~1b/1400 G:_ 
(::LIP sTALKER Iii CLIP STALKER V 99 •: ::: +: 
ON 
134.  99 199 .  99 
leeh outer door and roof pa,ele minimize ¢ondeneaf;Ion 
~ng fly. eave. end ba~hCub floor offer prot, ect, lon from :: :~..i.~ !i ~ :' ~ CHALLENGING AND .1 eeaeon Reot;a,eular eae (2~C/36~F), 
~'~ :: " ( REWARDING VOLUNTEER • Nylon ehell wlt.h cot;ton flan.elet;t,e 11,1"8. : 
~ ' " L. OPPORTUNmES , rain. . ToCal Wel~h t; 41Jffl~O0~. ' 
++i . . . . .  + ~i :'~i:::': ' : ' 
: '  ' " : , : ;Vo lunteer  Omc, poslt lon a~llable S I E R R A  III ~, : ,  +~+;, C A R I B O U  I I I  
• , : ~,Volunteers for Senlom Program needs °C/1 : ++ : : ~;volunteers to give rides to frail sonlom ....,...~....~' ~,+~ ' " 
. :~  ! foi doctor appointments and shopping, ~ J~"  "1"~ 
.~ " . :';' Red" Cross Sick Room Eq. Loan 
:' , :  !~ ~rvlce needs Co0rdlnator for approx, 
' ~ ' ' :r 2 hours per week, ' , 
" : ~:Sam::Penman, one of the flint 
~": : i +: +•:~ ui~iimrs-to ro01sterat the Bureau 
.•.~ ~ : , '  !~throe'years *ago, passed away last • 2 eeaeon Mummy Ba , 12 O~F) * 5 eeaeo, Mu~h~y I~a~l (-12~/10~F) ,-~ 
~ ' " , , week.She was one of our most active - ~-t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . Nylon ehell wll;h flbreproof cot.ton Ilnln(~. . Nylon eheU with flbreproof ¢~t~.  Jlet.g, :: 
: .; * :+ ~;volunteere.Sam was an Inspiration to . Reyere$1e fly helpe control tapmperacure. 
- ~; : '. ~S~I; and Wilt bo fondly remembered. • Meeh outer door. window, a,d roof' panele provide (~ood ven¢llat.io,. ~ • Tot~al WelSh¢' 4.2511dl~OOe * Total WelBM;!.5!b/2500~ ::,!! 
i + All Seasons .. ': :+ .  C:ALL FREDA SCHMIDT 455S Lakelse Ave. " + ",::: .:"i '"~i 
~i!~ I- . i'~!i!i !!i'i:!:- i~:i:Re~#al C0ordln~0r i + :~.. [] " m,e Ema¢lw U,.I ^ugu.~ 15. Source  For  Sp~s ..... " '+~ :~"~" + +~" 
I " 635-2982.  :°+ :: , .+ , . 1 
I 
~i,~ • :-', :, ~ , ' rERm~b~t)E~t .UHl l~ER BUREAU . . . .  . . +i .~.~ +, ,':~'~"~:':~, 
: ' j ' '  :III"< I I IS I~ I ' I ' I  [ I , I l , I  I I i ' I  ~ . . . . . . . .  l"i!-'+"•ii:~"-i•! +) 
I 
:~:._:u Ages: : . . . . .  3yrs - . !0yrs  ~i,ii~ili' 
~:!  - !  , ! . i '  , !  
~"~- Call now to enml l !  ....... 
~, , : , :23  
i(~~i~i~l " : 635-9605 " . i~)::'?!:, 
~ : t  (Enrollment & all activities are free of  ehari/e/ ~£~:'~: t 
LCOM 
• WAGON 
S INCE 1930 , .  . . . .  :. 
Your  Welcome'wage h: ! 
HosteSses  fo r  Ter ra i~,  ~ ill 
, I o a ~  . . . .  
• F ranc ine i ,~  721::/::'+; i l ; ;126N~2688 
i 
Gi l l i an  " :. : :L 635- -3044 
If you  moved:  
to  •Ter raCe  Or  have: , .  
jUs t  had:a  new baby,::i 
o r a re  g e t t i  d!:g: 
marr ied ,  juLs t  : g ive  
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, /  CTION DS 
ACTION RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a' 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 5 p.m. 
for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and claes~ed display ads must be prepaid by either cash Visa or 
Mastercard. When ph0nlngln ads please hav e your Visa or Mastercard number 
ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS 
20 words or less 
I insertion - $5.00 
3 insertions - $12.00 
6 insertions ~ $15.00 
*Additional words 15¢ each 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAYADS 
$10.39 per column inch 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX St=RV]CE 
Pickup $2,00 Mall out $5,00 
i LEGAL.ADVERTISING 
$11.34 per column inch 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY 
-' $21,75 for 3 Inches, includes 1 photo. 
*Additional t $6.01 per inch 
OBITUARIES 
$21.75 for 3 Inches 
*Additional t $6.01 per inch 
For regional coverage place your sd Inthe weekend edition of the Skeena 
Marketplace, 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1, Real Estate 
2. Mobile Homes 
3, For Rent 
4. Wanted to Rent 
5, For Sale Misc. 
6, Wanted Misc, 
7, For Rent Misc. 
8, Cats for Sale 
9, Trucks for Sale 
12. Motorcycles 
13. Snowmobiles 
14. Boats & Marine 
15, Machinery 
16. Farm Produce 
17. Garage Sales 
24, Notices 
25, Business 
Opportunities 
26, Personals 
27, Announcements 
28, Card of Thanks 
18: Business Services 29, In Memoriam 
19, Lost & Found 30, Obituaries 
20, Pets & Uvestock 31, Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32, Legal Notices 
11. Recreational 22;Careers 33. Travel 
Vehicles ~ ' 23, Work Wanted ' • 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right tl~ classify ada under appropriate headings 
and to set rates therefore and to determine p= ge location. " . 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertiser i thf t is is against the provlnc al Human 
Rights Act to discriminate on the bas s ofchildren, marital status and employment when 
placlng "For Rent" ads. Landlords can state a no-smok ng preference; 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, ed t, c asslfy or reject any 
advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the.News Box ~eply Service, and 
to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box renta, 
Box replies.on "Hold* Instructions. not picked up within 10 days or expiry of an 
advertisement Will be destroyed unless mailing instruct ons are received. Those., 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to send or g na documents to avoid loss.. • 
All claims Of errors in advertisements must'be' i'ecei,,/ed by the publisher.within 30 :. 
days aller the first publication . . . . . .  . : _ :~ 
It is agreed by the advertiser 'requesting+ spacethat the liability, of the retrace 
Standard In the event of fal ure to publish an advertisement as published shal be 
m ted to the amount paid by the advert ser for only one Incorrect Insertion for the 
parDon of the adverUslng space ocoupled by the incorrect or am tted tam only, and that 
there shall be no liability In any event greater tha~ the amount paid for such advertising. 
• . , , -  . 
1. REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE OR TRADE - -  Ocean view 
home on, Vancouver Island. 2 br up, full 
bedroom Suite tn basement. Quality built 
home, One hour to Victoria, 1/2 •hour to 
Nanalmo and ferry, Will consider trades 
down or across with the hoUse with 
acreage or waterfront in Francois Lake 
area, Value is $159,900. 1-604-245.7884 
after 6 p.m. or Jim Hall RR#4, Ladysmith, 
BC V0R 2E0. 
NEW CUSTOM BUILT HOME AT 3507 
Gordon Drive, For sale by owners, 
Approx.1850 sq, ft. 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, 
including luxury ensuitewith jacuzzi tub. 
Large modern kitchen with island, Natural 
gas lireplace. Mountain views, Large 
windows. Open floor plan, 2 car garage, 
and full basement. ' Landscaping 
complete. Plus many other features, 
Asking $195,000. Call 638.8809 for more 
information. 
IMMACULATE ~2 1460 SQ. FT, 3 
bedroom mobile home situated on 
developed 2.5 acre lot, (~athedral ceiling, 
large bathroom with oval tub, air 
conditioning, large kitchen with bay 
window & sliding glass doors, 14 x 24 
cedar deck & storage shed. Asking 
$123,000.00 firm. Open to offers. Call 
635-9592 to view:. 
NEWLY FINISHED, VERY PRIVATE 
1250 sq. fl, home on lot 18, Marion Road, 
Full basement, 2 + acres, well treed, 1 
acre fenced for horses, $149,500, Call for 
more information 635.2519. 
3. BEDROOM HOUSE ON BABINE 
LAKE. $70,000. Call: 697-6307, 
WANTEDI HOUSE OR PROPERTY. 
Reasonably priced. R or C zoned, 
Smithers or Telkwa, on or within 2 kms of 
Highway 16. 846-9193. 
NORTH LAKESIDE. FOUR BDRM. home 
on 3/4 acre, one block from the lake. All 
landscaped. Sundeck, double carport 
$189,999. Phone 604-392.7378. 
LAKESHORE PROPERTY AT LAKELSE 
Lake. 600 ft. beach frontage on 3 acres, 
D.L.683 1200 eq, foot, 3 bedroom home, 
1 1/2 baths, 2 bay garage and lot, Selling 
price $325,000, Phone 635.5021 for 
appointment to view. 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE IN THE Horseshoe 
area. N,G. 2 1/2 baths 12 x 16 sundeck, 
Fully fenced back yard. 5 fruit tress. 
Garden shed & greenhouse, Close to 
schools, 635-3541. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 2400 SQ, FT. 
home: 10 and three quarter acres; good 
well; wired shop; best view in town, Call: 
845.7969. 
LARGE 4+ BEDROOM HOUSE ON 
Landscaped corner lot in Telkwa. 1/3 
acre. Town sewer, water, NG, new sheds. 
Includes curtains, dishwasher, wood 
stove, and new stove, fridge, Priced to 
 .!p,ooo. 846.9 3, 
1. REAL ESTATE 1. REAL ESTATE 
1 
4 BEDROOM 1475 SQ, FT, HOME. 2 Full 3 BDRM. TRAILER WITH 2 ADDITIONS, 
bathrooms, partial basement, single car fireplace, N,G. Heat on 80' x 200' fenced 
garage, huge kitchen. Lots of natural ight, yard, wired shop, storage shed. In 
N/G heat. Home is situated on .27 lot, 1 ThornhilL Asking $97,500.00 638-1587, 
: block from hospital and Elementary- :, ,' 4 BDRM, HOUSE -: LARGE LOT - fruit 
schools, Partially fenced yaid, woodshed, . : trees - fire place up - wood down - 
greenhouse & fruit trees, woodstoVe, ~ .finished ,. basement - Carport & more. 
Asking $128,500. OBO, Call 635.4033 ,- Asking $139,000 Excellent condition. Call 
(leave message), 635.7690. 
LOOK AT THIS,IMMACULATE 7 
bedroom hoiJss(main.41~edrooms), large 15 .BDR. HOUSE IN HORSESHOE We 
:i~alntained, new'windows, carpet and 
living rm with fireplace, dining, sewing vinyl, Heated garage and fenced 
and large laundry room,:: garage, fruit backYard, N/G fireplace in rec c Dee to 
trees, patio and deck, New ;paint and sch0ols. For :information, appointment. 
! carpets. Plus collect $528 from rented 3 : Ca11638-7983, 
bedroom downstairs suite.' Only . . . .  
:$139,900. 632-4243, ~.C.  Recreat iona l  l .atl~ 
WOULD LIKE TO TRADE MY HOME: iN' Lake, Ocean & River Frontages 
town for yours out of town. Have large Acreages, Ranch Lands.SmallLots 
corner lot, double plumbing, wheelchair Island, Great Investments 
accessible. I'm waiting for your call, 638- free catalogue -financing 
oo21. NIHO 
8, 
Ph 60~-521-7200 FX 604-25%3535 
1. REALESTATE 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. HOUSE - well 
maintained - private backyard with fruit 
trees - 3 bedrooms up 1 down 2 1/2 
baths - Gas heat - 2 gas fireplaces 
covered deck - Horseshoe area - close 
to town and schools- must be seen to be 
appreciated. 4741 Loen Ave. For more 
information or to view please call 635- 
2548, 
FOURBEDROOM HOUSE LOCATED at 
3010 Pearson Rd,; Partially finished 
basement; sundeck; vinyl siding, Call: 
845-3475, 
WATERFRONT PROPERTY, PRINCE 
Rupert harbor. House plus appliances. 
Sawmill, woodwork shop, plus tools. 
Welded alum, boats, spare outboards and 
much more $245,000,624.5454. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. BEAUTIFUL 
coumry setting, 2000 sq, ft. Rancher with 
mountain view features: large solarium, 
living room, screened sundeck, 4 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 600 sq.ft garage 
and shop, Ddlled well, Must be"seen. 
$148,900. To view call 635.2124. 
4 BEDROOM HOME CENTRALLY 
Located in the 4800 block of McConnell. 
Newly renovated 1 1/2 bath 5 rain. from 
school. Asking $140,000 but open to 
offers, 635-9194, 
[ uss er 
15 Years Experience On 
46 Homes - Cabins & Gazebos 
FULLY SERVICED BUILDING LOT, 5218 
Mt. Vista Dr. Terrace. Asking 
$35,900. Phone 604-563-8960 (Prince 
George), 
ON LAKELSE LAKE 2,3 ACRES 198 ft. 
waterfront on Hydro line. Phone. 635- 
2953. 
" A'I-I'ENTIONFISHERMEN/BOATERS: 4 
bedroom waterfront home (.39 acres), 
boat shed dock; grid. Dodge Cove, 
minutesfr0m Prince Rupert. $213,000. 
627.1901. 
1050 SQ.' 4 BDRM. HOME IN 
Horseshoe area. 84'x100' lot. Close to 
schools. N/g furnace and hot water. New 
roof in 1991. New carpeting. Large, 
sundeck. Carport. Fully fenced back yard. 
$127,000.00 635-4410 after 5 p.m. 
Luxun/-masierbdrm' &'-en'su'iie: 
Deluxo kitchen with nook. Nat. gas 
heat & hot water. Rear patio, 
garden, ~ruit.trees. 
......... "~ 4623 Seucie. 
: ~/~""~ Appoinlment 0hly,3 , ~':: 
635-4474 
See to appreciate. 
New Custom Home 
~ .:+i~ ............. ,+. 
3507 Goroon Drive 
FEATURES 
• Approx. 1850 sq. ft 
• 3 beds, 3 baths 
• Master bedroom has 
luxury ensuite 
• Full basement 
• Landscaping complete 
• Nat. gas f ireplace 
• Mountain v iews 
• Large windows 
• Modern decor 
• Open floor plan 
.= Large modern kitchen 
with 8-foot island 
• Living and dining rooms 
have vaulted ceil ings 
For Sale By Owners 
$195,000 abe 
638-8809 
Best Prices/Most Options 
Best Guarantee 
PLUS 
Service After  The Sale 
FROM MAIN STRUCTURE TO COMPLETION - 635-7400 
Sorry.= I can't just LIST your house . . .  
But wilh 18 years of experience 
and a proven track record in 
selling real estate, Christel has 
top qualifications to S_EL~ your 
house. 
Have your Home Marketed to Sell! 
CALL Christel Godlinski 
Terrace Really ~111111111111111111111i- ASSOCIATE 
638-0371 ROYAL  LEPAGE BROKER 
or 635-5397 ~l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  NETWORK 
I 
2, MOBILE HOMES 
KERMODE PARK MANUFACTURED 
home sales featuring 14x71 & modular 
homes, Across from weight scales. 635- 
5350 or 635-3120. Drop in & take a look, 
FRASERLAKE TRAILER COURT under 
new management. Pads for rent, trailers 
for sale, Phone Bill (604)845-2835 or Ed 
(604)569-2518. 
COZY 12X68 MOBILE' HOME. New 
liv[ngroom carpet and matching couch 
set. Renovated bathroom, Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer,, woodstove. $14,000 
• Houston 846-9638/ 
$965 PER MONTH, INCLUDING PAD 
$6000 Down, New 14 x 68 2 bdrm, 
natural gas heat. Ready for occupancy at 
Boulderwood MHP, To view, call Mary 
638-0800 or 638-1182. 
1975 SAFEWAY MOBILE HOME FOR 
sate. Located at Shady Rest R.V, Park [n 
Houston. $26,500. Call: 845.2314. 
1975 SAFEWAY MOBILE HOME FOR 
sale. Located at Shady Rest R.V. Park. 
$26,500. Call: 845-2314, 
TWO NEW 3 BDRM. HOMES IN 
Timberland Park. Arriving Aug. 15/95: Call 
now" to secure your new home. Bank 
financing starting at 5%. Floor plans 
: available. 6354447. ~ ~">~: 
MUSTi' SELL: ~ NICELY RENOVATI~D 
12x68 '76 Velmont in quiet treed family 
park Large appliances included, Asking 
$29,000 OBO. Call 638-8196, 
MOBILE HOME TOWING 12' AND 14' 
wide, Call Yellowhead Trailer Towing for 
estimate. 847-8986. 
"INCREDIBLY ROOMY" 1977, 14X70 
Expando, peeked asphalt roof, 3 bdrm., 1 
3/4 bath, 3 appliances, excellent 
condition, only $26,000.00.-Delivered to 
Burns Lake. Ph. (403) 470-8000 Act fastl 
Won't lastl 
"AWESOME" 1972 14X60 3 BDRM., 1 
bath, 2 appliances, tin roof, front living 
room very good condition, delivered to 
Burns Lake for $15,200.00. Ph. (403) 
470-8000. 
2 BEDROOM 1264 SQ. FT. MOBILE 
home, central air, full sat, system, many 
extras 798-2539. 
1972 M.H. 12X62 3 BDR, NEW CARPET, 
linD. Kitchen appliances, wood stove: 
included. 12x30 addition with extra 
bedroom. Must be moved. $21,000. 846. 
9763. 
1976.- 14'X 70'- bedroom home with 1 
1/2 baths; patio doors; new asphalt roof;, 6 
appliances, Excellentcondition. $23,000 
delivered. Also, 1980 double wide and 
other trailers available, Call: 1-(403) 458.; 
6398, 
1975 14)(68 2 BR, ASPHALT roof, fr/liv, 
very well kept. $21,500. 1980 14x60 2 br, 
fr/kit,, asphalt roof, f/s, dw incl. $23,500, 
1980 14x70 3 br., 2 bath, central living, 
asphalt mar, very nice home. $27,000, 
1982 14x70 3 br. if/kit' built-In dM, new 
carpet in Ir, m.b. hallway, Large kitchen & 
I,r. $25,500, Free delivery, Call anytime 1- 
306-694-6282, 
3. FOR RENT 
i BEDROOM APARTMENT, Quiet, clean, 
security entrance. On site management. 
Downtown location. Sorry, no pets. Call 
638-7725. References required. 
FOR RENT OR LEASE 1000 - 6000 sq, 
ft. Reasonable and negotiable rent, on 
. main street, (Lazelts Ave,), main floor - 
prime location - suitable for retail and 
office, Ph, 638.0555. 
2 BEDROOM APT. FOR RENT it/stove 
drap, Paved Parking. Avail. Aug, O1/95. 
$575.00 per month, No Pets. Call 635- 
2556, 
FURNISHED LARGE SLEEPING ROOM 
, TV, laundry & kitchen facilities 6 minutes 
to Terrace (New Remo) $425/month. 635- 
3772, 
SHARED ACCOMoDATION 2 BDRM, 
Apt, Furnished $350,00 incl, utilities per 
month. 635-7492, " - 
- . .  . . . . .  , 
i I 
Summit Square. 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Qulet & Clean 
Racquetball Courts 
• No Pets, 
Call: 635-5968 
CUTE 3 BEDROOM MAIN FLOOR House 
in downtown area (Park Avenue). Totally 
gutted and renovated. Has dishwasher, 
security system, 1/4 basement, 
washer/dryer hookups , fenced front yard. 
$850/month. Includes heat, (Available. 
Sept. 1/95) Call 635-6350, 
FREEPORT MOBILE HOME PARK, Pads 
available for rent, Located 4 miles east of 
Bums Lake on hwy. 16, Quiet, family 
oriented park, No dogs, references 
required, t-604-692-3826. 
SHARED ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 1 
or 2 quiet, n/e, working class people. 
DowntoWn, Fumlshod. Available Sept. 
Call 635.6197, Reply to file # 150. C/o 
this paper. " : 
ROOM FOR RENT WITH PRIVATE 
bathroom, $350/month. Call 635.5542. 
LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE TO share 
fully furnished 2 bd. apartment, $350,00 
per month Includes utilities 635-1135. 
FEMALE TEACHER IN MID 30'S Looking 
for a nonsmoking roommate to 'share 
furnished house. $450/month. Includes 
utilities, Call 635-0882. 
FOR RENT: HIGHWAY SIDE LAKELSE 
Lake, 2 bedroom, waterfront house. No 
pets. Max 2 person "occupancy. 
References required. 796-2250 evenings. 
2BD. BASEMENT SUITE. EMPTY 
someone to take.1 vehicle only please. 
630-8246, 
1 
WAREHOUSE 
OFF ICE  
SPACE 
FOR RENT 
1 ,O00 - 7,000 sq.ft. 
Prime in town location 
635-7171 
HALL FOR RENT 
KIN COMPLEX 
4119 North Sparks St. 
Terrace, BC 
We have an excellent setling for your 
reception, central location next to 
Heritage Park. We can accommodate 
I 20 - 100 people for weddings, meetings, 
I etc. Full bar and kitchen provided, bar- 
. I tending available,, Please call Robert 
; |,~ Finlayson at 638-1231 for'viewing and 
I reservations. 
I 
STORE 
FOR 
RENT 
2000 SQ. FT, STORE 
TERRACE DOWN TOWN 
• SHOPPING CENTRE, 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ~NTACT 
CORD MC ¢0NNELL AT 635.S333 
p, 
MT. ELIZABETH 
APARTMENTS 
Special Reduced 
.. Commuting Rates .. 
• " (O,A.C.) 
Limited Time Offer/ 
i ! O(i( Guests will receive: 
• Mature.Adult Oriented Apartment 
living 
• Free Cable TV (inst. incl.) 
• Free Heat, Hot Water & Heated 
Storage 
• Appliances & New Venetian Blinds 
(incl. coin laundry facilities on 
premises). 
• References required. 
FOR APPOINTMENT TO VIEW 
632-2822 
L , 
4, WANTED TO RENT 
FAMILY OF 5 LOOKING for 3.4 bedroom 
house preferrably in "town, References 
available. Call 635.6467: 
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE WITH young 
child and 2 lab.sized dogs seeking 3 
bedroom home with basement to rent 
beginning mid August 1995. Rural areas 
acceptable. Call 635.2133. 
WANTED TO RENT BY YOUNG family 3 
bedroom house or suite needed by SepL 
1/95, 635.3401. 
FAMILY OF FOUR LOOKING TO RENT 
4. WANTED TORENT 
QUIET SINGLE PROFESSIONAL SEEKS. 
rental accommodations In Terrace area. 
No pets,  non-smoker. Required 
'immediately. References available, Call 
635-3048. 
TEACHER/CARPENTER COUPLE AND 
2 outdoor pack dogs seek rural 
accommodation in Kitimst/Terrace area. 
Prepared to do maintenance, repairs. 
References available. Call (604) 245- 
7658 (collect) Sept. to June, 
WORKING COUPLE WITH SMALL child 
looking for 2-3 bedroom house o£ ti'ailer to 
rent. Needed by Sept,30/951 References 
available 638.0119, 
WORKING FEMALE LOOKING for room 
or room and board for month of August, 
Please phone 624-3617 ,(Pr. Rupert) 
Collect . . . . .  
PROFFESSIONAL PERSON LOOKING 
for 1.2 Iodrm. house, apartment, ~condo. 
Non-smoker with no pets. 638.7724, 
PROFESSIONAL PERSON LOOKING for 
1.2 bdrm, house, apartment, condo for 
Sept. 1/95. 638-7724. 
WANTED TO RENT 2-3 bedroom house, 
duplex, etc. needed by single working 
morn, South side preferred, but not 
essentials, Ref's available. Call 635-3406 
after 4:00 pm. 
5, FOR SALE MISC. 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale.; Trades 
welcome. Buy and sell. Bill's Guitar Shop, 
632-4102, Call today. Fax 639.9879, 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale. Trades 
welcome. Now dealing in Takamine. Bill's 
Guitar Shop. 632-4102 Call today, Fax 
639-9879. " ~: 
BIRCH FLOORING TONGUE. and 
groove, 4 sides, 3/4 in thick, 12 in longer. 
Rustic grade $3.10 per sq,ft. Clear grade 
$4,15 per sq.ft. Francois ~,Lake 
Woodworking. 1-695-6616 
PRE-FABRICATED utility and storage 
sheds, joey shacks, garages, and 
snowrcofs over trailers, Phon~"Dirk 
Bakker 638-1768 evenings. 
MOUNT LAYTON HOTSPRINGS. ,: Hay 
$3,00/Ball Potatoes $ $12.001~g'lbs. 
Call 708-2214. 
"CONSIDER IT" IT'S YOUR BODY, EAT 
Healthy, train effectively, see results; Call 
Bernadine 635.9426. Certified NUtiifion 
Consultant. Certified Waight~Aratilng "
Instruction, " • " . . . . . . .  "~'" 
MOUNTAIN RANGE APPUANCE .repair. 
Prompt service in your home::; Need 
parts? Reasonable rates. Servicing'Major 
appliances, Service and .  pa~s 
guaranteed, Licensed for Freon recovery. 
Call Nathan at 635.9428. -:.~:~:.'.. 
CHILD'S SWING (2 SEATS AND,glider) " 
G.C. $25.00 Baby Cr b, pie n whffe, G,C.- 
$30.D0. Girls bikes $10- $30 635-5318. 
TONGUE & GROOVE WALL Paneling in 
Pine & Aspen available, Various 
dimenslone. Starting at 95 cents/,sq, ft. 
Also Birch & Pine T & G .Flooring 
available. Francois Lake Woodworking 
Ltd. Ph, (604) 695.6405 Fx. I6040 695. 
6550. .~- 
PEELED .RAILS 2"-3" 12' LONGI 2.85 
per, 2".3" 10' long $2.70 per, 2"-3" 
"" sharpened fence posts 1.50 per, We can 
.-,arrange delivery. 1.604-692-7471 Rm, 1 
'Matt Kenney. 
5 CAMP TRAILERS, 3 BUNK HOUSES, 
sleeps 20 with facilities, Complete kitchen 
trailer with diningroom and walk-in cooler 
and facilities. Priced for quick sa!e, ' Must 
be moved. Call 842.5598. .~ 
MUST SELL ONE (DUSTY ROSE) couch 
and 2 love seats. Also black :'multi. 
coloured couch, Ioveseat & chair. Also 
one kitchen table, 4 chairs, To view call 
• ., 638.8874. 
;: TENT TRAILER FOR SALE - SLEEPS 
~, Slx, 3 burner stove, ice box, good 
- condition, Asking $2500,00.638.7690, 
:.: 10 HP HONDA OUTBOARD MOTOR like 
- new-priced for quick sale. $950,00 firm, 
Electric mulcher mower $35,00. Phone 
638.1321 after 6 p.m, 
~IEAT 8HOP FOR LEASE OR SALE: 
Complete setup, Available Immediately: In 
. Houston, B,C. Call: 845.7268 (Bev). 
ARGO ALL.TERRAIN VEHICLE WITH U. 
built trailer for hauling; comes with electdc 
winch; snow blade; extra tracks & utility 
trailer. Also, several Ford canopies for 
ehort and long box 1980-1994. Call: 
Sullivan Pontiac at 845.2244 or t-800- 
665.3151. 
PACIFIC ENERGY WOOD-ELECTRIC 
combination furnace c/w legging, truck 
load of dry pine firewood, Cheap at 
$1500. Yamaha 100 MX Did bike In good 
running order- $600, Phone 567.9813, 
DRAPE8 1 PAIR UNED, Rose $140.00, 
Drapes 1 pair thermo lined, ivory $90.00, 
Drapes 1 pair shorUec, thermo lined, Ivory 
$30,00. Curtains 1 pair, white sheers 
$25,00. Curtains 1 pair, white sheers 
or lease 3 bdrm. house, duplex, ,,,. $15,00. Sanyo cordless phone $45,00. 
townhouse. Prefer bench area ..................................... 
References 635.2717, 3303, 
PROF, COUPLE (EARLY 30'S), : STUCCO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE all or 
employed non.smoking, new to Terrace, .: part, Phone after 5:00 375.g276, 
Seeking 2 bedroom house/ cottage "Karnloope. 
preferably on outskirts of town. For Sept. 
1, Please call LaDle or leave message. 
635-1514. 
RECENTLY TRANSFERED TO Terrace 
a family of 3 are seeking a new home, 2.  
3 bedrm, townhouss, house, duplex,or 
mobile home to rent, Please phone 635- 
1110 or 635.6415, room 9. Ask for Robor 
leave me=ap, 
12 FT. X 12FT. SHED ON SKIDS: Jacked 
• up; ready to move. $575 (obo) 6 rolls 300 
IIn it, neW 6 ft. high black plastic coated 
chain link fencing, $550, (obo) Call: 846. 
7289 and ff no answer please leave a 
message, r . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ 
OLDER 14' TRAVEL TRAILER 
structurally, but needs some work. Pdce 
!aright @ $250.00, Otto. 638.8646. 
, i | . .  • 
+ 
i~::i+!: i: 
~~: ::i!: 5XOR SALEMISC/ : 
i/! . .~  = . '"B~CK. ROGERS DRUMSET. $2500 
i . . . .  /~/al0e, Sacrifice for $1200. Call 635.1316. 
, -TO BUY OR SELL TUPPERWARE call 
-: /manager Sharon Murdoch 632.6255• 
!!+ i i LTupperware  l 
l ':I<"~'F~E_ N MATTEIs I 
? 
l 
- - I 
ii 
8. CARS FOR SALE 
1986 NISSAN MICRA. GOOD RUNNING 
condition. $2500 OB0. Call 635-0884. 
1966 AUTC, PONTIAC PARISSIAN, 2 
door.convertible, Burgundy $4700•00 1- 
604-692-7292. 
i 
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE• 
1986 YJ JEEP LAREDO 6 CYC. 5 spd, 
Hardtop, soft top, bikini •top, hitch. 
$10,500. 1969 Dodge Tandem 34,000 Ib 
rear end. Farm truck, $1000. 1-604-692- 
7072 . . . . .  
CEDAR FENCING 1989 F350 FORD 4X4- 7;3,L DIESEL, 5 
F,: " ROUGH CUT - Speed, duals, RSF.mechanics box w/rear 
deck, •low kms excellent C0nd tion$23 500 
I i!; .x6"x4' $1.10 ea. OBO, 847:1939aiterSp.m. ' 
Ul x 6 . . . . . .  1 . . . .  ' / ' x b : ~ .,~u ea.: 1986 FORD • BRONCO/XLT in E.C. 
I +1'!x"6"X6 ' $1.70 ea. 60 000 kmr0n:+'motor~$io,ooo OBO 604- 
J. 2" x 4" x 8' $2,90 ea. 632-2394, Kitihiat.:: .. 
[/2" x 4" x 10' $3.60 ea. .1971' FORD 4X4, 460, AUTOMATIC 
• sUmmer driven onl~, since complete frame 
2" x 4" x 12' $4.40 ea. up rebuild. 7500 miles. 38" swampers. 
4" x 4" x 8' $7.50 ea. $9500. 647-5385.. 
1993 SONOMASLE EXTENDED CAB; 
;.andscaping, Raised v.5, 5-speed, box:liner, Canopy, only 
3eds~ Decks, Walkways 16.oo0 kms, under warranty, excellent 
~, Docks condition asking: $12~5001 (Or will take 
partial trade - What have you?) Call: 845- 
~" x 6" $2.40 per linear foot 7496 (Houston). 
~."x 10" 95¢ • per linear foot 1991 CHEV $10 TAHOE 4X4 4.3L V6. 
Compare,our Prices Extended cab. Excellent condition, fully 
Ibadedi" runhing!;boards;: canopy, new 
DEPENDABLE paint Asking $16:000 OBO: Call 635- 
1643, ' : 
il L M B F R EXCELLENT FAMILY VAN 1986 Aerostar in excellent condition. Tinted glass, cloth 
.. Please PHONE FIRSTI interior, tilt, air, am/fm cassette. Standard 
:)x 7 between 8:00 and 9:00 a.m. trans. No mechanical problems. Bummer 
azeiton, BC 842-5660 radials & new studded Winter radials. 
. . . . .  $6000 638.8890 or 638-8897. 
i. 6. WANTED MISC, 1992 CHEW 2500 EXTENDED CAB 
+ Silverado. Low kUometres, b0xliner, 
canopy. Also, 1981 Vanguard 24 ft. travel 
LOOKING FOR BABY PLAYPEN IN good trailer. $29,000 for both or will sell 
condition. 635.4864. 
.... separately Cal 635-2717 or 635.5033. 
8; CARS FOR SALE 1982 GMC 1/2 TON PICKUP. 
Shortbox~ Great running cond!tion. $!850 
1985 CHEV CAVAUER 125,000 kin. Sun 080. Call 635.6350. :~ 
roof, tape deck, 6 cyl. auto $3,000 Ph 1987 F250 FORD 4 SPEED WITH an 8ft. 
638.8927 eves. 
s . 
:!• 
1992 DODGE DAKOTA P.M. 4X4 auto 
am/fm, cassette, 37,000 km, Canopy 
13,000.00 o.b.o: 1-604-845.2143• 
mm 
1990 FIREBIRD FORMULA, 305 T.P•I. 
.~ l lent  mileage, 5 spd.+ Standard 
- '~500.00, Kenwo0d Stereo,•gl.~si~T:,i~of, 
.... new tires loaded $13 000.00 fi(r~:,'i.604- 
692-3122: "; . . . . . .  
1985 TOYOTA TERCEL 4 ~ WD Station- 
wagon: 5 spd. Sunroof, stereo. Green in 
color ex. condition. $6250.00 1.604-695- 
6562. 
1988 DODGE OMNI+ 4 DOOR hatchback, 
'~ clean, always garaged. 0nly 76,000 km. 5 
.speed, $3750.00. 632-4959, 
,1990 25 ANNIVERSARY EDITION 
Mustang G.T. loaded, 4800 km, 5 centre 
l ine-  rims & stock wheels. Car cover 1 yr. 
extende~ warranty left - no test pilots 
638-O950. 
• overhead camper. • Towing package, 
cassette, clearance lights, many extras. 
$6500. 635.9786 after 6 p.m. 
!986 SUBARU GL 2 WD WAGON;, 
r00frack, p. mirrors, cassette. $2500 • 
OBO. Ph. 798-2551 eves. only. 
1985 ~ DODGE ~ COLT. EXCELLENT 
condition rebuiltengine. Must be seen 
$3000. Call 635.9067. 
1989 CHEVROLET CAVALIER Z24, blue, 
V6,5 speed, sunroof, tilt, am/fm cassette, 
new muffler, well maintained. Excellent 
Condition •inside and out. $9,995 638- 
2012. 
•~E/C  inside & out  
:>,$4500 obo 
:/i:!Ph.: 638-153Z 
i+a~er 4 pm or all day Monday ] 
! 
1980 FORD F-100 2WD, 302, AUTO, 
91,000 kin, $1500.00. Phone after 6 pro, 
635-3384. 
EXPLORE THIS UNIT 
1994 FORD EXPLORER 4 dec 
4x4 XLT Trim 4.0L. V6 engine with 
automatic transmission. You won't 
find a nicer unit, extra clean, loaded 
with options, and only 27,995 kin. 
SEE IT TODAYI 
DON'T LOOK ANY 
FARTHER 
1992 FORD AEROSTAR extended 
all wheeldrive, 4.0L, V6 engine with 
automate transmlsson Lots of 
room- lots of'bptlons•and just 
30,380 km. DON'T LET THIS ONE 
PASS YOU BYI 
CAMPERS? 5TH 
WHEELS? TENT 
TRAILERS! 
We have a great selecUon, from big 
to small - we have them alll Come 
down and have a look. 
SHOPPER'S  AUTO MART 
Great Deals 
Friendly Service 
Drop In Todayl 
DL 9380 
635-5553 635-3348 
Days Evenings" 
11. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
8 WHEELATV USED AND DEMO Units 
available from $2500 and up, 847-8988• 
1979 17 112' TANDEM TRAVEL AIR 
Travel trailer. Fridge, Stove, bathroom, 
sleeps six. rn good condition. $4300.00 
635.3677. 
1984 PACE ARROW 34 FT.; NEW Motor; 
tires; double glass; Inverter solar panels; 
loaded• C,~ti: 845-2417 (Houston I,
We're  Here to Help! 
Victor Cavalhelro and Steve Buder work as a team to 
help you. Together they have over 50 years of sales 
experience. Come in today for all your 
personal/commercial vehicle needs. 
I Mc wan 
l : E N T n I I Terrace l m 
TERRACE 635-4941 KITIMAT 632-4941 
• .OUT OF TOWN CUSI~OMERS PLEASE CALL 1-800-8MCEWAN* 
i i  i i i 
. . • + 
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TION ADS 
11. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
1978 21' MOTORHOME CLASS C 400 
GMC Very clean, Cab & roof. A/c. 3 way 
fridge; gas furnace. Low miles stored 
under cover. Excellent condition 
$13,000.001-604-698-7910. 
LIKE NEW ALL FIBERGLASS 13' Travel 
trailer Big foot furnace, stove, water, 
sleeps 2, weighs 1000 Ibs• can be pulled 
by small vehicle. $4000.00. 635-5407 
after 7 pm• 
11. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
NECHAKO R•V. DEALER FOR northern 
lite campers. All sizes from 6'10" to 9'6" 
including short box. Also dealer for 
Double Eagle Boots• 567-2937 or 567- 
2820, Box 1187, Vanderhoof, V0J 3A0. 
1978 27 FT; HOLIDAY RAMBLER. 5th 
wheel trailer• Sunroof, microwave, 
t.v.NCR combo, generator. All the extras. 
Must see. Hitch included $13,500.00 635- 
9547. 
11. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
1981 8'9" SCAMPER, excellent condition, 
queen bed, 3-way fridge, 3-burner 
stove/oven, bathroom, hydraulic jacks, 
one piece roof, 692-3438, leave message. 
12. MOTORCYCLES 
1979 HONDA HAWK. 450 CC. GOOD 
Condition. Asking $500.00 635-7091. 
14. BOATS & MARINE - 
i 
JET BOAT, SKI/DRAG CfiV TRAILER 
panlera hull. seats 5. Berkley jet. 454, 500 
+ hp. Runs mlnt. Excellent condition. 
$9000.00 firm, 1-604-692-3122. 
131t, ITALIAN MADE INFLATABLE BOAT 
with 25 hp Yamahaoutb0ardl- Includes 
pump, paddles and shore wheels, Asking 
$4500, Call: (Houston) 845-7365• 
N,A,S, 
CONTRACTING LTD.  
• Driveways 
• General Contracting 
• Sweeper 
• Waterlines 
• Landscaping/Excavation 
Serving Your Residential & Commercial Needs 
• Phone 638-0298 or 638-1222 
lone Nicolson 
Ceailied Reflexologist, 
Nutrition Consultant and Body Work 
Bus. (604) 635-1919 
Michele 's 
BODY CARE 
Specializing in: 
Facials, 
Body Waxing, 
& Nall Care 
3992-A Old Lakclsc Lakc Drive, 
Tct,|cc, B,C. V~G 3VI 
Phone 638-1949 
for information 
Ownc~. MICHEL~ CLARKSON 
Tel. (604) 635-6363 HasHellxzlW'lthEn°r~/'W°lghtL°~'~Or 
Gain ,  Stxoss &Fat tgue ,  PMS,  Sk in ,  S leep ing ,  
Dtgest ioa  And  Other  D isorders ,  
HERL],AUFE. INTERNATIONAL 
INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR 
Optional Health and Beauty through Cellular NutrlUon 
Josef Kucera, B.Sc. 
5312 Mountain Vista ~r~ ALL NATURAL PRODU(lS 
TERRACE, VOG 4X5 B ~  LOOK GOOD, FEEL GREAT HOW] 
Help Wantedl . THEII~OJETIC$, DERMAJETICS 
Access The Internet From Your Home 
Cruise The World Wide Web 
Use E-mail And Much More 
635-4189 
ces 
~VIS ION " j~T  • VIDEO" 
H"  
G E T ~ R E S U  LTS . 
. CHINS HO~ :638-0977.. 
.M.V. Mistann Charters 
I 
Phone (604)635-9350 Fax (604) 
Will take you and 
your party to the 
best fishing and 
diving locations in 
the Northwestl 
Fc: More Info 
635-9350 
,. Bu i ld  w i th  Mut taxt  & Save!  
• ~ ,, ;:;~: • 
Ready-to-Erect Homes 
Your Plan or Ours  • 
.... Unbeatable Quality & Value 
Muttart - Serving The West, since-1927:-- 
Agent: Greater Northwest Homes 
Phone or  Fax: 635~2256 
DJ MAIN CONSTRUCTION' 
• Custom Housing • Finishing 
• Residential Framing • Foundations 
• Commercial Renovations 
Phone 635-1745 Fax 635-1748 
PET GROOMING 
(All Breeds) " 
Convenient Professional Care 
Lorraine Moth 
638.092 9 / 
4450C GreigAvenue 
Tues. - Sat. 
8AM .5  PM 
You've Tried The Rest, Why Not Try 
h'ne dinin9 at 
4036 MotzRoad 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 4A6 
Educational Toys For All Ages ,• 
' "  Posters • Bo0ks l  
• Games .PUzz les  : '  
• andmore'  '-~: :,?<,' 
The Science:&. :=; 
Nature Co; + 
Skeena Mall - 635-1887 • 
,, 'c;sso r: 
Hair Salon 
Summer Perm Special (includes cut) J 
Shor t  ...................................................... $55 
Mad ....................................................... $60 
Long ...................................................... $65 
Cindy Zaporzan 638.2029 Terrace2041 Hemlock 
I i ain Coast Chipper . Services . . . . . . . . .  
Chi ps Stumps to Mulch with' Minimum , . , + . . .+~ ,., 
Landscape Damage ........ 
Free Estimates . :~,, .... ~: :+i ~•, 
638-1786 ': " :' ~: . i i  I 
SALON 9ARBERSI~P 
We are currently seeking a 
Hairstylist 
Full or Part-rime 
Hours negotiable, 
Apply with resume+ 
Tuesday to Thursday. 
Attention: Dlanna Janas 
or Phone after e p.m. 
,638-1831 
4644 Lakelee Ave.Terrace, BC M ................ ~ o  . , . . .  p,.,., 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
635 5727 W.d,-., . . . . .  ., , - . . . . . . . , . . .  . n P r l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . • , . . , . , . . .  0 ml~V.  • 
I Sml . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . , . ,  . . . . . . . .  I I  men m 
: h 4, 
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.+ ,+ ADS + +'++ ......... ++ CTION #,+~+ +! +:+;++t' 
1¢ BOATS &MARINE + 
24' BAYUNER BOAT, 96 HRS ON 350 
Chev. motor. Valve Pants leg, EZ load 
trailer, $19,000. Wayne 771.5231~ Dease 
Lake. " + 
FISHING DERBY AUGUST. 5,6 & 7. 
Largest Salmon-S1000, largest Halibut 
wins 2 day/1 night rainbow trout fishing, 
tickets $20.00, call Seashore Charters 
624-5645 All proceeds go to Prince 
• Rupert Salmonld Enhancement Society. 
"2t 1/2 FT. K & C 0 HOURS on a 270 
cylinder Volvo. 280 leg, hard top with new 
canvas, pr0pane.,stoye, :ice :box, head, 
sleeps 4. Colour s0under, VHF CG 
heater trim~ tabs, large: aluminum: swim 
grid, heavy duty tandem trailer. $13,000 
firm. 842-5620. :: :: ," 
NEW WOODSRTIP EPOXY~can0es with 
oak trim. 17 ft. f0r rnore Information call 
638-1701 (evenings) trades welcome. 
Triple B Industries. 
15. MACHINERY 
1973 FORD MODEL. 4500 INDUSTRIAL 
tractors with loader. Needs crankshaft 3 
cyc. $2000. Tractor mount fiail ditch 
mower. $3500 t-684.692-7072~ 
1986 740A JOHN DEERE GRAPPLE 
Skidder. $25,000 in recent repaim, 
asking $65,000, (H9-5724~!~: :i ~ 
1969 CASE 580CK BACKHOE; NEW 
18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
RAINBOW BOBCAT SERVICES. 9" and 
12" Earth Auger, backhoe, levelling, 
backfilling, general clean-up. Reasonable 
rates 638.0153 or 638.5805 (mobile). 
Need aCompany Car, 
a specialized truck or 
a whole fleet? 
Whatever your business vehicle 
needs, I have the knowledge to 
find the  vehicle and the plan to 
suit your requirements. 
• Norm Flann 
835-4941 
1-800-8MCEWAN 
(1-80O-862-3926) 1'~ ir-:i Cli-mT! i: 
McEwan  
: Hwy. 16 West Terrace motor; brakes, transmission, and pump 
back tires 70% tread.. New+ Kinpin. ~ . . . . .  , 
bushings. $9500. (obo) Call: 845:.7243. 19, LOST & FOUND 
1978 TD15 CAT .WITH A 466B engine, 
Excellent condition "flit blade, • pony LOST ONE PAIR OF CHILDS GLASSES. 
Winch & Pony Arch. ,$39,000 & G.S.T. Pink in colour. Lost approximately June 
Firm 635-4202 after 6:00 p.m. 151 Phone 635.3648. 
HswE:~STON TEN FOOT HYDRORW~NP, LOST ON WEEKEND OF JULY 08/95 
er $51()00 (OBO)500 ~ C:~ohn' from Rainbow Inn. Black and wh te cat. 
n,=r~ n= i~' .m:)~ : '  th '~ '  ' ' ;ng hair, 5 yrs od spade Answers to . . . . . .  =ck,.oe ....,000.~ Be.. ~. good., ,,-. _ ~ . "..: -. ^ ,,~." . . . . .  
may Hewaro nereo Uall I~'+U t4tl working condition. Please leave a mesage ' ' " • 
at: 845-7488. , . 
72 CASE BACKHOE LOADER~ wl 
extenda hoe & diesel motor $11,00.0. ~8- 
2099. 
1 • SANDBLASTER FOR SALE[ LIKE 
new $400, Enquire at Sandman Hotel 
635.9151. 
1S. BUSINESS SERVICES 
LOST: ONE CANVAS BRIDGE COVER 
• off a bayliner boat. White in colour, lost 
July 7 or 8/95, between KnJmm Road & 
O,ionLake. Reward offered 635-2334 or 
635.5863. + 
:20, PETS & LIVESTOCK 
PET LOVE DOG and cat grooming. 
Joanna 635.3772 
ATTENTION SMALL BUSINESSES Why THE TACK STORE. Now open. Harness, 
saddlery and gifts. All you need 4 kms. 
pay high accounting fees for your book- out of Telkwa On Skillhorn Road 846- 
keeping needs? For confidential, 9863: 
protesslonal;b0pkkeeping se~ce, Manual 
or Computer cell 635-9.592. 'CAP" REGISTERED BORDER COLUE ; 
UNCONTESTED DIVORCE SERVICE, • ~ a~atlable for stud services. Sire was Jeff, 
resumes, typing. CalI'C.J~ Secretarlai, World Champion. •~ Full ~ brbther Joke, 
638.8006. • 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES Backhoe, 
12".16".24", Augars 6"-9"-12"-18", 
Sweepers, concrete breaker, pallet forks, 
tracks, 5 ton dump, backfilling, levelling, 
clean up. 638-6638 / mobile 6_38.;]808 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE 
& KITIMAT 
Roofing and Siding 
Installation and Repairs 
Call Steve 638-0838 
CARTER 
Western Canadian Champion. Inquire at 
Grandview Ranch, Milt Swanson 842- 
6678. 
REGISTERED BORDER COLUE pups 
from Wodd Champion Blood lines 3 
males, 3 females, 8 weeks old. will be 
excellent stock dogs. Vaccinated. $350. 
Mill Swanson, Grandview Ranch, 842- 
6678. .~ 
BEAUTIFUL ANATOLIAi~ SHEPHERD 
cross puppies tan with black masks. 
Turkish guardian dogs. Vaccinated, 11 
weeks, Info and photos available, Mi[t 
Swanson Grandview Ranch 842-6678. 
TOP QUALITY DONKEYS, one standard 
I0 year old Jack $950.00, one standard 
yearling Jack •$650.00, dark brown 
whvhits points, Excellent disposition. Milt 
Swanson, Grandview Ranch 842-6678. 
WANTED YEARLING STEERS AND 
heltem. Call Kelly at BC Uvestock Stock 
Yards. 604-441.3511. 
SCOTHSH HIGHLAND CATrLE Bulls, 
some heifera, 4 mules, Pack, ride drive. 
~Chastnut team 15 hh. Milt Swanson, 
Grandview Ranch, 842.6678. 
REGISTERED APPALOOSA GELDING,t 
15.2 H.H. 14 yr, Goes English, Western or 
pack. $2800. Call 996-8797 in Fort S,I., 
James to view. Leave message. "• 
TWO - W LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT: 
Portable Panels; various sizes; steel 
gates. Local dealer. Double Diamond 
Tack and Trailers. Call 845-7989, 
Houston, B.C. 
HUSKY WOLF CROSS PUPPIES ready 
to go. $200. Also a Shelty for $200. Call: 
845.3550, 
REGISTERED GERMAN SHEPHERD 
pups for sale, 842-2277 after 6 p.m. 
PERSIAN KITTENS, GORGEOUS, 
FLUFFY, white:not deaf. 1st shots. 
Pedigree only $275,00.636-3772. 
ANGLO/ARAB MARE 15.2 HH. 18 YRS. 
well trained in flat, dressage, jumping, 
excellent trailhorse. Needs a strong rider. 
Not for children, $2500.00 OBO. 1.604- 
,698-7627 after 6 p.m. 
14. BOATS & MARINE 
ROOFING & SIDING 
RESIDENTIAL 
& COMMERCIAL 
I Serving the North West I 
847-41161 
Fax (604)847-2664 I 
Dallas Carter I 
14. BOATS & MARINE 
24 FOOT ZETA 350/280 VOLVO 
toilet, command bridge, sleeps 6,10 hp Hondo remole steering, new interior, 
new canvas, Iroiler, VllF, took interior, eledri¢ downriggers, anchor winch, new 
galvanized Iroiler- surge brakes. F.xtellenl (ondilion. 
$27,000 " , 635-9121 
20. PETS & LIVESTOCK 
REG MORGAN/ARAB GELDING 5yrs. 
15.2hh,. started under saddle. Possible 
endurance prospect. $2500.00 OBO.. 1- 
604.692-3553. 
BC AUTIONS HORSE & TACK SALE 
Sunday Aug, 27. Sale starts 11 a.m. 
consignments welcome McLean Rd., 
QuesneL 992.9325. 
FIVE YEAR OLD BAY BLACK quarter 
home; 15.1 hands; basic training; show 
experience; $2,000. Call: 845-3478 (or 
will cons der stock Trailer in Tradel) 
YEARUNG ARAB. CHESTNUT Gelding. 
Yearling Arab grey filly. 2 year old Bay 
Arab Colt. $1000. $2500. Holly 846- 
5583. 
REG, WELSH PONY. 1995 BAY colt. 
1995 chestnut filly. Yearling Bay filly. 
Yeading buckskin gelding. $800• $1200. 
Will mature approx. 12 hh 846-5254, 846- 
5563. 
DAN'S PHOTOGRAPHY. PHOTOS of 
your homes July 22-23 at BV. Event will 
also be at BV Fall Fair. Photographer for 
hire. Please call 847-2498. Prince George 
• Terrace. 5 pm- 9 pro. 
EXOTIC BIRDS FOR SALE, Cuddly & 
adorable hand fed baby parrots. 604-845. 
7171, 
CKC REGISTERED SIBERIAN HUSKY 
pups. Sliver, white.and black. 5 females 
and 3 males. First shots and tattoos. Call: 
846-5109 or leave a message at 845- 
3295. 
23. WORK WANTED 
RENOVATIONS DONE RIGHT. 
Basements, bathrooms, trailer floor, 
bathroom repairs, etc. You name it. 
References, free estimates. Please call 
Lenny 635-9492. 
QUALIFIED HOUSECLEANER HAS 
openings for new clients. Will do 1 time 
biweekly, land weekly~ Ca now for free 
estimates E35-6197. 
NO r'l]ME FOR HOUSECLEANING? Call 
i 
24. NOTICES 
THORNHILL 
COMMUNITY 
CHURCH 
Sun:d y • a Service 10:45 
At The Thomhil l  Community Hall 
25, BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR SALE THE ONLY 2 FOR 1 PIZZA in 
the Hazeltons. Phone (604) 842-5011. 
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS, 20.93 
gets you started with Avon. No minimum 
orders, just a lot of fun. Call Jessie at 1• 
604-692-3628 collect, 
FOB SALEi.WELL ESTABUSHED FOOD 
service, outlet with very good 
clientele. "rum key operation. Selling cnly 
do to medical reasons. 638.1838 and 
leave a messa~le. 
TO HEAR ABOUT PURECO PRODUCTS 
or Business 10ppertunity, new in B.C. 
please call 632-7754. 
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS, $20.00 
Gets you started with Avon. No minimum 
ordem, just a lot of fun, Call Linda at 635- 
635-5542, and I will do itfor you. 9138. 
EXCELLENT EARNING POTENTIAU 
24. NOTICES - Pdncess house needs northem 
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST of consultants selling crystal, cookware, etc. 
Latter-Day Saints, the Mormons. Fact or through home demonstrations. For 
Fiction, Shadow 'or Reslity. Phone 847- information ceil Sandra 847.9694. 
5758 for recorded message.. 
PRO-UFE EDUCATION available to 
general public, Videos; pamphletS, lending i - 
library, dealing with human life issues 
such as abortion and euthanasia:Student 
enquiries welcome. Cali 635-3846. 
WESTERN WlLDUFE ARTIST NATHAN 
Pineent will present viewing and sale Of 
originals and limited edition pdnts on 
Thursday, Friday & Saturday July 20,21, 
and 22 in the Houston Mall at Kxim Ghan 
Ada Arts & Crafts. 
ATTENTION LANDLORDS. Advertise 
your rentals flee of charge through our 
office • Phone Terrace Housing Registry 
635-4044. 
NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & 
HEALING CENTRE 
Experience the loving guidance of your 
spiritual friends through an Open Channel. 
Reading by Laurel Gregg. We have drop in 
classes during the summer at 7:30 pro. No 
meditation experience needed. Program 
available. 
3611 Cottonwood in 
Thornhil l- 635-7776 
RETAIL FRANCHISE BUSINESS 
• EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY 
• 100% FRANCHISE SUCCESS 
• LARGEST CHAIN IN CANADA 
Fran¢ldx & Rnm¢l,q Inf~ 
1-800-775-6355 
I 
SHOPPERS 
DRUG IV lA IT r  
CORREa10N 
I,," Au~u~ (~ l  Yol. 21 No. 31 
lh* ~ for I I~olo~is~n9 01hr ~o~d rod: Im[~ 3 
.Is of (dour Fints f~ lh ~ce of one v~n yo. bi~g in 
yaw ned rag I~ &vel~nl and Fblin|. NI I~u sob of 
I~  mud b* I1~ same dz*, ~d.ed of tim* of devel~iW 
~om full hm (-41 Fore. (d~ Fi~l film m',Iy. ~i+. 
only Io $11uldlr4 slxl 3|ira iiS~flvos ixdmlin~ ~il 
Ir=,e~, Pmomm =xl So=tdo Firm We& film. Oil. hal Io 
IS lltll po~lor nOhxl of IMS Fmollo~, ~eO'~l lid~ll 
*xlm&Im'vk, llnm. 011. ~pim k~ut112, l~S. 
opdogtz* for =r,y immvodm, I'~ m= mR mm 
0W g,'do111~ 
St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church 
" 4514 LakelseAve. 
Ph, 635.9019 
Emergenclee: a38-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev, Jim Cain 
Come Worehlp With ue 
Sundaye 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Su:nday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m 
"Yet a #me Is ~on:ing end /~s now come when ~e We 
wo~ir~s ~ ~ ~e Fa~er In Sptr~ o~ T~h, 
God i~ SlY, dt, and Hb woN#en ~d whor~p h
s~,=eT,,e' Jesus Christ 
10 ~u or if F~ he~ e~tnced ~~e~e d 0oJ many 
I~er in t~dl~, Ihb i~ d cdetr~m Ii f0( y~j. 
COME AND LET GOD'S PIRIT FLOW 
. . . . . . . . .  JUne ~ltth. , .:7:00,PM ,.~,.,,, 
l~eita~e F~lJ'G~'~iehr~n'FeJb~vshlp 
.3222 Muntos 3L 638.8384 
r 
26: PERSONALS 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES IS THERE 
something about the Watchtower that 
makes you uneasy but don't know what it 
is? If so, you are not alone. Phone 1-847- 
4354 for recorded message. 
IF ALCOHOL IS THE problem, many 
have found help with ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS. Phone 635-6633, 
DIAL A DOLL Escort Se~ces is now 
available 1-800-910.9929. 
UVE, GIFTED PSYOHICSt LOVE, 
Money, futurel 1-900.451-3530 ext,1185 
$3.99 per minute, Must be 18 years. 
Procall 602-954-7420. 
HOT SINGLES TERRACEI AWAITS your 
call 1.900.451.3560 oxt, 1285. $2.99 per 
minute. Must be 18 years. Procall 602. 
954-7420. 
LOOKING FOR GUYS WHO WANT 
Soma safe discrete encounters. White 
male couple available. Phone evenings or 
weekends, 635-3626, 
FRIENDSHIP PLUS, A NEW LOCAL 
Clubl Meet that someone special. 
Organized dances, BBQ's and canoe 
rides, Send name, address and telephone 
number to file #402, Box.15560, smithers, 
B.C., V0J 2N0. 
HAY FOR SALE. ROUND BALES $100 
ton. 842.6315. 
LOVELY LADIES FROM DIAL.A-DOLL 
available Smithersl Prince George, 
Williams Lake, Coming soon to your area. 
Call now, toll free 1-800.910-992g. 
I PSYCHIC ANSWERS 
I.IV! • PERSONAL RATED #1 IN CANADA 
IVANLY .RAYS TALK ~ I el l  I 
• LOVII ~ InRII) , 
.. =mMn ~z3 M~ ' 
CAl l l l  ~ IPIlrCNKI 
! -900-451 ,40SS , 
:14 HRI, I :L99/ml" - I1~ 
STORE FOP. SALE 
Al l  InventorL j  & Eq, u ipment  
$I 5 ,000 .00  
For More Informaflon 
e It 636-6 '6 7' Q,t, eo,,,,,,men:e - T  race 
Northern Informat ion Systems 
Computer accounting system specialists 
~ , ~  - Abacus II Qualified Installer: 
Sales, training and support 
- ACCPAC Plus setup & support 
- Softrak add-one for ACCPAC 
- Networks and communications 
R. Alan Sande, CMA (604) 635.1755 
0 
James Thomsen 
Territory Manager 
Canterbury Food Service Ltd, 
Three T Industries 
4603-A Graham Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 1A5 
Telephone 604-638-1017 
Fax 604-638-1012 
25 Years Experience 
Specializing in Marble, Glass Blocks and Tile 
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL 
GARY CHRISTIANSEN 
Ph. 635-9280 
Site 41 ,R,R. 2, Comp. 18 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3Z9 
¢. , / )~  Ll"t) 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
"' MarineRadios 
' Telephone Systems 
" ; Repeater Systems 
f / / '~ /a .~H~ Phone for experienced and Speedy Service ~ '~ 
t7"  DELIVERY & EXPEDITING 
Service= • . 
~o#m.ce. Vqt .Pg . l "  LT~ qUP V v 
Restaurant & 
" " ~ ' ~  Anytime ~ " 
~,shotse~ce ~ AIRPORT SERVICE "l~'" - 
%J (,,~,~ Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
Phone 638-O877 
..,(J J ) / I k  ~,eBusine'ss Imase Design • Small Volume Publishing 
~. ' /~  C°mpu.~t°rine 'r) 
WCmR e. H, qwes 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
RUSS HAMER TRUCKING & 
TOMCAT SERVICES 
• AUGER 
• BACK FILLING &' LEVELING 
• PICK-UP SWEEPER 
• BACKHOE 
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL 
638-1657 
!J 
. .  : . :  . 
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:~ .:21, HELP WANTED 
=i ~;~ WAN~ TO WORK? FU t me or part ime 
! '  positions available with electrolux 
: - : Canada, Phone 635-3066, 
D8K ; OPERATOR REQUIRED 
Immediately. Must be experienced in 
Road Building, 638.0303. 
WANTED: DELIVERY DRIVERS IN 
Terrace/Kitimat rea. Must have rstiable 
vehiqle, to work days, nights & weekends, 
Send",resume to Box 105 c/o Terrace 
Standard. Contractbrs need no[ apply. 
BARTENDER/COCKTAIL WAITRESS 
required for Mt, Layton Hotspdng in the 
lounge 798.2518., 
EXCAVATOR & CAT OPERATOR 
wanted. Please reply to Box #6 c/o 
Terrace Standa'{cJ, 4647 Lazelle, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1S8. 
VANCOUVER ISLAND SAWMILL 
requires a mlllwright,-Some lectrical 
experience preferred. Wages 
commensurate with experience, Please 
submit resume. Franklin Forest Products 
Ltd, 4536 Glenwood Drive. Port Alberni, 
B.C: V9Y 4P8 Fax resume to 724.1166. 
Call after 7 p.m. at 724-3567, 
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR BODY and 
face with safe natural weight 
management and skin care products, 
Friendly advice. Mail orders accepted, 
Call 1-604-698.7319, 
SEEKING "CARING, CONSCIENTIOUS, 
trustworthy holJsehold/caregiing 
assistance for an infant& preschooler In 
our home weekdays. Optional live.in suite 
available, Competent, experienced 
individuals respond .to File #130c/o 
Terrace Standard. 
EXPERIENCED BUTT AND TOP Loader 
operator with industrial first aid ticket to 
work in Bums Lake area. Call 698-7353• 
Leave message, 
$200 . $500 WEEKLY. ASSEMBLE 
products at home, easyl No sellingl 
You're paid direct, Fully guaranteed. No 
experience necessary, Call, 24 hrs,, 1- 
504-641.7778 Ext: 565 H.28. 
CERTIFIED SILVICULTURE Surveyor 
required. Johnson-Schwarz Forest 
Management. Box 4097, Smithers, B.C,, 
V0J 2N0, Fax/Phone 847.9353. Johnson. 
Schwarz Forest Management is a 
Smlthers based forest consulting firm. 
Operations include a variety of 
Silvicultural projects ranging from stocking 
to: free ,growing surveys and ,PHSP's,;to 
instailation and monitoring of.,rese/~ch 
projects', We require a mlnistn] of Foiests 
Certified S!lviculture Surveyor will1 at least 
two years of Silviculture experience. 
Individuals eligible for certification will be 
considered for this position. Wages will be 
based on experience and professional 
standing. Please mail or fax resume and 
covering letter to Tom Johnson and Paul 
Schwarz by August 25; 1995. The 
position is available immediately, 
JOINAVON "FREE" FOR A LIMITED 
Time July 31 to Aug. 7/95, Sell to friends 
, and family for fun & profitl Call 635-9138. 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY. LICENSED 
' hair dresser full cr part time in a busy 
salon in Kitimat. Call 632-22t 1 or fax 632- 
6211 
o ,  
22. CAREERS 
MOVE TO THE OKANAGANII HEAVY 
duty truck parts person. Must be 
experienced in Cat, Cummins Detroit, 
Fuller ana Rockwell. Must work well with 
people and enjoy selling. Reply to Parts 
Manager, P.O, Box 1026, Vernon, ELC, 
V1T 6N2, 
21.• HELP WANTE D 
i i i i  i i 
NANNY/HOUSEKEEPER TO COME to 
my home on Queensway Drive 
approximately 3 days per week starting 
September. Call 638-1292. 
FULL-TIME WEEKEND DRIVER 
required, Good driving record, Must have 
canopy truck or small van. 635-7551. 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY- Yarding 
engineer. Must have resume. Experience 
necessary. Call 562.8100. 
TERRACE INN HAS POSITIONS 
available for one mature night audit desk 
clerk, cocktail waitress and door people. 
Apply with resume to front desk 4551 
Greig Avenue, Tefface, B.C. 
CUSTOMER SERVICE: WANTED 19 
overweight people to lose weight like 
crazyl We pay you to lose your weightl 30 
day money back guarantee. 604.567. 
4041. 
ELECTROLUX SEEKING Mechanically 
inclined and sales oriented person to 
repair and service products: Inventory 
control, dealing with with public, and over 
counter sales. Salary plus bonus an 
incentive. Company benefits. Calf Kathy 
635.3066. 
QUALIFIED GMC TECHNICIAN. Full 
time. Apply by resume only to: Attention: 
Gary; Box 478, Houston, B.C, V0J 1Z0. 
EXPERIENCED GRADER OPERATOR 
needed in the Lakes District immediately. 
Call 1-604.698-7332 or1-604-698-7957. 
RELIABLE HOUSECLEANERS Needed 
with own car. Daywork. Must be willing to 
work Wed.-Sat. Will lead to steady 
employment. Must have resume. Call 
days (leave message) 635-6197, 
BABYSITTER NEEDED. Sept. 1/95. 
Monday - Friday in my own home in 
Thornhill. Own transportation and 
references required. Phone 635-9591, 
(evenings) or leave message, 
CREW LEADER REQUIRED. Johnson. 
Schwarz Forest Management Box 4097, 
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0, Fax/ Phone 
847-9353. Johnson-Schwarz Forest 
Management Is a smltffers based forest 
consulting firm.' Operations include a 
variety of Silvicultural projects ranging 
from stocking to free growing surveys and 
PHSP's to installation and monitoring of 
research projects, We require a forestry 
graduate with either a diploma or 
university degree to supervise a 
Silvl0JIture%SurveyiGrew~ ~Thishpersc ~ii 
should have at ::least .two) years" ~` '~" 
Silviculture experience and must be 
Ministry of Forests Certified Silviculture 
Surveyor. Wages will be based on 
experience and professional standing. 
Please mail for fax a resume and covering 
letter to Tom Johnson and Paul Schwarz 
by August 25, 1995. Position is available 
immediately__ 
;Tzzxzzxzzzxzzxzz=zxzxT,; 
H Look ingfor | '  
Ch i ld  Care?  ~ 
Skeena Child Care Support H 
Program can help you make the 
right choice for your child. For 
information on choosing care 
H and available optons, call 
4 A free service provided by the 1'4 rerrao  W men's Resource Csntra 
I,( ahd funded by the Ministry of 1,4 )4 I~ Women's Equality, ~1 
/~zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz~ 
SLOCAN OROUP - PLATEAU DIVISION 
MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR 
SIocan Group - Plateau Division. Is currently looking for a Maintenance 
Supervlsor. 
Plateau Is located In Lhe heart of one of Central BC'sprtme r¢creaUonal 
areas,Just 20 km Wast'of Vanderhoof. it Is an Innovative ~PF dimension mill 
l~roducing over 280.000.000 FBM armunlly. 
Reporting to the maintenance Superintendent, you must be a highly 
motlvatc(~ Individual with strong leadership end communication skllla.~'ou 
must  have a proven mechanical backg/-ound with at least 2-3 years 
experience in the sawmill bldusLry. ' 
This position will be steady graveyard shift with some weekend maintenance 
shift work on a rotaUng I~s ,  Plateau Division offers an attrscuv¢ wage and 
benefit package to the successful candidate. 
If you wish to be part of a winning team. please submit your n:sumc by 
Ausust 15, 1995 to: - 
' ~ Maintenance Superintendent 
Slocan Group - Plateau Division 
Box 2000. Vanderhoof BC, VOJ 3AO 
Fax: 604-567-3911 
~.. ~! .~ .. 
I ~  ~ ~  ~ !: i: 
m emp oyee w 
"The Right Stuff" 
Whether you are looking for a job or looking for an 
employee, THE TERRACE STANDARD CAREER Section is the 
place to turn. 
Business leaders know that the Terrace Standard Career 
Ads attract the most job hunters, so all the best jobs are found 
in these pages. 
Job hunters watch the Terrace Standard Carreer Ads every 
week, so the most progressive companies all list their jobs in 
these pages. 
TERRACE STANDARD' 
CAREER ADS 
-more jobs lisf~ - mor: jobs fill~- 
Ph. (6041 638 7283 
HAIRSTYLIST 
We have an immediate opening for a high 
powered, motivated individual to join our team of 
professional stylists. Full or part-time, Above 
average commission! 
Please apply in person with resume to: 
Images by Karlene 
4652 Lazelle Ave, 
Terrace, BC 
TERRACE & 
DISTRICT COMMUNITY 
SERVICES SOCIETY 
2-3215 EBY STREET 
TERRACE, BC. VSG 
2X6 
CHOICES PROGRAM 
SERVICES TO THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED 
CHOICES PROGRAM 
If you are interested in working with people with mental handicaps, the 
Choices Program is accepting applications for 
CASUAL/ON CALL EMPLOYEES,  
The successful applicants will be expected to work shift work in a variety 
of work settings. In addition to undergoing a criminal record check, each 
new employee is expected to have or obtain a: 
-first aid certificate . - . . . .  _ 
-class 4 driver's licence 
-TB skin test 
.tetanus hot 
If you are interested, pick up an applicationat2-3215Eby St. or call 
635-7863. - - - 
INTERCONNECT 
OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us to see if  we may be of 
assistance to you. 
205-4650 Lazelle Ave.. Terrace, B.C. VSG 1S8 
Telephone 635-7995 Fax 635-1516 
POSITION VACANT 
ACCOUNTANT 
Road and Bridge Maintenance Contractor is seeking an  
experienced accountant who reports to the Controller. : 
• This position requires a qualified indi~,idual who has completed d 
recognized accounting designation or has comparable exl~erience 
and has had full responsibility for preparation of computerized 
financial statements and reports. 
Familiarity with computerized systems is essential. 
The successful applicant would ba responsible for ensuring the' 
accuracy and timeliners of all financial data for a group of 
associated companies with 150 to 200 employees. 
This position is located in Terrace. 
If you are interested, a job description can be obtained from 
Jorunn Hampton, A.A.T., controller at: 
NECHAKO NORTHCOAST CONSTRUCTION TERRACE 
4548 LAKELSE AVENUE 
(upstairs) 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 1P8 ~ 
TELEPHONE NO.  [604) 638-1881 
When applying for position, please indicate your salary 
expatiations. 
EM~VM ECENTRAL INTERIOR Prince George .,,.~'~1" "~-,.,~ 
NATIVE HEALTH Native Friendship Centre ~o ~ £~ 
SOCIETY ~ p  
NT OPPORTUNITIEg 
pOSIT IONS:  CLINICAL SOCIAL WORKERS 
Tha Central Interior Native Health Society and the Pdnce George Native 
Friendship Centre are currently in an active search for Social~Workere. 
The C,I.N,H.S is looking for a full-time and the Frlendslllp Centre for a 
half-time person (which may eventually become a full-time pos[Uon and 
shared by both agencies). Both agencies offer a vadety of health and 
social services to the urban Aboriginal community. Prince George, British 
Columbia is situated in North Central B.C. with an estimated community 
population of 70,000, A statement of qualifications for the Clinical Social 
Workers, is as follbws: 
t) EDUCATION AND OCCUPATIONAL CERTIFICATION 
A degree In Social Work from an accredited School of Social Work 
and/or equivalent work experience working with aboriginal people in 
social work oriented positions. 
2) KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
Skilled in casework, including crisis Intervention, family therapy, 
group work, and community organization and community 
development theory. KnoWledge of Aboriginal health and social 
Issues and a working knowle.dge of Aboriginal culture Is essential. 
Will oe expected to work independently and also collaboratively with 
the other Health Centre staff and the community. Experience in a 
supervisory capacity would also be an asset. 
3) SALARY 
Salary to be paid ~brnmeneurate with quallficaUona. 
Please submit a letter of application and resume with the names of three 
references by August 23, lg95 tO: Social Worker Search Committee, 
Central Interior Native Health Society, 1110.4th Ave;, Prince George, 
B,C. V2L3J3 (604) 564-4433 
WANTEi) HARD WORKING COUPLE 
If you are a hard working, results oriented couple, we have 
employment opportunities for you. We are a Western based 
motel chain with properties throughout B.C. and are looking 
for the right couple fo run our motels. Successful candidates 
should have previous m0teJ or apartment management 
background. Interested couples should send their resumes to: 
Director of Human Resources 
31 O- 1755 West Broadway 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 455 
SLOCA~ GROUP - PLATEAU DIVISION 
MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR 
SIocan Group - Plateau Division. is currently looking for a Maintenance 
Supervisor. 
Plateau Is located In the heart of one of Central BC'eprlme ~'eroaUonal 
areas. Just 20 km West of Vanderhoof. It is an Innovative SPF dimension mill 
producing over 280,000,000 FBM annually. , 
Reporting to the maintenance Superintendent, you must be a highly 
motivated Individual with strong leadership and communication skills.'You 
must have a proven meehanl-eal background with at least 2-3 yeors 
expcdence in the sawmill Industry. 
Th~ position will bc steady graveyard shill with some weekend maintenance 
shilt work on a rotatl~ng bas~. Plateau Division offers an attraeUve wage and 
Dcnellt package to the successful candidate. ' 
If you wish to be part of a 'winning team. please submit your resume by 
August 15, 1995 to: 
Maintenance Superintendent 
Slocan Group - Plateau D/vision 
Box 2000, Vanderhoof BC, VOJ 3AO 
oS~P Fax: 604-567-3911 
BUYER 
WESTMIN Resources Limited, Premier Gold Project has an opening in 
its Administration'Depar~ent, for a Buyer. The successful applicant 
will report to the Administration Supervisor. The mine is located 15 
miles north of Stewart, B.C. " 
The ideal candidate will have knowledge of purchasing for a medium 
size company, hold a level 111 occupational first aid qualification, 
and have experience in industrial warehousing. Experience in a 
mining atmosphere would be an asset. 
The duties of the position will include ordering inventory and direct 
supplies for the mine and mill complex and assisting with wareha0se 
inventory control functions withinthe administration department. 
WESTMIN Resources Limited offers a competitive salary and benefit 
package, : 
Please forward resume and coverir,,'. I=.=,. r.. rAY ~. 
W.E. Drill " 
Administration Supervisor. 
WESTMIN Resources Limited 
P.O, Box 476 
Stewart, B.C:- -.~ :: 
...... .VOT.1.W_0 ........................ : =._~- 
T , i  , r  . . . . . .  _~ . . . . . . . .  = . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Phone: (604) 636-2206 
Fax: (604) 636-9134 • 
APPLICANTS SHOULD POSSESS: -.. ~ .... - :=,  : ,: ,~ ' : : : -  ' 
-Good working communlcatbn skiits: i ' ~ "-'~ :-:  : ' 
• ' :Have the abil~ to ntroduce own deas and demonstrate nit afire . 
-Be abie to keep accurate records a~prepare i pdds:, ; '~:.. : . ' :  
• -Be Willing to work with maleand female clients,.. "~; .... .... " :  
.,. -Knowledge of recreation activities ads an~d Crafts will be an asset., " ! ... 
' .Successful applicant must be willing tosubmit to a ci'lmlnal feootd i. 
• search, : ";i.:, , .' i "  :~ !"~"': • 
This position is opento male and female applicants. " "  ' . ,  : - "  " ;; ; .  
Closing date: August 16/1995. : , - , : • • ~ 
Resumes hould be addressed to: .. :: ~ 
Osbourne Home Coordinator, ~: ~~i' I':- 
KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY i.: 
I 
. - - - - - - - - . - . . . . . . . , ,  
! I II~l~l HumanRes°urces : O~vel°ppemen'des : I i ~ ..... 
I II -I" II Devel°pment Canada : reas°urces humalnes Canada I I :  
TAKE SOME TIME OFF THIS SUMMER! I I !  
Hire, a student !o, 'do your:ii.obs now! r. The Canada I i  
il 
STUDENTS WORK! : 
635-7134, local . . . . . .  J l  
• Canada EmploymentS: J |: .  
Centre for Siudents :: :/= 
4632 Lazelle Avenue j'llll 
Terrace, B.C, : ~Jll , 
a s t: U d e n t .  tl 
BU B I  IBII ~11 BIB B ~ ~ BBI Bell ilBi BU BBI mm I~1 ~11 i j i  
I. t 
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26. PERSONALS 26, PERSONALS 
Can Anything: 
FRIENDS OF THOUSANDS . Toys, (~and~ Lingerie, CIo{hing, 
./ewe]lety, Fragile Gifts, 
CTION 
26. PERSONALS 26. PERSONALS 
Tt 
. . . .  ~ : I I I L :  ~ ~7~' i~: ) ?i ?i 
: : i ¸¸/• (L). 
Ri  aul Kin 
FO17N ATION ~ternational Multi-Talented Psychics 
Relationship 4, Finance 
Career  • Future 
;4 care package for a loved 
one faraway. 
Live 24 Hour $2.99/Min 18+ GETYOUR GIFTS 
IB='I' lXl~s=~ m~'*=~s "CANNED & SEALED" 
st" , ' 
1-900451-6858 e :x t .  "~-14  
I . $1.98 /mln  18+ , Membership Gift  Canning . . . . . . .  
Weight room or Aerobics ~ " ' - -  - • -" 
s30oo 
. . [~ .~ 635-413~ "  638.7285 
n . Native Jewellery • Beads • Bones B CE 
Y e l l o w h e o d _  _ _  ( illtVti' 'Gemst°nes'Leather(Asst'c°l°urs)NaturaIVarletyofStockorCustomNative Scent  Orders 
Class i f ied  Unisex-lOO% co .on  Clothing 
t i l e  I ~ To Book Your Home Party 
. . . .  _ , : ,=- ' , , . . ' . _ .  ,tltNq l'-ll.% c. , ,  ForAppo lntment  Your ad will appear in 
Discretion Assured Terrace Standard 
Available _ ,~ .  ~ • Smiihers Interior News 
635-TIPS 
Locally Owned & Operated 
635-1587 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or wi{hout children. You 
can call. Even just to talk, 
Battering is not o, kl 
It is not o,k, for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
. .'[~.~r.e.a.re s~fe p/aces~ 
= Prince George Free Press 
• Houston Today 
• Burns Lake Lakes Disfrict 
News 
• Vanderhoof Express 
• Ft.St. James Caledonia 
Courier 
One issue in seven communities 
for four weeks. 
°°  
' at I 
27. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
This Foundation is committed to financially supporting • 
community recreation projects and programs ncluding the 
addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
NO. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non-profit 
eociety and is registered as a charity with Revenue Canada. 
TER RACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE:635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
m 
CONGRATULATIONS TERRACE 
On Monday July 24 my wife crashed 
her motorcycle 28 km outside of town, Being 
from Saskatchewan this should have been a 
major problem, Instead a semi truck 
stopped and phoned in for the ambulsnce & 
police. By the time wo left the scene of the 
accident our two boys and myself had been 
offered a car and house to usa while Penny 
recovered in hospital. Broken bones made 
the stay longer than hoped but the doctor 
and nurses made the transition from 
traveling to being bedridden easier for 
Penny, The ambulance people were also 
great In keeping In touch as to what we 
~eeded as far as they could help, The 
house we stayed at belonged to Jim and 
Bonnie/bmslrong, they have a shop in town 
called Drifters, Which also had a great skirt 
for Penny to wear back to Saskato0n, Her 
pelvtcjnjudes prevent her leans from tiffing, 
So from De[, Penny & boys, thanks to 
Mills Memorial hospital & staff, Jim & Bonnie 
Armstrong, Davis & Melody Mitchell (these 
two were instrumental inmaking the house 
become ours to use as well as the car, Clint 
& Wayne & Greg for knowing to do a great 
HE SOAP EXCHANGE TM 
u can save 50% and more by using 
our top-quality cleaning products/ 
/100% biodegradable ,/Great for Septic Tanks 
rMoney-back guaranteed 
rail Containers Re-used & Recycled 
For free delivery or pick up Call 635-7861 
I I  I I  i i  i ii 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER 
Will do fir~sl'~g, renovations, install cabinets, patio, 
palnt~. ~so win build furniture. 
Prefinished Hardwood Floodng 
Mapb, birch, ash, oak. Availa~ in natural end vaxious 
coloun=. (No sancrmg required) Size 3/4" x 21/2" or 31/4' 
CALL 63S-627"/(leave. me=age) 
:A; Harm0ny Clowns 
638-8608 
Jake & Jacquie Terpstra ~ 
3987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C. ~:? ;~,~ 
• "Gyzmo" and "Pebbles" 1~7 
SlRTHDAY PARTIES- PICNICS- SPECIAL EVENTS ~ 
BALLOON DECORATING FOR WEDDINGS & MEETINGS ~ . ~  
~h IP...B 
04 " "  Hal lock  
,p Publishing 
r~eeds. 
- 1 I I 
D.J. Odor-Miser 
• Eliminating foul smells .Our products are organic 
based and environmentally friendly 
• Residential - Industrial - Commercial- Marine - Auto 
• Free Estimates • One call away for fresh.air .Serving 
the great Northwest from Prince Rupert to Smithers 
Jan Sunberg Phone:  635-1112 
3514 Clore Ave. Fax: 635-1193 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 3M4 
Steve Lewis . . . . .  ~ Free Estimates I 
owo. c  os S.,o  I 
Ph. 635-5406 I 
* 5 year Guaranteed Workmanship | 
New Roofs - Old Roofs - Tearoffs I 
We do all the cleamJpt I 
THSSTOTXE R ENOS AND amy obw he mbuanc anon w 
of Grandma & Grandpa Grelson. Watch , Ron ths trucker who phoned in the accldant. 
out for the photo albums & video tapesl ~ ~ Leave Ihe Decorating and Clowning to Us/ 
Anniversary 30. OBITUARIES 
Peter and '~  .~  Births . .~  ~ BCYCNA N¢~V,O~ O ~  4,- ' 
" / "  JeaneltePauls %-"  HOLLEUFER  ~ ~c~u~H These ads appear in rnore than t0O commun~ nowspapers in B.C,and Yukon _ (~O~"~ for?.5 
~ "7~- After g long months of research . '~  ~ N- -=~"~ and reach morethan3m~lion readers. ~,/¢-.--~,,./1=# words 
.~and development he Hollsufsr.,~-~ ,,asoc=~o. TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604) 6sg-9222 SS.0Oeachadcr.d~xu~word p , -  
_ u._ Manufacturing Co. is proud to -./~j," AUTO BUSINESS EDUCATION FOR aALE MISC._ PERSONAL 
announce the arrival of their new-~ ~ qpPORTUNmES MAKE A Difference. Train, BUILDINGS FROM Future ~ = ;  
~ model, Tristan Thomas. Thls.'~_ /~orized Romanuractured SUCCESS AFTER Success. upgrade or retire In a power- Q2oxeO $$975, Q3Sx60 dol Pe~ and 
• y~extremely compact unit has a to ta l -~  Engine Special. 3oo.s02. Eleven yearn ot successful fulnewprofes.don.Becomea S=881.0;~ A3Ox~8 S=7626. sonversetlone $2S.SS per 
3SlWC,l,O.LongBIock(wi~ growth prove that we hava certified .Master ~,.~,v,~,~.,.~;a~,.~=~,~ cor=~tuffon. Ma~orc=ud~==- 
r H t/ o ee l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,.t,v.. length of 21 5/8"andwelghs81bs,.~V. ¢¢;~erho=~) fedud=fm= the best product f0r yea ypnotis Hypnm r pSL ,,.r,,~ ~,~.=~z-~ ~,,A~ ceptsd. 18+. 1.800.a90- 
11 oz, Produ~on Engineer Tummy tu-, 2 ye~- or ~,0 ecakm Brat round comfort and energy Free infemlaffon package ~.~"~" ~.~"~.," ~';~, ";- s330. 1 .geo.4El.SS02 
' "~ TUNNEY, Jeanne Louise runty Contact ~rtlctp=tL'l; conservation for residential Alandel School & Clinic t-" ~o~ve~.'~.~'00.~g~zl.i '° Ex.1710. SS,99/mln Presell 
,~  Designer Consultant Tom. Thls,,~W~, (73 years) Ford,Me~u~,d,~=m and oormerdal epplica~ons. 800-718-3811 , Ex~O, - -  . . . . . . . . .  1(604)954.-7420. 
• -- " Patuofed e.sign & bade pro- STEAM MODELer i ~ classical model was unveiled at'Z/,~" Date of Death: July 18, 1995, sE A Successful Walter .,. "FasolnaUng Real Working FUTURE REVEALED... 
~ . ~ ~ ~ } . .  ~ 9:15 am July 7th, 1995, Features..x.W ~ ENGINES REBUILT from faction. Exclusive terrffery. 
~/v~lnclude unlimited squealing,7-/V~ Kitimat General Hospital. Services ss~. Eng~e remamdm:ture Noinven~rytousrry.Canbs and write for money and St~mrn Medstal" Wds or as- Dreams Come True. Prdols s an;veal immediate. from $109S. 6rnonths to pay, operated from your home. pls;u;tffe whllo learning how, sambaed. Complete "Wnesoo ly! C~I Now. Uvo glftod I:~'y- 
economical fuel consumptlon,.~/¢, to be held at a later date. ayr 120,000km limited war. Complsto tr'~ning staitup as- You getlndivfdual tuiUon flora and Maned" line. Over too 
"/'R" Streamlined body, milk cooled 9V~'  Cremation, Terrace Crematorium, rant./. Bond MEchanical ... siston¢e & on.golng support, profassi~aJ w~l~m on a]] as. dlffomm odels. Smarn ~ chloe 1-g00--451-3602 
.~ ~ ~ .~ butting engines for 28 years, Our parent company Is a pests of writing - m~o,  tom, tralns,'marine, cars, Ext.2/'O, $3.ge/rrdn. Must be 
~ ~ ~  "7~-~ exhaust, and changeable seat .~ BURKETr, Albert Amy 872.0641.8a.m.-ap,m., 7 member of the BOB & short stories, radio and "IV ttucka, fire engines, staUon- 18 ~ and teuchtone phone 
(67years) days. BUSINESS Chamber of Commerce. scr[~s.at~c{esandchtIdran'G aryeng~eeandaccsssod~, brequlmd. 
~. . .~ . .~ . .~_~. . .~  Invoabllentof25K. Cenor etudes. Write. call arrax StunnlngSePsUe co,oured UNEXPLAINEO POWERI 
catalogue S6.eS rsfundabl~ Psychic tails you ~hin4~ you tax: Mr. T, Simmons. today for eur Free Book, wflh order. YestoWem Toye 
: Date of Death: July 24, 1995, OPPQRTUNrrlES In'Flector Solar Pantie. "How ToBeASuccess~l & eook.t Inc. Dept. aM, rnaynotevanwanttolmowt 
Terrace, B.C, Private family K~K KERB - Own your own 10615. 1601h Ave., Surrey. WrY .  TOfFffee 1-800-267- RR#a, Brighton, ON, KOK 1.g00.870.2217. S2.99 per  : 
service, Cremation, Terrace butlne$e. Pfr or WT. B.C. V3R EL4. Ton.trns 1- 1829, Fax: 1(sla)749-esst. IHO. Order toll-flee l-aDo- minute. 18+. ' - 
Crematorium. Instal;rig 0~,  conflnuou¢ a00-853-8881. Fax: The Wd'dng School, 38 40%1353, NEW LIVE Dalellnel Uv=; " 
cor~'sto, landscape dging. ~ MeArthur Avo. Suffo 23al, STOP THE Counterfeit. Interactive Talkl Brows=; 28. CARD OFTHANKS *****  to~lequ]pmant, provensys. BUSINF.S~ Ottawa. ON.KILaRIL Phoney Money Deteotor. ~Ice n~ or talk live by ceg. 
HALL, James Donald tsm, training, 1-s00-667- pERSONALS CAREERS IN Works on Canadian, new lng 1-900-4,51-5'248 F~t.soe. 
THIS S TO THANK OUR WONDERFUL (26 years) ~ KERB{5372). THREE PRETTY Radio/Tele~sion. Columbia; Anmdcan eunancy. Security Adults 18+ only. $2.4g/mln. 
daughter Tummy and son.in-law Tom for Date of Death: July 23, 1995, UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY to Roommates have excfflng Academy's t~alnlng has featured. Cheque=, orad|t Mmcom 1(613)2:39-4526. 
enrolling us into The Magical World of o~un none based ~ personal photos to share[ helped ~oueendsofln~v~du- cards. C,S.A. approved. PSYCHIC MASTERS] 
Hazelton, B.C, Services held July Guaranmod, S89. ~axas, from woslsm ~'S  lead- Free discreet inro;, Cell Tall- ale start their careers on shipping ln=luded. 1-800- Genuine Canadian Psycldcs 
The Grandparents Club with a beautiful. 28, Legion Community Hall, Ino process ssn,'fca agency, free: t.an0.OaKAREN or Radio and I"V. Gall Toll-free ~23.  tell all. Answers oll 
baby boy, Tristan Thomas Holleufer. Cremation, Terrace Crematorium. we provk~e x~lualve t rn'to- write: Box a70GB, Kalowna. for informa0on t•soo.6es. HELP WANTED RomanEe Wealth Cm'eeG • 
Thanks againl Grandma & Grandpa . ~ ~ ~ ~ ry, continuous operauonal B.C. VIYTP2. Adults onlvt 9280 ExL20G. Luck7 O'S. LIVe & PeI"~I~ , REPORTER/LAYOUT Ednor 1-900-451-3778. 24Hra. 18+ 
Grelson, Grandparents at INstil an~ accounting aupport, BUILDING SUPPLIES A NEW Profession. Become required by' Community $2.99 mlrL I.C.C. 
NabonaJ adverffslno. No nx. HARDWOOD FLOORING a Certified Master Newspaper on Vancouver 
From River's Manit The preceding notices are pedence~ training provided. Inventory Reduction Sale. Hypnotist/Hypnothorapl= Island. App~cant should poe- PEAL ESTAT~ 
compliments of Small Investment required. Giant d~routl Aug. 12 & la. (p~rt/fulbtlrne}. Outreach seee strong Macintosh s.tdlls NTERNET, SELL your• 
to Holidays in Terr 33. TRAVEL The Terrace Standard& Don=st Lormlt Management 1995, ga.m.-4p.m. Both Programs av~ilsble 1 week- using Quark Xpreee and Home Ustlnge Woddwlde, 
Systems Inc.. 310. 10232 - Days. PmUnt#ned: ~olid ned emlpormonthfor10 monU'm. Phetoehop aS w=;ll as good Only Sle. per month . . . .  
. .£"2" / __  MacKay's Funeral Services Ltd. 112S~'oet. Edmonton. Ae Oak from $2.es/'sq.ft.. Peleral=;n Institution, copyedifingalalls. Musthave Ao'v=;~sewlthlhe,uc~e~L, 
own tnu~porlatlon a d cam- proven Ozz[a Jurook T.5'K IM4, Phone: 1 -800~ Floating floors from Inron~alion. l•aoo.s57, era. Fax reeume to: Intema£onal R¢.~I E~ate Net. 
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS AND 7~.  $2.7gh~lJt. UnfiNished: Odd MIND. [S04)33~t72. Call: (e04)ess-1111, Fax: 
lots (3o-Ioo0 ~.f~ of ~ FOR RENT IOTCHEN CABINETS f0o4)683-1707, , . ~ / ~  readers: When purchasing alrfare through GOVERNMENT FUNDS, laneous T & G and parquet NEW PROR~SSlONALbuild. 
private parties, please be aware that 32. LEGAL NOTICES Ga. .~, . t  assLstanca pro. from Sl.ee/~Jt. Many M,~,e Ing In V=;rnon, Appmx. 1500 tertop=~Vm~sesCABINETS IN =ock.~so. IOtchenooUn" NOWEstates,SELLlNGIclearwaterGlee'waterB.C•,s 
airline companies may ask for appropriate urs,= infon'na~On av~lable. Specials. Woodpecker sqJt. on second floor (sieve• Craft Factory oUdeL Cash & finest residential oomm~lt~. 
Foryournewor~g bust- Hardwood Floors., #109- for ac¢esa)• Available be- Cam/Cabinet Wmehausas: Manufactured homes, ear-" DONNIE GORI Identification when boarding and may n,-~,, Te~e ed,mofago f the 11511 Bridgeport Road. 
G( deny boarding privileges. I, JACQUELINE RIOUX WILL no Ionge[ government grants and Richmend. B.C. 270-0,314. tween OctA-Nov.flgS. Only "4278 Leugheed, Sumaby p~ona l  business wig be 298-92"17 '~' 19700 Bypass Viced reddantlat Iot~. Uve, 
be responsible for any debts incurred by io=~ c,~ 1.800.505.8866. Fax: 270-899S, I-COO-S3/- oonoldsrod. Proximity olose Langley 634-7273 "'800 work, ro•e at W=;lls Gray 
John & , Ray Rloux effective May 4/95, or any NEWEST BUSINESS oppor- ~786. to downtown with ample Cloverdale Ave., Vlctoda Park's entrance. Call Ton- 
32 ,  LEGAL NOTICES debts incurred by Terrace Carpet Dn. as tunity, Products ~ the envY- DARTER : parking. All rnquldes S42- 475-11S9 "561.111h Ave., free 1(60~)918.1~8, 
mnm0nt. Have your own d~s- INFORMATION, 2395. Campbell River 287-8787 NOTHING DOWN, BeaUtiful 
• "1068 Spell Rd.o Kelowna Duncan. Near new co~o. S of June 30/95, t r lbutorsh lp ,  work la hour= HOMF_ BUSINESSI Worded FOR SAIl;  MISC. 880-6838 -2saO Bowan Rd.. appliances, one or t~o bed. 
per weak. Income poteeflal about your future? Step by 
SB,00O+lweok. Call Non step protects ~ home will STEEL BUILDINGS; Namdmo 756-9229 "12111 rcerrB. Will take veNde, bo~t 
Bldewell, collect {604)051o guide you to flcanclal Irlda- "Cheaper Than Wood'. Bridgeport, Richmond 279- (v'alua ~'/.16,000) as= down, Inv i ta t ion  . _ . o _ _ , .  ouo.o .0 _,,oo. qulred. We provide every- set, $trustural Steel Geome561-2240. wlthoutPeYmm~t AssUmequalfloatlonmOm~ags 
NOW IN Bdtieh Columbia. ~hlng you need, Free report. Buntings. B.C. Company, we MOBILE HOMES (SO4)S&,~-2402. :" 
Now SpaDe Age Roof 8and long S.A.S.F_. MW Ent. won't be undersold, eendce IT'S TIME to move up, way SALES HELP. WANTED 
Coating. Urdimfted PctentlsJ. Dept.S, ~'~40.1027 Devlo ~L. and satlsfa¢~on guara~teedi up. Unique two storey Cope to Tender  ~n~B,C ,  E.,¢l,sk, el:~oofSev=.ed,er-Van=o~er,.e.¢.Ve,,fl.2.. WestsmStealeul,mngs.,• Cod~Ie~om==,owava,-$ALeSPEOPLENEECE0to " 
ship available In your area. CRUISE LINE Employment 800-565:-9800, able. Explore the posstbfllo =;ell toye, gh'ls, homo decor 
Ue~L Trades w=;Io~mel Noble for C&M Gifts. Two full oolour Therrno ~000 an ~er l¢  Guide ._ see the wood and "TRAMPOUNB~: FACTORY Homes, ceil collect 
21st Century ee.~aee Doing that fe~Jly catalogues. Exclu.,dva ~n'~, get paid. For a varlet'/of pe- Direct" Excellent for family 1{403)447.~3~1. low prim=is, no InV=;$tm=;llL " 
seals and protects e roof dlfens cap (804}473-0286 for fun. SAY=; ~ pans and ear -  PERSONAL ca/I 1(519)258.7008, Fax: 
BC Hydro is invit ing tonders to supply. . allr labour,. , equipment and from the elements wtth no acornplotoappllcallonldt, vice on ell makss~ Dialer FIEAVENLY PSYCHIC 1(Slg)2~0707. 
transportation required for a transmiss on ne chmb ng inspection (138 need to reshlngls. Half the EDUCATIO N elxluldes, 1.80o-603.2201 ot Answare. Frlonds of thou-  SERVICE~ 
cost of r=;rooflng. Excellent 1[604)222-1263. rondo I~ona l  Mul~-t~- 
kv), Local Work Contract #E704-95-05. form~tal,~onmto, wal~ and A NEW' CorNer? Trained 
ofh~r suff,'ae~. Ptov=n etch- epartmenUcondomlnium BABY TOTasn Funl;turo and shred P~lcs.  RelalfensNp, WE TAKE The Fear out of 
live in thousands of nmldan- ram'=agars needed • all are==. Accessories. New and used Flnan~, Caner, Fmum. UV~ IOBO. Major IOSO injury. " 
We ~n train you right hOWl for all budgat~, BC'e largest 24H S2.9g/mln 18t-. 1-g0O- d~dme. Joel A. Wanar, tffaJ ~. 
Spccifications can be picked up at BC Hydro, "h'ansmisslon & Distribution ttal/commemlal thstaJla~ons, Free Job placement asses- self.ion, Td's The Kiddies ~1_-3788. I~wyar for 95 y=;am. Call ~ " 
1 -8oo-605 .1  lS8 ,  . Of f i ce ,  5220 Kcith Avenue, Terrace, Prohg-~ed tmdtocy, full corn- tenoN. For InrormaUon/ 8lord 1.4tO0-7th~-.4TdS forth~ B.C. &ALTA. Rsh[ng mpoda Contingency fees, Simon, 
rot saltwater, franhwutsr, puny support, investor of brochure call 68t•$456, 1. closest T.J.'s on shop by lakaa & rivers. Up to date Weber & Adler, : $12.950 Includes Inventory ~-4~3g.  [~p~'~ 
Closing date o f  the contract is August 18, 1995 at 11:00 a.m, and training, For Info-paP. ' t ides  & weather  repor t  fo r  TRAV~ . 
call; I(6041045-~944. OOUNsELLOR TRAINING 5PABI SPASI Spasl coaital wafers, C~d/1-e00- THE COAST Piaz,i at = " : 
4,51'-6611 tn~tutoofVanonUv~roffem Caneda's larGeSt wholesale . Stanley Pmk Iocetecl In;: " !i~ 
FOR ~ Prospem~ laun- ¢orte~ponden~ onurmm for ~ompany now off~m unl~at- B.O.'8 LARGEST nvs ~te- downtown Vah¢ouvor over-:~ 
dromat and post offlee frtm- ~te ee~ Of coumenlnG able prices dlre0t to you, ~=;. Up to gG milan on line. looking En011¢h t~ay, W E "  
dllse, ~edous ~quldes only. ~¢l¢gM to begin Augtp--.t 01. ¢omgtste S-person Spa wan~n mdl (~04)~a7-s470, have rOOm,= available from :: 
Apply; S-67,~ o.sa, RR#6, For a brochure phone 3"o11. $2.(~9. 0vet 50 SI~S m~g. Men o~il 1-g00-451..3S0 q, ~ze. on ~ le~r  
~e,  ~ r-800.99~6319_ 
m 
W 
Counmay, B,C. VaN aHg. free 1-800-665-7044. O~y$1.99/rNn, Must be 18+. Call (604)688,77f 1,
i I 
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32, LEGAL NOTICES W,o~r=or ,~=~o~ 32, LEGAL NOTICES " 32. LEGAL NOTICES 
BrlU¢lC01umbl, Forests VIA Rail Canada Inc, invites all interested parties to " . _ , ___  
Province of CALLING FOR TENDERS submit bids for the following contract: 
( ~  British HARPER TIMBER SALE PROPOSED SILVICULTURE Columbia Snow Removal Services 
Be '= '  REVISIONS CONTRACT VIARa i i  Station -Terrace, BC . PRESCRIPTIONS " 
Env i ronment  9625-031 To receive a tender'package, or  for Notice of preharvest silviculture prescriptions, pursuant to section S of the 
FILE NO, PR 2809 silviculture regulations, 
APPUCATION FOR AMENDMENT OF A . Sealed tenders for the Harper lmber further information, please contact Grant Iley, Customer The following areas have proposed prescriptions that.will apply if 
PERMIT UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF Sale Revisions Contracl No, 9625-031, Services 104-123 ~a in  Street, Winnipeg, MB. ROA OTO approval Is obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The proposed 
THE WASTE MANAGEMENT ACT " " 
under theSmall 8usinass Forest Enterprise telephone collect to (204) 949-7446 or 949-7402.  Forestry Ltd. " THIS APPLICATION Is to be flied with the Program Will be accepted by the Distdct o r  prescriptions will be hvallable for viewing until August 31, 1995; at R.J.A. 
Regional Waste Manager at Box 5000, • " . To ensure consideration, any written comments must be made to Rod. 
Sm]them, British Columbia, VOJ 2NO. "any Manager. Kalum Forest District, at//200. VIA Rail Canada Inc. invite toutes les parties int~ressRes Arnold, R.P.F., 4641 LazelleAvenue, Terrace, B.C., veG 1SS, telephone 
person who may be adversely affected by 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British 635.2625. 
the discharge or storage of the waste rosy Columbia, untt 1:30 p.m,, August 9,1995, ~ presenter des soumissions relativement au contract' ,. 
within 30 days from the last date of postina Forestry Llcence A48704 • 
under section 3.(a) or publication, sewice o~ This contract will requirethe r visI0nsto suivant: ' . " - Cutting , Setting No. - i Location . Area(Ha) Amendment 
managerstalngdlSplay u der how he is 4, write to the "lmber Sale block layout and PHSP's for Enl~vement de neige Permit  ' " , I ' - ~ "' ' Ye~o ' 
PREAMBLE ;- The purpose of this seventeen (17) blocks, to meet the Forest Gore  de VIA Rail - Terrace, CB 32 r ~25086 :' L 15 kin. " 40  'No 
application Is increase the frequency of Practice Code S t a n d a r d s . .  
cardbeard and slmlar materi ls.regulated open burns • of woodweste, All. . . . .  inquiries should be made to Robert Pour recevoir le dossier d'appel d'otlres ou pour obtenir: " ' 'MainDerdCkRd.Lake I I ' . 
I/We City of.Terrace of 3215 Eby St..  Thomesor Barb Lenardt in Terrace at Rlg- plus de renseignements, veui lez communiquer avec . 
Terrace, 8.C. VOG 2X8 hereby apply for 5100. Grant  Iley, Serv ices  ~ la clientele, 104-  1 23  rue Main, 32 329723 ' 6.7 km 50, ~ "NO 
amendments(S)Permit No. PR 2809as granteddescribedon Septemberbel°w to Particulars can be obtained at the Winnipeg, MB. R3C 1 A3 our  t~lRphonez ~ Frais vzres" " au  Mitten Main Rd. 
16, 1974, last amended January 31, 1994, ~um Forest Dislict I~twean 8:00 &m. and j 
which authorized the discharge/storage of 4:30 p.m., M0ndayt0 Frday andwi Ibe - (204) 949-7446 ou 949-7402;  ~2 =: 329238 i3.8 km. .  33.7 ; IN° " 
muntcipal solid waste from Terrace and the available onJufy26 1995. . 1. n :~( 29 Mile Rd. '" L ' . 
Surrounding area located at Terrace, B,C,, to ' ~, • " • . . . 
ground and air. ".Tenders must be submitted on the forms :- • 
AMENDMENTS REQUESTED (describe and inthe envelope supplied. " " NOTICE OFSILViCULTURE PRESCRIPTION 'FOR AN ,'before" and "afteF conditions): NO tender will be considered having any .... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Before: Bumlng sessions shalltake placeat " INV ITAT ION ,TO TENDER , AREATO BE LOGGED a/requency not to exceed 6 times per year, qualifying clauses whatsoever, and the 
After: Burning sessions shall take place at a lowest oi any Tender ~11 not necessarily be (Section 12) 
frequency not to exceed 24 times/year. 
Dated this 10 dayofAugust. 1994. eccepted. Each o~ithe.foiiowing areas has a ~ ' " ' ' ~ proposed Silwculture RERBDUgDAL Contract award is subject o funding Skeena Sawmills, a division of West  Fraser 
Prescription that will apply if appreval:to.log the area is 
Telephone No. 630-4730 beingavailableatthetme. M i l l s  L td  invites tenders for a rehabilitation obtained from the Ministry of Forests.;~The~PropoSed 
. . . .  : pro ject  o f  roads and landings m the Nass area. prescriptions will be available for viewing untlSeptember 
There are approximately 230 landings and 9 800 15, 1995 at the address noted below, during regular 
- Inv i ta t ion  work inghours /  " : meters o f  roads to be'rehabilitated. To ensure consideration, before' logging commences, 
any written comments must be made to E. Nicholson, 
x u e m e n - ' : r  . . . .  " = Winged subsoiler, orother :l)roven methods of R.P.F., at Skeena Cellulose-lnc., 4900 Keith Avenue, 
&~ O ' . . . . .  , -  Bu~gsc  rehab i l i ta ion  Wil l  .be Cons idered .  Terrace, B.C. V8G 5L8, by the above date. 
2lst CctlttLr'y . " o :ullng • LocaUon .~ : 
": , , . . . .  Form Of , Uc . ,  =~erm]t Cutbloc~ . ( ieare~t C~'nmunly & "Area  Ar~e~dment 
enquiries may be directed to Jean-Pierre ,~r-m.., ,No. No . .  No. Approxlmatel.,gcaton), (ha) Ye~No BC Hydro  invites tenders from Powcrline Contractors for,distribution work  General i lv r at 635-6336.  ~t:: I ,~: 16AL I ~3~51 T.,o~.K,,~,~o." " , s .e  No 
in the Terrace area as per Local Work Contract E704.97.- Harvey,  S icultu e Fores ier  '~= r 
This work includes building approximately 6 km of singl~ phase 14.4 kv ' : TFL #1 6AL ,234643 Terraoe-Kw~nl~'Cr. ' • 4Z7 . ' No / 
distribution. Included in the project are applox. 75:poles and 50 anchors 
along wiih a river crossing and a CNR cr'ossingas per job #6370-616763. Tenders W: TFL #1 1AS : 83221S Ten'ace-Clote River ' 22 .0 ,  . , No " 
• " " " ' . "  B O X  10~ .T I  TFL ,  # I  IAS '  832217 Ten;a~-C loroRK. i r , : : :  S4 .2 '  L INo : " .  
The Tender closes Wednesday, August  16 at fi':()0'AM. ' : 1995 . TFL " #10AG :7112SI Terrace-WhlteO;.. ' "  ' S2.4 = No 
: . . . . .  ' v ~. 
Copies of  the Tender Documents ~ire avai lable at the Terrace District Office "rFL " " .  # i  "OAG " 711238' Terra¢~Whl~ Cr.' 1S.7..:. : ' No 
at' 5220 K¢ith Ave. F0rfurtherinformation-contact Ron N ixon  or  Bo.b This proje( F~ A1683~' le7 '" 0735ce Terraee-CopperRlwr " e l l  " No 
Bowles at 638-8101. "i:~ .................................... A1683~ 197 Q7aS0S ' :Tarrace-~operRlv=r " "  l~ea' " " No' ' .  
i 
FL A16B~ .179"  ReH65 "Terra¢e.10w~,';" ...... i3 :8  ' : i~ :  °~ ..... 5220 Kcith Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R5 ~ 
~ FL A1983~ .i02 e85010' Ter ra¢erM~lxCr , .  , ''a~S ,.:No - 
-~ FL ' A1683~, , !~4" ,  sesiOSI:To.,=..,mn~xC,,. : .. =0.0 - ' ~.. : :  
BC II_qdro w.  Illest I~asr, r - -  ' : "  :: FL  A1683, 194 88S303. Terra¢e-Manllx Cr,. '. 30:e , :~:N0 ."..: m J 
r~  
' 2:, 
t ii!.~ 
:?i 
iiii! 
.... " .... =nted.k  r ivers  
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5 ~ i j | p ~ i ~ h  8 ~ker  AM/ .FM Ster~ ca~.e ,  !n~d in9  fr?ight end PD! $ i ,390  00 Down Payme~ 
uirea et me time at transaction: insurance, license ana apl~iCabie:taxes e~ra, Mon!hlypayments tota $10,99Z00, A t  le~ 
:essi~,e Wear,. Requires VVV Credit Canadainc. approval and dealer part c pat on.  I~ea er may ieas~ for less.  See de;,le 
'elfmited.i © 1995 Volkswagen. .  i ~.- i! i , , '  
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,  ~ , .~ ,~- :~: , : ,~ : ,  ~ : : ~ ,  , ,  ..... , .~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ? ~,':i~ _ _  
: !•!/ 
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PA AD  AT HE ITAG]  PAEK 
BILLOV~G OSTRICH plumes, 
bouquets of silk flowers, f lbbo~ 
and beads.., hatmoke~' wmlly 
knew their stuff in the early part 
of the century. 
If yo.'ve ever longe~ ~don 
one of these incredible head- 
pieces, or design your own, then 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  .v  , - - .o  ,,u u.u uuu.u ~up terraces UsDome girls. From left to fight are Ethel,. 
Elizabeth, Margaret and Eva Osborne, (Photo courtesy of Harold Phillips) 
make sure you take tn ~e River- 
boat Days hot parade at Hefl~g¢ 
Park on August 6. 
Judging takes place at 3 p.m. 
witb prizes for the best decorated 
woman's, man's and children's 
hal Hefltage Park will also be 
hostin8 entertainment all 
afternoon, from 1-4 p.m. on Sun- 
day. 
Children can decorate a sunhat, 
and men can dig out grandad's 
old top hat, and give it a new 
modem twist. Or see how high a 
hat your head can hoist, when it's 
topped with fake fzuit, flowers, 
furs, or maybe astuffed animal or 
tWO. 
See you at the hat parade tbis 
Sunday[ For more Riverboat 
Days events; see the schedule be- 
low. 
Riverboat Days 1995 
/ /L chedule of Events 
IAi"Day". ~urnSesdsw(~m~fd':wD~eUragt,UgSctnl3t 7p.S-?tUrMdis?Te~r~race*~pUag?aUcStwnSin/OnYd 
: . . . . . . .  (v~nners will be announced at the opening ceremonies) Ceremonies 
• .  ....... Terrace Regional Museum Sociely 
7' p.m. Riverboat Days,Baby " " - ' "  
(contest is open until 6 p.m. Monday) 
Skeena Mall Merchants 
7 p .mf ' ,  Opening Ceremonies 
(Displays and Entertainment featuring 
Lower Ulfle Park) 
ceremonies on 
(at the REM Leo Theater, lickats are S10 per person) 
Miss Terrace Pageant Society 
Casino Night at the Legion 
(open to members and bonlfldo guests) 
Royal Canadian Legion Branch #13 
The Skeena Stomp 
(AI the Terrace mena featuring One Horse Blue and Farmer's Daughter. 
]Ickels avalfoble at Copperslde Foods. No admlltanco under 19 years Of 
age. Doors open at 7 p.m.) 
Norlhwind Productions • • 
Coors Light Country Music and CJFW-FM 
play 
~rr=aay ~ = ,p.m. in me event of rain] 
•, LCily.of Terrace 
' Friday Aug 
: iO :30a.m.  Kid's Day atTerracevi 
/,i. ii~,~ .... ' (Games, Food and Fun'for kids 2-10, 
. . . . .  Terroceview Lodge 
12p:m. .  4th Annual Children's 
* Derby begins 
(open toklds 15 and under until noon 
' '=""~:  "*~' Northmast Anglers 
7' Mixed SIo-pi 
' ~ (at Rivers(de Park) 
Sunday August 6 
Mixed SIo-pitch Tournament 
Paddlewheel Tavern open ! 1 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Riverboat Days SIo-pdch Tournament 
Horthwest Old-timers Fastball Club 
Riverboat Days Youth Soccer Invitational 
(at (h~L~ Pa/k) 
Terrace Youth Soccer 
1995 B.C. Provincial Blackpowder 
Primitive Rendezvous 
(At lheHoskin Creek Ranch, approx. 15 kms off N. Sparks. 
Watch for slam) 
B.C. Blackpowder Assoc. 
"En joy  R iverboat  
(A~.~~~.~ Days!" 
 ' ).OOO.O00'O000 
"Come jOin the Fun!" 
SAFEWAY 
! ~ J 4655 Lakelse Ave. 
| / l  | 
635-7206 
MOTHER'  
NATURE'S  
GAS STAT ION*  
4760 Lake lse  M d ~ l ~ A  ~ d l r  
635,6935 ~/ ,- mvmB,~wwmt 
~.J ~ Laboratories tta.l] " , .  
~rame =a i r :  - -~  -~ ----- . . . . . .  ~I ~-~~,  
e Some day  service " 11 ~ ~!i' 
• On site lab " .  i'!l ~ , '~/~ 
• Wide Variely fashion frames ?,~i~ i~i !' ~,¢,4". •
4613 Lakesle Avel 638~0341 ~ 
4740 Lakelse 
Terrace 
638-8830 
Riverboat Days S 
7 p.m. Java and Jaz 
(treat younelf to local 
• Kermodel Trading until 
. . . .  ~/' Kermadei Tradim 
tament 
~pen 1 ! a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Riverboat Days SIo-pitch Tournament 
Northwest Old-timers Fastball Club 
All Day 
All Day 
8 a ,m.  
!1 a.m. 
12 p.m. 
12 p.m. 
12 p.m. 
Riverboat Days Youth 
(at Christy Park) 
Terrace Youth Soccer 
',i:. ; . Safoway. Bank of Nova 
Aulomagic Tire - Sidewol 
~L :'i = Ken's Marine - Remax o' 
Northern Molar Inn 
.... Kitsumkalum Rese 
. ": (fo~rlag Salmon cooked over c 
::- ~;: ! Kitsumka um Band Coun 
Speedway Memorl 
• (commemorating past members ......................... 
/races at 7 plm,) 
Terrace Stock Car Assoclalion 
3 ~.. 
1 l a.m. Riverboat Days Seniors Mile 
(for oil ages and abilities- from the Legion to aly Hall) 
BC Senior Games Sac!sty (Zone 10) 
Riverboat Days Studio Tour 
(maps availaMe at the Public Ubrary, Travel InfoCenter, Heritage PeA 
• and some local businesses, runs until 5 p.m.) . . . . .  
Various Local Artists '
Celebrations in the Park ~.,, 
(entertainment at Lower Ulfle Park until 8 p.m.) 
Sight & Sound- Skeena Broadcasters 
.on,u, + o+. .+n i 
Aulomagiclire. Sidewalkers ~;,;~i~, ,
Ken's Marine - Remax of Terrace ~ L~ ~i' ........... .... 
Steve's Salvage- Terrace Honda 
Northern Motor Inn ~i. ~.:i. 
Box 
r ~ 1Q~L~ 
10 - AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C . 
635-3696 
River Industries Ltd. 
JONSERED 
! 995 B.C. Provincial I ! ! th annual Slinger Race [ I '  EL I~ Hwy. 16E- At town side of Dudley Bridges 
Primitive Rendezvous (in heat dthoTo.ace Inn) Terrace, B.C. 
(At he Hoskln Creek Ranch, approx. 1 Terrace Inn : ' * 635"7383 
Watch for signs) 
B.C. Blackpowder Assoc. Stock Car Races at the Terrace 
Speedway Memorial Race Weekend 
Pancake Breukfastat (cammemorating past members of the T.S.CA.11me trlals at l p .m. ,  Central Gifts Nappy Gang Center rac, at 2 p.m. featuilng the 50 lap memorial race) 
(open until 11 a.m.) Terrace Stock Car Association ~ ~ 3 
.0+ooo, .r  ,ve+oa, Oa.. . , .er i ,o. .rk 
River  heat  Days  Pars,  (Children's games, music and displays, tiat Parade with prizes for men, / "~ ~ ~ 1 1  
Zakelse Avenue women, and children.) ' Terrace , I  TerraceReglonalMuseumSocletyg 635-3334 L Royal Canadian Legion Bral 
M --onday Beef BBQ at the Legio Au  ust 7 
(Immediately following the parade) Mixed SIo~.pitch Tournament Royal Canadian Legion Bran( 
Paddlewheel Tavern open ! 1 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Wedges annuaI Pizza Riverboat Days SIo-pitchTournament Buduet 
(at the Skeena Mall Immediately foiler Northwest Old-timers Fastball Club 
Wedges Pizza Terrace Airport, Terrace, B.C. 
celebrations in the Pa ..1995 B.C. Provincial Blackpowder ~+,+~ i~i!i~ii!iii::~!y!iiiii~i!,i~i~:~:,~;,+:~i ~i! ............. i ® Phone: 638-0288 
(entertalnmmtat Lower U.IoP, " IOZVOUS ~ ~i~i~{!i~iJ::i~!~s~;~"~ ,.,~::ii.~ii:iiiiiiiiiiilill  Fax:  635"7722 
& Sound - Skeena ch, approx. 15 Io,s off N. Sparks. 
Hut- NW Loggers ,4///he DJ~rence or 
moc. In The World," 1-80@268-8900 
omakcnmpoundtotheThornhllFalrgrounds.. ~ SPECIAL WEEKEND RATES 
at 1 p.m.) 
,,h . . . .  . . . .  ; ~ Terrace's 
13th annual SalmD :' 
s Studio Tour Coast Inn of the West 
blic Library, Travel InfoCenter, Heritage Park ~. "The Choice of the Frequent Travell6r" 
~, runs until S p.m.) ..... 4620 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
Stock Car Races at Ph. 638-8141 Fax 638-8999 TOLL FREE 1-800-549-3939 
r - - "  ace Rotary ~ 'Being the bea" Is our motto... 
[¢e , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a ' / | ~"~1 and  that  says i t  ni l .  
races i Terrace $1 i~!~ :i i~ (5000 rubber ducks will be dropped Into the Skeena River at Ferry. ~ ~; ~ T,ocated in the Coast, Inn of the West 
wMte~t  ' . 6S8-7977 ' ~ .!~, . ~ hired, the flrstdlree tocross the flnl~ line winl) 
~ " Terrace Rotary Club .. . .  
